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ABSTRACT
Context: Software engineering researchers are guided by research principles to conduct any type of
research. Though, there are many guidelines to detail how a particular research method can be applied,
there is always a necessity to continue and to improve the existing empirical research strategies. The
context of this thesis is to address guidelines for conducting controlled experiments in Global
Software Engineering (GSE). With this thesis, the state-of-the-art of conducting experiments in GSE
research has been explored.
Objectives: The goal of this thesis is to analyze the existing experiments in GSE research. Research
problems addressed with GSE experiments and the state-of-the-art of overall GSE experiment design
need to be analyzed. Appropriate guidelines should be drawn in order to provide strategies to future
GSE researchers in mitigating or solving GSE specific experimentation challenges.
Methods: A systematic literature review (SLR) is conducted to review all the GSE experiments that
are found in the literature. The search process was done on 6 databases. A specific search and quality
assessment criterion is used to select these GSE experiments. Furthermore, scientific interviews are
conducted with GSE research experts to evaluate a set of guidelines (thesis author’s
recommendations) that address the challenges when conducting GSE experiments. Thematic analysis
has been performed to analyze the evaluation results and to further improve or implement any
suggestions given by the interviewees.
Conclusions: The results obtained from the SLR have provided a chance to understand the state-ofthe-art and to analyze the challenges or problems when conducting controlled experiments in GSE.
The challenges that are identified in GSE controlled experiments are found to be with experiment
study-setting, involving subjects and addressing GSE relevant threats to validity in a GSE
experiments. 9 guidelines are framed, with each guideline addressing a specific challenge. The final
guidelines (that resulted after interviews) provide effective recommendations to GSE researchers
when conducting controlled experiments.

Keywords: Global software engineering, controlled experiment, stateof-the-art of GSE experiments, systematic literature review,
experimentation guidelines, interviews
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software is no longer built at one place or within one office building. Software
project life cycle activities getting distributed among global teams showcase a
context of Global Software Engineering (GSE) [51]. Empirical research in GSE
reports the applicability of software projects within global environments [51].
Temporal and geographical distance is always a constraint in developing software
globally that reflects in performing GSE research [28]. It is important to emphasize
the research methods in GSE studies that provide empirical evidence [11]. Among all
empirical methods, experimentation is a necessity in software engineering research to
build credible knowledge as opposed to simply rely on defining theories, speculation,
common wisdom or proof of concept [45] [53].
Nguyen et al. conducted a systematic review on team performance in distributed
teams and concluded that all the 28 research papers that they analyzed show a
negative or neutral impact of geographical and temporal dispersion on team
performance [30]. Examples studies like interviews with developers [29] and
ethnographically informed study [31] might come under this context. While
perception-based studies report a pessimistic view of the impact of dispersion on
team performance, studies using direct measurement derive positive impact of
temporal dispersion [30]. Since a considerable amount of empirical evidence in GSE
are from perception-based methods, for instance interviews and observations, further
studies that provide quantitative results or complement qualitative results of other
empirical methods, such as controlled experiments is necessary. This states the
importance of conducting controlled experiments to resolve GSE research problems.
Smite et al. [28] have performed a systematic literature review on empirical evidence
in GSE that resulted in identifying 34 case studies and only 8 controlled experiments.
There is Lack of research literature that guides researchers on designing and/or
executing quantitative research methods like controlled experiment in the GSE
context [11].
Smite et al. [28] have performed a systematic literature review on empirical evidence in GSE
that resulted in identifying 34 case studies and only 8 controlled experiments. Based on their
literature review, GSE experiment studies are found to be conducted on the lines of

distributed or face-to-face teams that imply several GSE challenges when conducted
in distributed environments [28]. Some of such GSE-specific challenges when
implementing distributed software development are as presented below.
 Communications challenges
o Time zone differences
 Asynchronous work climate
o Lack of trust
o Cultural and Language barriers
o Limited face-to-face interaction
o Lack of cohesiveness in distributed teams
o Barriers in transferring knowledge between distributed teams
 Control Challenges
o Lack of process transparency
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o Lack of progress visibility
o Lack of flexibility in organizing the distributed teams
o Finding rights participants in the distributed teams (cognitive based
skills and tasks relevant knowledge in participants)
Coordination challenges
o Diversified working styles, disparities in work approaches
(implementation of different software methodologies)
o Lack of joint processes and tools
o Modules and tasks coordination across distributed locations
o Lack of poor understanding on requirements or instructions
o Responsibility distribution
o Linguistic diversity
o Tool or instrumentation usage to coordinate

The above challenges will also exist when conducting controlled experimentation
research in distributed environments. The impact of such challenges on GSE
controlled experiments differentiates them from general software engineering
experiments. Hence, these above challenges provided plausible reasons to state that
studying for this thesis is warranted.
Benefits and suitability of empirical methods, specifically controlled experiment, in
expanding body of knowledge in GSE has never been subject of any research [11].
Moreover, experiment’s results are accurate and measurable as they are mostly
generated by basing on statistical and formal inference [36]. The accuracy in
generating empirical results with experimentation as research method [7] [45] and
the low amount of Experimentation research in GSE domain [28] has motivated the
thesis author to confidently initiate this research. Furthermore, this thesis is a
necessity as it is aimed at supporting future researchers to conduct controlled
experiments in GSE.

1.1 Study Overview
In a software engineering research, a controlled experiment research method can be
of any form that compares two variables with at least one confounding factor [45].
Strategies to mitigate GSE challenges when conducting experiments will provide
inputs for future GSE researchers to conduct highly valid experiments. This thesis
aimed at reviewing all existing GSE controlled experiments with an objective to
identify GSE specific challenges in conducting experiment research. Sjøberg et al.,
identified and analyzed 103 controlled experiments in software engineering and
reported [4]: “A major finding of this survey is that the reporting is often vague and
unsystematic and there is often a lack of consistent terminology. The community
needs guidelines that provide significant support on how to deal with the
methodological and practical complexity of conducting and reporting high-quality,
preferably realistic, software engineering experiments”. Finding papers that report
GSE controlled experiments could be troublesome as researchers use different
terminology when describing a research method. So, in order to extract and analyze
GSE experiments, Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [2] is the method
implemented in this thesis. During this process, the methods, processes, tools and
other procedures that are used in all GSE experiments are also studied. The outcome
of SLR study will showcase the state-of-the-art of GSE experiments. Here, ‘state-of-
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the-art’ refers to the top-level elements that describe an experiment study such as
background, study-setting, experiment types and so on; see Section-4.1. Further,
guidelines are drawn to address GSE specific challenges in conducting controlled
experiment research and are finalized with experts’ judgment. As a result, this thesis
has provided some extensions (in relevance to distributed and non-distributed
software environments) to the existing literature [36] on experimentation in software
engineering.

1.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis outline is as follows:
Chapter 1– Introduction introduces the research area, problems and
motivations for conducting this thesis.
Chapter 2 – Related work outlines related work with research findings in
the area of study.
Chapter 3 – Research Design presents the aims and objectives, research
questions, research methodology and threats to validity.
Chapter 4 – Research Results and Discussion provides an outcome of the
study along with the summary of findings. The Discussion is covered individually for
each research question soon after answering it.
Chapter 5 – Conclusion concludes with a brief review of the answers to the
proposed research questions of the study.
Chapter 6 – Future work presents the possible extension to this thesis
study.
Chapter 7 – References include general thesis references that are referred to
conduct the study.
Appendix-A – GSE experimentation references that include all the
experimentation references from SLR study.
Appendix-B – Data extraction form that is used to perform the SLR study.
Appendix-C – Interview material that are used when performing interviews
in this thesis.

1.3 Glossary of Terms
Terms
GSE
SLR
R.Q.
Obj.
State-of-the-Art

Experiment
setting
Experiment
elements or

Table 1: Glossary of terms and their meanings
Synonyms used
Abbreviation or meaning (if any)
(if any)
Global Software Engineering
Systematic Literature Review
Research Question
Objectives of this thesis
State-of-the-art in this thesis refers to
top-level
elements
of
scientific
experiment studies in GSE research
area till date
study-setting,
(see Section-4.1.2)
experiment setup
Elements in the
Constitutes
different
procedures,
experiment
methods and tools in the experiment.
3

phases

Experiment
subjects
Research
problems

‘Subsets’ is also used to represent
experiment elements especially when
describing them in the research design.
Subjects or participants who involve in
experiment operation
Research problems addressed by GSE
researchers with their experiments

1.4 Reference Notation
Normally all references are listed numerically; however, because some references are
themselves experimentation under study, they will have an ‘X’ prefixed and will be
listed separately in Appendix-A. All other general thesis references are listed out into
the main reference list of this thesis in Chapter-7.
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2 RELATED WORK
Claes Wohlin et al.’s book on Experimentation is Software Engineering [36] is a
starting point for any experimentation researcher. According to [36], there are 5 steps
in conducting experiments such as scoping, planning, operation, analysis and
interpretation, and presentation and package. In any type of software engineering
experiment, the scope details the goal definition of the experiment [36]. The planning
phase deals with the design aspects of the experiment and details the context
selection, hypothesis formulation, variables and subject selection, and
instrumentation [36]. Committing of subjects to treatments and tasks as well as data
collection is performed in the operation phase [36]. The experiments are further
carried with analysis and presentation phases [36]. These 5 phases in experiments
provided a start-up guide to perform this thesis.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl [7] provided detailed guidelines for performing controlled
experiments in Software Engineering (SE). Any controlled experiment in SE
research contains both independent and dependent variables; where independent
variable provides a basis for measuring dependent variable [7]. The authors claim
that, a controlled experiment in SE can be a laboratory experiment or an experiment
with humans as subjects or an experiment with norms and standards manipulated by
their confounding factors [7]. It is important to identify the confounding factors
affecting the result of an experiment in order to maintain the controlled nature of the
empirical findings.
Sjøberg et al. [4] characterizes subjects, tasks and environments in controlled
experiments. Acceding to them [4],
 The experiment subjects (participants) can be characterized by identifying
their population, total number, recruitment strategy
 The experiment tasks can be characterized as type of tasks and duration
 The environments can be characterized by location and tool usage
In a similar study, Höst et al. [53] proposed a schema to classify subjects in
controlled experiments based on several characteristics. This approach of experiment
characterization is applied in the SLR of this thesis for analyzing the state-of-the-art
of GSE experiments. This type of classification and characterization of subjects is
also helpful when analyzing the suitability of the results.
Shull et al., in [49] discuss the role of replication in evaluating the result of an
experiment. The authors argue that during experiment replications when the variables
of an experiment are changed, a different set of results might occur for analysis;
however, when the experiments are replicated with same variables, same set of
results occur for analysis as that of the old ones providing confident and more
reliable results [49]. Although exact replications with the same result increase the
reliability of the results, it might also be challenging for the researcher to identify and
implement the exact conditions again for replicating the experiment [48]. Hence,
there is a high chance for giving up the idea of experiment replications with same
variables even in the GSE experiment context. However, doing a replication
emphasize on the importance of recording all the changes (comparing to the original
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experiment) and analyzing the effect of those changes on the result [48]. It is
necessary that the original experiments provide enough and reliable knowledge for
replicators to conduct a replication.
Researchers have widely utilized experimentation in software engineering (in
general), either as a method to evaluate an existing theory in a specific setting or as a
supporting method to empirically evaluate their own theory. In GSE context,
experimentation is used in different areas such as comparing face-to-face meetings
with distributed meetings [X53], evaluating virtual collaboration tools [32] or when
studying team dynamics and performance [33]. Though there is a lot of literature on
experiments that can potentially interrelate to this thesis, it is identified that no
literature has actually contributed to stating the distributed or non-distributed context
of software engineering experiments. To conclude, related work paved path in
formulating the aims and objectives of this thesis for investigating how controlled
experiments are conducted in GSE context.
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN
This section presents the aim and objectives followed by research questions and
research methodology including the data collection and analysis procedures used.
Threats to validity and mitigation strategies implemented are also provided here in
the same section.

3.1 Aims and Objectives
The main objective of this research is to investigate the role of controlled
experiments as an empirical method in expanding the body of knowledge of GSE and
to propose practical guidelines for future experiments.
The aim will be achieved by addressing these objectives below:
OB1. Explore state-of-the-art of conducting controlled experiments in GSE.
Identify challenges and validity threats in existing controlled experiments.
OB2. Identify research problems in GSE that can be addressed by controlled
experiment.
OB3. Provide practical guidelines for conducting experiments in GSE.
OB4. Use expert judgment to evaluate the guidelines.
The next section presents the research questions that are posed based on these four
objectives.

3.2 Research Questions
R.Q.1. What is the state-of-the-art in conducting controlled experiment in GSE?
R.Q.1.1. What are the research problems addressed in GSE controlled
experiments?
R.Q.1.2. What are the challenges and threats to validity when conducting
controlled experiments in GSE?
R.Q.2. What guidelines can be presented for future researchers to conduct controlled
experiment in GSE?

3.3 Research Methodology
Systematic Literature Review [2] and interviews [9] are the research methods that are
used to answer the two research questions asked in this thesis. Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) was performed in order to obtain and analyze the GSE research with
experimentation as their research method. Finally, interviews are conducted in order
to justify the guidelines resulted through SLR. In the below sub-sections, the
research methodology is presented in detail.
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3.3.1 Systematic Literature Review
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is a research method for identifying the research
gaps and for interpreting all the available research that are relevant to answer a
particular research question [2]. SLR study is performed by following Kitchenham’s
guidelines [2]. The scope of the SLR is to study ‘existing GSE research with
experimentation as their key research method’. The analysis of this SLR study
created a knowledge base for answering R.Q.1.
3.3.1.1 Search Strategy
The search strategy is composed of search terms (keywords), followed by formulated
search strings, that are applied to search on any qualified research resources (search
databases) [2]. The search strategy must derive all the available primary studies that
relates to the research question [2]. The Search Strategy for SLR at each stage is as
follows.
3.3.1.1.1 Keyword Identification
Finding the SLR keywords will be the 1st stage of SLR search strategy. Reverse
engineering is applied on research questions to find the initial search keywords. In
order to maintain an effective refinement process, the scope of the search is set to the
first research question R.Q.1 and its refinement R.Q.1.1 and R.Q.1.2. The Research
question R.Q.1 (and its refinement) are broken down into individual facets in order to
list out important keywords. After deciding the application area as experimentation
in GSE, two initial keywords such as "Global Software Engineering" and
"Experiment" are used to perform a preliminary search. The preliminary search
resulted in identifying more keywords as presented in Table-2. Some keywords in
Table-2 are also obtained with experience from GSE course studied at Blekinge
Institute of Technology and with suggestions from the thesis advisor.
Table 2: Keyword Identification
Keyword
Reason for Implementation
A1 – Global software engineering To obtain Scope of the research question
A2
–
Global
software Similar keyword to A1 (~A1)
development
A3 – Distributed software ~A1
development
A4 – Distributed software ~A1
engineering
A5 – Global team
With focus on global context in Software
Engineering
A6 – Virtual team
~A5
A7 – Distributed team
~A5
A8 – Offshore
With focus on GSE work distribution
terminology
A9 – Off-shore
~A8
A10 – Onshore
~A8
A11 – On-shore
~A8
A12 – Nearshore
~A8
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A13 – Near-shore
A14 – Farshore
A15 – Far-shore
A16 – Insource
A17 – Insourcing
A18 – Outsource
A19 – Outsourcing
A20 – Software Engineering

B – Experiment*

~A8
~A8
~A8
~A8
~A8
~A8
~A8
This keyword supports the search strings
formed. This keyword limits only to GSE topics
in the search (and to avoid papers retrieved by
A5 or A8 that are clearly off topic).
This keyword is included to find papers with
‘experimentation’, ‘experiments’ and other
‘experiment*’ keywords.

Here ‘A’ category keywords denote GSE keywords. ‘A’ category keywords are used
to retrieve all the primary studies - GSE experiment papers. With an intention of not
missing any of the GSE research with experiment as its research method, only
generalized keyword “Experiment*” (– ‘B’ category) is used. Articles that contain
‘Controlled experiment’, ‘quasi experiment’, ‘laboratory experiment’ and ‘field
experiment’ and so on, are extracted in this process.
3.3.1.1.2 Search Database Selection
Identifying the research databases, and performing the search is the 2nd stage of SLR
search strategy. The experience of the thesis author in searching research databases
influenced their selection. The search databases used are
 IEEE Xplore,
 Inspec,
 Springer,
 ISI Web of Science,
 ACM digital library,
 SCOPUS
All these databases are identified to be retrieving relevant papers for this research
field and that are within the scope of the search [28] [57]. The papers that can be
searched with these above databases include digital libraries, peer-reviewed journals,
and conference proceedings. In order to confirm that no article is missed, a full-scale
search is also done on other databases such as Science Direct (Elsevier), Wiley
Interscience. However, Science Direct and Wiley Interscience are excluded as these
databases didn’t result with scope-relevant papers or have retrieved duplicate papers
that are already found with the above listed databases.
3.3.1.1.3 Search String Formulation
Formulating search string is the 3rd stage of SLR’s search strategy. The search strings
are designed using the search keywords obtained in 1st stage; see Table-2. The search
strings are mainly constructed using Boolean operators AND and inclusive OR. Due
to different application interfaces used by different research databases, there is no
possibility to search with one formulated search string in all the databases. So, the
search string is formulated is such a way that it fits the same meaning and to work on
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all respective databases. The following table shows one formulated search string with
its modifications on different databases.
Table 3: Search String Formulation for performing SLR on R.Q.1
String
ID
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Search string
("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore") AND ("insource" or "outsource" or
"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) AND
("Abstract":"Experiment*") AND ("software engineering")
("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore") AND ("insource" or "outsource" or
"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) AND ("Experiment*")
AND ("software engineering")
(("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore" ) AND ("insource" or "outsource" or
"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) WN ALL) AND
(("Experiment*") WN AB) AND (("software engineering")
WN All)
TS=("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore") AND ("insource" or "outsource" or
"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) AND TS=("Experiment*")
AND TS=("software engineering")
("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore") AND ("insource" or "outsource" or

Database
IEEExplore

Springer

Engineering
Village
(Inspec)

ISI Web of
Science

ACM
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6.

"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) AND
("Abstract":"Experiment*") AND ("software engineering")
ALL("Global software engineering" OR "Global software
development" OR "Distributed software development" OR
"Distributed software engineering" OR "Global team*" OR
"Virtual team*" OR "Distributed team*" OR "Follow the
sun" OR (("offshore" OR "off-shore" OR "onshore" OR
"on-shore" OR "nearshore" OR "near-shore" OR "farshore"
OR "far-shore") AND ("insource" or "outsource" or
"insourcing" or "outsourcing"))) AND ABS("Experiment*")
AND ALL("software engineering")

SCOPUS

‘Experiment*’ (in the above table) is the only keyword that is searched in the
abstract of the papers found in all databases. The search databases IEEEXplore,
Engineering Village (Inspec), ACM, SCOPUS have a facility to directly search for
keywords in the abstract which is not the case of Springer and ISI Web of Science.
So, when searching in Springer and ISI Web of Science, the focus is to find any of
the keywords in the entire paper. Then after retrieving initial set of papers in Springer
and ISI Web of Science, a manual search is performed to find the keyword
'experiment*' in the abstracts.
3.3.1.1.4 Search Selection Criteria
Generating and applying study selection criteria onto the initial results is the 4th stage
of the SLR search strategy. The study selection criteria are prepared with a focus to
satisfy the scope of this SLR. The following shows the inclusion and exclusion
criteria for the study selection made.

No duplicates included.

Articles published between the years 2000 and 2014.

Articles written in English

Articles with full text and that are available.

Article should be a journal or a conference paper.

Screening the abstract and title to match the scope of relevance of the
included studies to that of the aims and objectives of R.Q.1 (here, scope of
relevance is to identify GSE research papers with experiments as their key
research method).
All the other papers that do not meet the above inclusion criteria are excluded.
3.3.1.1.5 Study Quality Assessment
Study quality assessment criteria depends on the bias and the validity of the primary
studies [2]. The understandability of an empirical study is one basic factor to be
considered for assessing the quality. This study quality assessment is also conducted
with a purpose to read all the articles completely and to confirm that all the
experiments are clearly qualified to perform an SLR.
Study quality assessment consists of checklists and procedures that help in assessing
the articles and evaluating the actual relevance. The quality assessment identifies
articles with direct evidence to answer the research questions. Kitchenham’s
guidelines [2] proposed some quality assessment questions (QAs) for assessing
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experiment research; these proposed QAs also helped in generating the QAs for this
SLR. The below questions are prepared for performing study quality assessment.
QA1: Is the aim/purpose of the research clearly stated?
QA2: Is the research operation well defined?
QA3: Are study measures supportive in finding answers for the research?
QA4: Any subjects (samples or humans) involved in the experiment?
QA5: Any treatment(s) occurred to experiment study
QA6: Are the subjects (samples) justified?
QA7: Is the software or technology (if any) that is under test is clearly
defined?
QA8: Are the measures or standards that are used in the experiment fully
defined?
QA9: Are the data collection and analysis methods adequately described?
QA10: Are data types explained (for example: classifying data as continuous,
ordinal and categorical)?
QA11: Any negative findings expressed?
QA12: Implications reported for applying the solutions of experiment in
practice?
QA13: Any consequences of threats to validity of the experiment or the
reliability of their measures reported?
These QAs act as the quality instruments or quality deciding factors for assessing the
quality of all the studies individually [2]. In order to note down the evaluation results
for these QAs, a checklist based approach is implemented.
According to Kitchenham’s guidelines [2], the results of QAs can be useful in two
ways. QA results helped to assess the papers that resulted through the primary study
selection made (see Section-3.3.1.1.4). The quality assessment criteria to include a
paper are dependent on quality scores of the applied QA items. There are 13 QA
items and the score is set to 1 for each appropriate QA item that is of good quality
along with a score equal to 0 for each appropriate QA item that is of poor quality.
The overall score is obtained on each paper by counting the number of 1s (good
quality QAs). Using such weighted scores, the appropriate papers are selected if they
are capable of having a minimum quality score of 7. A similar approach of
implementing quality scores can be further seen in an example study [21] as
recommended by Kitchenham et al. in [2]. Secondly, QA results assisted data
synthesis as described in [2]. In this process, with the help of QA results the
differences in implementing a subset (an experiment element) in different primary
studies (GSE experiments) is analyzed. Here, the subsets refer to breakdown of
experiment study elements into sections like data collection in experiments and data
analysis in experiments, validity threats in experiments and so on (full list of
elements that occurred to study are detailed in Chapter-4). SLR results, data
extraction and data synthesis sections are presented below.
3.3.1.2 SLR Results
Before applying the study quality assessment, 597 papers resulted from 6 different
databases. The below figure explains the papers resulted from the search operation
performed.
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Figure 1: Search results before applying Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Study selection criteria are applied onto these 597 papers. A total number of 101
articles are detected after applying study selection criteria. Also, after applying the
study quality assessment on these 101 papers and by reviewing these papers
completely, 71 papers are finalized to perform the SLR study. Figure below explains
these results.

Figure 2: Finalized articles (after applying study selection and quality assessment)
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Snowball sampling is a non-probability sampling technique [56]. It is implemented
to search and extract research papers by looking into references of the existing papers
[56]. One reason to implement SLR instead of snowball sampling [56] is to obtain
systematic extraction of the results with respect to each experiment element that
occurred to study. Snowball sampling is not worthy as each GSE experiment
addresses its own research problem. It may not also necessarily cite another GSE
experiment unless any one of the two GSE experiments is a replication or have
performed the experiment on the same research problem. Further, this study is not
extended with snowball sampling as 71 experiment papers that resulted via SLR
search operation provided enough evidence to answer the research questions.
Furthermore, all replicated experiments such as [X28], [X40], [X29], [X34], [X52]
are also found with the SLR results that confirms the validity of SLR without any
further extension of snowball sampling.
3.3.1.3 Data Extraction
All the general information (about the paper and the author), research background,
research operation and experiments findings are recorded into a data extraction form;
see Appendix-B. Specific information and the type of data that is collected for
answering the research question R.Q.1 are as follows.
 Research area
o Research problems
o Types of experiments
 Research operation
o Data collection methods
o Data analysis methods
o Data synthesis methods
 Threats to validity in the research
 Challenges reported when performing experiment research in GSE (If any).
Depending on these above data points the data that can answer the research questions
are extracted. All the extracted data is later analyzed and categorized into several
subsets (experiment elements) as shown in Section-4.1. During this process, Excel
Spreadsheets are used to input each element into their respective data types. For
example, an experiment type found in experiment [X1] is noted into an Excel
Spreadsheet named ‘experiment types’ and so on. By doing so, all different types of
data are categorized accordingly into separate Excel files.
3.3.1.4 Data Synthesis
Data synthesis is performed to summarize the findings. Descriptive statistics [22] [2]
and narrative synthesis [39] [2] techniques are applied in order to synthesize SLR
results. Mismatch in underlying theory to that of the large set of reported GSE
experiments with huge variability in the reporting style and quality will make metaanalysis [2] [36] an inappropriate method to interpret the results and to synthesis the
findings [20]. For the same reason, descriptive statistics [22] techniques are applied
in this study. Mind map (similar to affinity diagrams) is used during the data
synthesis in order to report the findings; see figure-5. The resulted statistics are
presented in the form of tables or graphs by following guidelines provided by [22]. A
similar approach of implementing descriptive statistics for data synthesis is also
checked with an example study [15] before its implementation in this thesis. The
statistical results that come as an outcome are further described and discussed by
implementing narrative synthesis techniques [39] [36]
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The synthesis of this aggregated data helped in investigating experiment context and
design with literature evidence. It indeed provided data to answer the research
question (R.Q.1) on state-of-the-art of GSE experiments. With SLR, different
methods and procedures that detail the state-of-the-art of GSE controlled
experiments are reviewed. In this process, strategies and procedures for performing
data collection, analysis and synthesis methods in GSE controlled experiments are
analyzed. Furthermore, there are several important study elements that showcase the
GSE context such as
 Experiment type (different forms of controlled experiments)
 Study-setting (the setup or a simulation)
 Experiment subjects (involvement of subjects in experiments)
 Environment (context of the setup or simulation – being distributed or nondistributed)
 Groupware tools (involvement of various types of groupware tools in
experiments)
 Treatment interventions (To identify if variables have any impact on
intervening treatments)
 Validity threats or limitations or risks (limitations or threats that are specific
to the context of GSE)
The above elements have highly influenced data synthesis in depicting the state-ofthe-art of GSE experiments. Further, GSE specific challenges when conducting
experiments are extracted by identifying the validity threats or limitations or any
other issues that are reported in the GSE experiments; see Section-4.2. Initial
guidelines are prepared after depicting the state-of-the-art and thereby analyzing
solutions to the challenges or problems associated with GSE research when
conducting experiments. Examples of each challenge and a solution that exists in the
existing GSE experimentation literature that support the generation of GSE specific
experimentation guidelines is obtained with the help of this SLR study. The
references of 71 experiments can be identified by [Xid] and are listed out in
Appendix-A. The results of this data synthesis are presented in chapter-4.

3.3.2 Interviews
Qualitative interviews [9] are further conducted to evaluate a set of initial guidelines
and to add the inputs from experts in the field. Surveys [55] are not considered to
evaluate the initial set of guidelines as the respondents may not necessarily
understand a respective guideline under evaluation. This is because a simple
statement presented in the survey form may need clarifications in order to evaluate it.
In order to provide clarifications and in order to provide as much detail as possible to
the expert before their assessment, qualitative interviews are considered in this thesis
instead of a survey.
3.3.2.1 Interview Design
Interviews are strategically arranged to be semi-structured interviews [9] with the
initial guidelines serving as basis of validation. Besides other types of interviews
such as unstructured and fully-structured interviews, semi-structured interviews offer
the flexibility to researcher [9]. Semi-structured interviews doesn’t require fully preplanned questions [9] Semi-structured interviews will help the interviewee to ask
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follow-up questions and to obtain more input until the interviews evaluation
requirement is met.
The set of initial guidelines are presented to the interviewee in the form of slides one
after another during the interview. The interviewer (author of this thesis) has
described each guideline as per need to the interviewee. The interviewee is further
asked to evaluate each guideline individually by basing on the understandability,
usefulness and completeness. Interviewees’ responses are considered to be openended (exploratory) [12] and so interviewer tried to obtain as much input as possible
from the interviewee. The perceptions and perspectives of the interviewees are
recorded during the interview. An interview guide is used in the interview operation
[12] as presented below.
Interview Guide
The first step of the interview is to engage the interview subjects. As a part of
introduction to the interviewees, all below points are covered.
 Topic introduction to the interviewees
 Describing the purpose and the format of the interview
o Presenting and describing initial guidelines via slides (run live
during the interview).
o Gathering evaluation input by basing on validity,
understandability and usefulness.
o Gathering additional recommendations on a specific guideline
or to collect new guidelines from the interviewee.
 Stating the duration of the interview and confirming the interviewee’s
time for interview
 Notifying the interviewee about the audio recording process during the
interview
 Making sure of the least distractions during the interview
 Clarifying interviewees doubts in the interview process
After providing a brief introduction about the thesis topic and thereby engaging the
subjects, the interviewer has focused on presenting and describing the guidelines one
by one. The interview material (used during the interviews) involves interview
questions and background explanations to interviewees and is as presented in
Appendix-C. Slideshows (using Microsoft PowerPoint presentation) are run to
present the guideline on the slide (interviewees made use of this virtual slideshow
presentation (via Skype screen share option) to read and then to evaluate the
guidelines. One example slide is provided below in the form of a figure to describe
how the interview protocol is described to the interviewee before having their
judgments on the guidelines. The below figure is used to detail the interviewee on
how they shall evaluate the guidelines.
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Figure 3: Describing how to evaluate a guideline in this thesis to the interviewee
At the end of the interviews, the interviewees are asked for to provide any other
guidelines that might be missed in the initial set. The duration of each interview is
planned to be 60 minutes. All the 9 guidelines that are framed are addressed during
this 60 minutes time frame.
3.3.2.2 Interview Operation
GSE researchers who are experienced in conducting experimentation research are
considered to be of top priority during interviewee selection. To note, most of the
interviewees are searched and identified from the authors list retrieved from the
results of the SLR study. However, the interviewees experience and level of study
also mattered during the selection. The only clause when selecting an interviewee is
that the interviewee must have a PhD (in computer science or software engineering
or in a related discipline).
The purpose of interview, interview design, interview duration and the reason for
considering them as an interviewee for the study are clearly explained in an email
beforehand to the interview. By doing so, the interviewer tried to build confidence in
the interviewee to attend the interview. If needed, during the operation the
interviewer has provided all facts and findings of SLR study as a background to the
interviewee when briefing about a particular guideline being evaluated. The final list
of interviewees who permitted to publish their names is presented below.
Table 4: Final interviewees list
ID

Name of the
interviewee

Qualification or experience

Other information
regarding interviewees
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1

-Concealed(1st interviewee)

2

-Concealed(2nd interviewee)

3

-Concealed(3rd interviewee)

4

-Concealed(4th interviewee)

5

-Concealed(5th interviewee)

6

-Concealed(6th interviewee)

Professor in GSE at a Technical
university in Nederland.
Interim Dean ’14, at a business
school for Department of
Information Technology, at a
University in USA.

Conducted three GSE
experiments
Conducted two GSE
experiments

Conducted one GSE
experiment (and have
Professor of software engineering, contributed so much
at a university in Madrid, Spain.
literature on SE
experimentation
studies)
Professor of software engineering Conducted five GSE
at a University in Spain.
experiments
Professor of computer science,
Conducted two GSE
Faculty of Informatics at a
experiments
university in Brazil.
Conducted one GSE
Professor of software security in
experiment (and have
Department of Engineering at a
performed GSE
University in Italy.
experiment replication
in the same paper)

The interviewer took few seconds of time before moving to the next guideline which
provided transition from topic to topic [14]. This allowed the interviewee to deliver
enough and sustainable amount of data in the time allotted to evaluate a particular
guideline, as well as to conclude within the given time [13]. Two considerable
limitations are set during the interview. One limitation is to stay as neutral as
possible during the interview and the other is to ask to evaluate one guideline at a
time. In order to make sure that the interview is in control, the interviewer tried to
focus on interviewing rather than on discussing or defending about an initial
guideline prepared. Even though, a timer is set during the interview, the timer setup
is hidden from the interviewee and the interviewee is given a chance to deliver
responses of any longer than 10 minutes for each guideline. The interviewer didn’t
stop or restrict the interviewee on time basis when responses are delivered.
Before starting the interview, the interviewee is informed that the interview will be
recorded for the purpose of analyzing the data at a later phase. Video calling software
named ‘Skype’ is mostly used for interviewing the subjects that are in remote
locations all across the globe. However, for some interviews, interviewee’s own
method of meeting is considered. For example, for Dr. Carmel interview, an online
collaboration tool named ‘Fuze meeting’ is used. During interview process, the
interviewer checked from time to time to verify that the interview is being recorded.
A Skype call recording software named “Pamela for Skype” is used for recording
interviews. All the recorded data is transcribed into text for later analysis. For
transcription a software named “Express Scribe” was used. The transcription process
of each interview took about 3-5 hours and the total length of each transcript is 3 to 7
pages. The author of this thesis also used running notes to track down if a guideline
is understandable (or useful or complete) or not. This provided a chance to clearly
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pinpoint the direction of the perceptions of interviewees when they judge a particular
guideline and to improve guidelines by introducing more challenges or issues or
solutions or enhancements to the existing guidelines before interviewee’s evaluation.
3.3.2.3 Data Synthesis
It is not an easy task to analyze all the interview raw data (transcribed text) and to
incorporate all the researchers’ (interviewees’) opinions. This is because some
opinions might also conflict with the initial guidelines or with opinions of other
interviewees. By using coding or mapping techniques, different types of data can be
effectively related within the same data set. In order to consider all the interviewees’
opinions for improving the guidelines, several coding or mapping techniques need to
be used. It is identified that such techniques can be processed by implementing
grounded theory analysis [16] or by implementing thematic analysis [9]. Grounded
theory is not considered to be an appropriate method for analyzing interview data as
the main goal of this thesis is not to develop theories [9]. On the other hand, thematic
analysis [9] is identified to apply the mapping strategies on interview data and to
analyze data systematically.
On a larger scope, observer impression or recursive abstraction can be used as an
alternative analysis method as they both are interpretive techniques. However,
having no restrictions on data points to conduct interview analysis makes thematic
analysis more flexible method than the other two, even at the later stages of results
and analysis phase [19].
In this thesis, thematic analysis is implemented for systematic analysis of the raw
interview data. Thematic analysis is a qualitative research method that is widely used
in software engineering research for identifying and grouping similar data items into
one theme and thereby analyzing data patterns within a theme [9]. A theme is
generally a data set that captures all important data in relation to the research
question in a systematic manner. A theme represents a patterned response to the
research question [25] and different themes together are capable of answering a
research question itself. A theme results in a rich description of data items that are
co-related with each other based on a particular aspect of a set [25]. To generate
themes and to perform analysis based on themes, Braun and Clarke’s phases of
thematic analysis [25] are followed as presented below.
Step-by-step guide for conducting thematic analysis
Phase 1: Data review and drafting: All the raw data is transcribed into text format
and then after all the text is read several times in order to understand and to get
familiarized with the data that indeed helped in framing initial ideas [25].
Phase 2: Coding: After noting down initial ideas from the raw data, all the
perceptions of the interviewees are mapped into predefined set of codes accordingly.
This phase helped in collating data relevant to each code in a systematic fashion [25].
For example, codes that are framed to study the perceptions of interviewees ‘on
implying GSE context in the experiments’ (as a challenge) may consist of data
regarding GSE context, experiment design, study-settings, experiment subjects
involved in experiment design or any such data.
Phase 3: Theme(s) identification: A search is conducted to group all relevant codes
into potential themes. A theme is category of collated data codes. For example,
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themes that are generated to study GSE challenge-1 “to imply GSE context in
experiments” may consist of data regarding different types of study-settings,
different types of experiment designs, different types of experiments subjects, etc. In
this thesis, every code that is applied to a particular dataset reveals an accurate
meaning of what that data is, what GSE challenges it addresses or to what portion or
step of conducting a GSE controlled experiment it belongs to. To note, in this thesis
the topics addressed by each guideline can be determined as theme and the data on
different challenges can be determined as data codes in phase-2. Table-22 presents a
synopsis of challenges covered by each guideline.
Phase 4: Theme(s) reviews: Theme reviews are conducted to confirm that codes
extracted in each theme are relevant to the aspects of the theme. Theme reviews
helped in refinement of themes. During this process, when a theme is recognized
with insufficient data or when it is identified to be a sub-dataset of another theme,
then the themes are removed or modified or added accordingly. By doing so, a
thematic network is also be constructed by mapping each related theme to another.
Figure-8 presents a synopsis of a thematic network generated by a set of themes.
Phase 5: Data Triangulation: Themes undergo data triangulation in order to identify
the relations between interview data to that of the initial guidelines or to that of
different GSE experiment examples that are obtained with the SLR. During this
process, the aspect or the goal of a theme is refined and is properly defined in order
to build simple and coherent knowledge base around it. This phase is important in the
thesis as the researcher need to analyze and correlate different opinions or
preferences of interviewees on the initial guideline with that of the existing
experiments literature obtained from the SLR.
Phase 6: Interpretation and presentation: The final phase of analysis occurs on the
fully defined themes. Tables or figures are used for interpreting pattern explorations
in and between different themes; see Section-4.4. The results of the analysis are fully
described in an effective, logical and coherent manner to make it interesting for the
reader. During this process, all the data extracts, themes and any other supporting
evidence is carefully documented to demonstrate how the results answered the
research question.
One reason to conclude with 6 interviews is due to the fact that all 6 interviewees are
highly experienced to conduct controlled experiments in the field of GSE research
whose main focus is not to deliver GSE-specific guidelines from the starch but to
evaluate a set of guidelines. All 6 interviews are considered to be satisfactory as
almost all interviewees evaluated all the guidelines by basing on some or the other
given criteria disregard of their little or more perceptions on guidelines being
evaluated; see Table-23. Iteration-1 is considered to be the final iteration that is
derived after performing updates based on interviewees’ inputs. To confirm this, the
final iteration along with the discussion (sections 4.3 and 4.4) are sent to the
interviewees via email. Furthermore, if any interviewees provided more perceptions
or opinions even after final iteration then their comments are added to the final
iteration. However, by considering interviewee’s comments on final iteration, there
are no changes made except some modifications to the guideline statement or in the
supporting text of the final guidelines. The final set of guidelines are provided in 4.3.
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All the interviewees’ perceptions or any other recommendations are either quoted or
directly involved in the description of a guideline; see section–4.3. During this
process, the author of this thesis has actually implemented data triangulation
technique to map the interviewee’s inputs with that of the existing literature. To note,
the guidelines that are presented in Section–4.3 are the final guidelines that answer
the research question R.Q.2. The initial guidelines that occurred for interviewees’
evaluation are not presented in the thesis document so as to reduce redundancy in
text. However, all the discussion that occurred to perform a final iteration along with
other changes that occurred with interviewees’ results are presented in a separate
discussion section; see Section–4.4.

3.4 Threats to validity
Several threats to validity occurred in the design and operation of this thesis. Validity
threats can be classified into four types [36] such as internal, external, construct and
conclusion validity threats. Internal validity threats occur due to the impact caused by
one study variable over another [36]. External validity threats refer to the threats that
are caused when generalizing results to the context of the study [36]. Construct
validity threats occur when the logical claim of any results are not justifiable with
that of the statistical measurements obtained in the study [50]. Conclusion validity
threats are found when the treatments that occur to study are not reliable with that of
the actual outcome [36]. More on types of validity threats can be found in Section4.1.9 (as a part of identifying and describing threats to validity in GSE experiments).
The below are the validity threats to this thesis and strategies implemented to
mitigate them.

3.4.1 Internal Validity Threats
1. SLR search strategy: There is numerous research in GSE. Accuracy of
database search and objectivity of results is very important to ensure
successful SLR in reporting state-of-the-art in GSE experiments. To identify
the right search keywords and to frame effective search strings in the SLR
search strategy is a threat to validity of the papers selected for the study. In
order to mitigate this threat, many GSE relevant keywords are chosen to
search operation and a general keyword ‘experiment’ is restricted to be found
in the abstract of the paper under search. Furthermore, search string
formulation have been iterated several times to make sure that only generic
and unique search keywords (or search strings) are applied. The search
strings have also been reviewed by a second reviewer – thesis advisor before
performing the search operation. As all the keywords are set to be generic and
applicable to any GSE research, no potential GSE experiment research is
missed during the study. By doing so, any paper that is actually within the
GSE research area that have conducted an actual experiment is brought out to
analysis.
2. Heterogeneity of primary studies in SLR: The SLR study is determined to be
an exploratory study. The reporting style of the resulted papers is not
considered prior to data analysis. So, heterogeneity of primary studies (71
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GSE experiments) is an internal threat to validity of SLR results. Especially,
heterogeneity is a threat to validity with respect to different types of
experiment elements resulted in various categories (see Section-4.1). For
example, there are different types of GSE experiments (see Section-4.1.3) but
the main focus of this thesis is limited to study GSE controlled experiments.
So in the given example, a validity of all other resulted GSE experiment types
is a threat. However, SLR analysis is performed in such a way that either the
differences or the commonalities are clearly described by using narrative
analysis techniques [39] [2]. By performing analysis in the given example
with different types of experiments conclude that all experiments are actually
controlled experiments. Similarly, all types of experiment elements that are
grouped in different categories are analyzed to address the commonalities or
differences among them; that indeed mitigated any threat due to
heterogeneity.

3.4.2 External Validity Threats
1. Generalizability of SLR Results: Generalizability is a threat to validity of
SLR results when its extent of applicability is not generalized to any GSE
experimentation research. Although only 71 experiments are considered to be
the primary studies in SLR, they cover various research problems as reported
in Section-4.1.1. The generalizability of SLR results are valid for any GSE
experiment research as the state-of-the-art and the challenges resulted with
SLR are generic to any experiment research disregard of the research
problems they cover.
2. Interviewee’s representativeness: Only GSE researchers from the
universities have participated in the interviews for evaluating the guidelines.
Interviewee’s representativeness is a threat to validity of generalizability of
the resulted guidelines. Especially, the applicability on these guidelines in
industrial experiments is identified as a threat. However, as the guidelines are
also based on challenges that cover industrial settings and as these researchers
are experts who also provided their perceptions for conducting experiments in
industrial settings, this threat to interviewee representativeness guidelines is
mitigated.

3.4.3 Construct Validity Threats
1. Incomplete interview data: The interviewee need to evaluate an initial set of
guidelines. Lack of interest or time may cause the interviewee to skip
evaluating a guideline or not to provide enough perceptions on the evaluated
guideline. Interviewee material (that consists of interview questions as well as
background data to describe guidelines) is used to ask more relevant
questions on each guideline and to make the interviewee respond on
providing rational for his/her evaluation decision. Disregard of unwillingness
or lack of time, if the researcher couldn’t evaluate a guideline or provide
more perceptions on it due to lack of clarity on that guideline, then more
discussion is provided to the interviewee to make sure that enough
perceptions are provides to validate their evaluation on the guideline.
2. Interpretation of interview results: Interpretation of interview results is a
threat to construct validity. To analyze interview results, the data is first
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transcribed into text and then thematic mapping techniques are used in order
to map the interviewee’s transcribed perceptions with the existing literature.
So, results interpretation is logically supported by the existing literature
evidence in order to generate the final iteration of guidelines.
3. Access to interviewees and interviewee environment: For answering R.Q.2,
expert judgment is needed to evaluate a set of guidelines. Accessing the
researcher (interviewee) is a challenge that is addressed by contacting the
interviewees a month in advance seeking their appointment for the interview.
Face to face interviews is always preferred but as the interviewees are from
different locations all around the world, a video calling service called
“Skype” is used due to remote interview environment in delivering the
responses. However, as interviewer stayed neutral and interviewees didn’t
simply favor or oppose a guideline under assessment without providing
rational and as interviewees are skilled experts in the field, any threats with
respect to construct validity are mitigated.

3.4.4 Conclusion Validity Threats
Reliability of data interpretation for guidelines: The background knowledge
of the thesis author may impact the analysis performed in this thesis as the
guidelines are initially drawn based on a set of challenges analyzed with SLR
study. Threats to conclusion validity such as reliability of interpreted
guidelines is mitigated as these guidelines are evaluated by the interviewees.
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4 RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter will provide the data synthesis for this research. Several elements of
experiment are analyzed and are presented in Section-4.1. Here, by describing how
each experiment element comes into operation in GSE context, the state-of-the-art in
conducting GSE controlled experiments is derived and is presented as the answer for
R.Q.1. The research problems, challenges and validity threats to conduct experiments
(that answer R.Q.1.1 and R.Q.1.2) are analyzed under the same section. Final
guidelines that help researchers perform experimentation as research method in GSE
are obtained and are presented in Section-4.3.

4.1 State-of-the-Art in Conducting GSE Experiments
In order to answer R.Q.1, elements of an experiment are first identified based on four
research reporting perspectives [24] [7] such as background of the experiment, data
collection, data analysis and validity treats of the experiment. Each research
reporting perspective will have its own research elements as analyzed by [24] [7]
[51]. The author of this thesis made use of the 71 resulted experiment papers from
which all these research elements are gathered to analysis. Elements in GSE
experiments [51] are first recorded using SLR data extraction form. After classifying
all the elements, descriptive statistics techniques are applied to measure the
frequency of their implementation (or use or detection) in the experiment literature.
All experiment elements are analyzed based on how the papers reported them (as-itis) in their study. For example, in collection methods, the attributes such a
questionnaire and survey are classified separately as they are reported as-it-is in the
respective experiments; see Section-4.1.6. Furthermore, elements that are not
properly reported are carefully analyzed before classifying them and synthesizing the
results. For example, elements like research area, study-setting and environment
might not have proper reporting standards to identify and analyze them with ease. So,
for this preceding example, analysis is performed by carefully reading and
understanding the respective experiment study. However, if an element of a
respective experiment is still not analyzable then it is considered to be unreported
and marked as ‘unreported experiment’. All the elements are discussed in respective
sub-sections of this section and the discussion made on the state-of-the-art is
presented in separate section ‘Section-4.2’.

4.1.1

Background in GSE Experiments

Background in GSE experiment papers should detail the research elements like
research area, research problem, research hypotheses and research questions. In
addition, the background might also cover details regarding research method or
design that is used to set-up the experiment. In case of experiments, details regarding
study-setting, subject environment, experiment type, experiment variables, task of
the experiment should be applied to study as well as written in a section like
‘background’ or a section that follows it. By focusing on this background section or
on similar section in those 71 experiment papers, the results are obtained and
synthesized as presented in the below sub-sections.
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Most recurring research problems as analyzed from 71 GSE experiments are








Communication and coordination
Stakeholder satisfaction
Code/software inspection
Architectural evaluation
Pair programming
Follow the sun approach
Virtual teams

When SWEBOK [1] knowledge areas are taken into consideration as research areas,
some seem to conflict (in understanding) with some other research area; for example,
software methods in "software tools and methods" seem to be unclear when
compared with software process. So, the term ‘software methods’ is applied to both
software method and software process. Furthermore, there are several important
factors that need to be considered when implementing GSE [5] and most of these
factors that are resulted in [5] are summarized in to 5 main categories such as
communication, skills management, language, tools and fear. Some of these factors
as presented by [5] are directly mentioned as research areas in some of the GSE
experiments. For example: ‘trust’ is a factor of GSE but presented here as a research
area because some GSE research is performed directly on ‘trust’ [X9], [X26], [X45].
All the SWEBOK [1] knowledge areas and GSE factors [5] are listed into the data
extraction form for analyzing the research problems addressed with existing GSE
experiments; see Appendix-B for the full list of GSE factors and SWEBOK
knowledge areas. Either by depending on the research problems or by reading direct
statements on research areas in the experiment papers, the below research areas are
identified.







Software Requirements
Software Testing (inspection)
Software Method or process
Software Process Management (managing software method or process)
Software Quality
Trust

The observations or predictions are first noted down into the excel spreadsheet with
three columns such as ‘experiment ID’, ‘research problem’ and ‘GSE research area
relevance’ and then the above 6 main research areas are finally categorized. Research
areas are classified in such a way that all relevant research problems fall into one
particular category based on the similarity of their research. For example, a research
problem ‘Using Groupware tools’ in ‘requirements engineering’ may fall into
‘software requirements’ research area. Here ‘using groupware tools’ is considered as
the research problem and research area is ‘software requirements’. Similarly all other
research areas occurred to analysis. The frequency of usage of these above GSE
research areas is calculated using the descriptive statistics techniques and the results
are presented in the form of the graph that follows.
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Figure 4: Research areas as covered with GSE experiment studies
By comparing the amount of literature present for each research area with the
number of experiments found in the SLR, the results are presented in the above
graph. 61% of experiment research in GSE is performed on ‘software methods (or
process)’ research area. Research problems like architecture evaluation problems in
GSE [X5], [X33], [X11], [X53], communication and coordination problems in GSE
[X15], [X16], [X8], [X3], [X52], pair programming in GSE [X46], [X34], [X36],
[X48] mainly focus on mitigating issues within software process or methods research
area. 22% of GSE experiment research is performed in Software requirements
research area. The most part of GSE experiments research in software requirements
research area is focused on process meetings [X22], [X29], [X49] and use of
groupware tools [X22], [X41], [X54]. Software process management is identified to
be a research area where managerial tasks are identified to research problems in
GSE. Conflict management [X6], [X25] is the main research problem that is
categorized into software process management research area. 6% of GSE
experimental research is done in both software testing and trust research areas. Only
1% of the overall GSE experiments concentrated on software quality research area.
Software quality in relation to work climate [X1] is identified to be the only research
problem that occurred to research in this area. With most GSE experiments on
software methods (process) and on software requirements, a few researches are also
done on software testing, trust, software process management and software quality.
The objective of this part of the study is to identify research areas and to analyze
research problems in each research area. Full list of research problems from each
experiment paper are presented and described as follows.
4.1.1.1 Area – 1: Software Requirements
‘Software requirements’ is a sub-field in software engineering. Software
requirements mainly deal with collection and elicitation of requirements for a given
product to reach customer satisfaction [X21]. When developing software product,
there are different process models in requirements engineering. There are 15 GSE
experiments papers in software requirements research area. These 15 papers are
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thoroughly scrutinized to study before identifying them as research problems in GSE
requirement engineering research area.
Table 5: Research problems with relevance to software requirements in GSE
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 1
involved
To mitigate the problems such as
Using ontology as a
[X16]
communication when performing
facilitator
requirements elicitation in GSE.
Identifying and discussing limitations
Prioritization with respect to
of requirements prioritization
[X21]
distributed stakeholders
techniques when stakeholders are
distributed globally.
Mitigating communication problems
Meetings: Groupware tools
[X22]
that occur when conducting
requirements meetings globally.
Finding appropriate communication
Communication and
modes to support different
[X28]
coordination
communication tasks in requirements
elicitation and negotiations.
Assessing the Impact of Real-Time
Meetings: Machine
[X29]
Machine Translation in Requirements
Translation
Meetings.
Identifying limitations of analytical
Method for reducing
hierarchy process for stakeholder's
[X43]
geographical dispersion
requirements prioritization (who are
geographically distributed).
“analyzing stakeholders’ satisfaction
Collocated and distributed:
[X41]
when choosing suitable groupware
Groupware Tools
tools for requirements elicitation”
Towards reducing global dispersion
To develop effective virtual
[X38]
problems when performing global
teams
requirements elicitation.
Identifying and analyzing the success
antecedents of success in
[X40]
of initial phases in GSE (like
requirements analysis
requirements analysis).
Understanding knowledge
Organizational role in
management practices in conjunction
[X31]
requirements process
with requirements engineering in
GSE.
Identifying strategies for group
Group Facilitation
[X47]
facilitation for requirement
engineering in virtual teams.
Analyzing the impact of providing
structured task and explicit
Negotiation activity, conflict
[X49]
negotiation sequence to support
and satisfaction
complex negotiations in stakeholders
meeting.
Improving communication
Analyzing GSE factors in order to
[X55]
and coordination in
improve requirement elicitation
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elicitation process
Natural language
backgrounds of
requirements engineers

[X61]

Collaboration of multiple
stakeholders

[X63]

strategies in global context.
Examining the impact of multinatural language backgrounds of
requirements engineers in
requirements elicitation process
Exploring and analyzing the effect of
the collaborative interactions on
performance of requirements
validation.

4.1.1.2 Area – 2: Software Testing (Inspection)
Software testing is a sub-field of software engineering. Software testing is carried on
final software products to check and ensure that the requirements of the product are
met before delivery. Every software product needs to be validated and verified before
it releases into the market and thus every product that is reviewed will be processed
to perform software testing. Software inspection on the other hand is also a testing
process but that is well structured to perform a formal peer review [X12] and so
articles with software inspection research problem are also included in software
testing itself. In software testing research area, there are about 4 GSE experiment
articles and with different research problems. Research problems of these 4
experiments are stated below.
Table 6: Research problems with relevance to software testing in GSE
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 2
involved
Identifying the effect of synchronous
Communication and
[X12]
and asynchronous communication in
coordination
remote inspection meetings.
Assessing the effectiveness of a
Code inspection
[X13]
distributed method for code inspection
process.
Evaluating effectiveness and efficacy of
Evaluation on distributed
[X18]
a distributed inspection process to
inspection
discover defects within source code.
Redacting Sensitive
Addressing and evaluating a novel
Information in Software
[X66]
approach to redact sensitive information
Artifacts
in software artifacts.
4.1.1.3 Area – 3: Software Methods (Process)
‘Software methods’ is a knowledge area mentioned in SWEBOK [1] and is used here
for classifying research areas. The software methods generate a plan to develop,
design, implement, execute, test and maintain a software product. On the other hand,
software process is noted to be a sub-field within software methods that deal with
structured software development process. Here, in order to make it clear, software
methods and process are categorized to be one single research area.
Table 7: Research problems with relevance to software methods in GSE
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 3
involved
Communication and
[X3], [X71] Finding effectiveness when performing
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coordination

S/w development life cycle [X10]

Follow the sun approach:
new perspectives

[X17]

Domain model-driven SE

[X35]

Architecture evaluation

[X5], [X53]

Architecture evaluation:
groupware tools

[X11],
[X33]

Follow the sun approach

[X30]

Follow the sun approach:
Working speed and
accuracy

[X20]

Modeling of Use case
diagrams

[X23],
[X69]

Teaching GSE dynamics

[X27],
[X59],
[X62]

communication and coordination
interventions in GSE work process.
Comparing effectiveness of
simultaneous and sequential
coordination strategies when performing
distributed work tasks.
Performing software development after
analyzing requirements and identifying
distributed process along with sources of
potential problems.
Identifying a place for follow the sun
approach in software development life
cycle and its implications.
Identifying sustainable dependency
relations and facilitating change
management in geographically
distributed software engineering.
Proposing a framework to mitigate the
problems of traditional scenario-based
software architecture evaluation
methods.
Comparing distributed and face-to-face
meetings for software architecture
evaluation.
Analyzing usefulness and ease of use of
groupware tool support for software
architecture evaluation process and to
investigate feasibility of groupware
support for software architectural
evaluation process.
Finding the challenges that occur follow
the sun approach and obtaining a process
to alleviate the challenges found.
Analyzing the impact of working speed
and accuracy when involving more
number of sites in follow the sun
approach.
Proposing a new method for modeling
use case diagrams in GSE by assessing
think-pair-square cooperative modeling
method for active problem solving.
Assessing a new method based on thinkpair-square in the distributed modeling
of use case diagrams
Teaching GSE dynamics to students and
preparing them for achieving successful
career in software engineering.
Understanding how communication and
collaboration skills be improved by
using Distributed Software Development
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Reporting bad news

[X32],
[X37]

Analytical hierarchy with
respect to GSE
stakeholders

[X42]

Pair programming

[X46]

Distributed environment:
pair programming

[X34],
[X36],
[X48]

Distributed environment:
team performance

[X14],
[X70]

Distributed environment:
media choices and trust

[X19]

Distributed environment:
knowledge transfer

[X56],
[X65],
[X67]

Based on formal concept
analysis and stable
mathing

[X44]

Decision support systems

[X39]

(DSD) in software engineering courses.
Facilitating social collaboration.
Facilitating teamwork-as-a-service by
basing on learner's capabilities and
preferences for cloud based learning.
Identifying the importance of reporting
bad news and mitigating the chances of
blame shifting in dispersed GSE teams.
Identifying usage of collaborative
technologies in order to attain a fully
functional 24-hour knowledge factory.
Identifying effectiveness with a pair of
program of programmers are not
physically collocated at the same place
but are involved in pair programming.
To analyze the impact of
Communication and coordination
problems of pair programming in a
Geographical context. To assess
software tools that can mitigate the
problem are addressed to study. To
identify the efficacy of pair
programming in transferring knowledge
and skills in distributed environment by
only meeting occasionally.
To identify the impact of distributed
team performance due to Time zone
difference.
Investigating effects of the meetingsflow approaches on quality teamwork
for conducting training in software
capstone projects
To clarify whether Partially Distributed
Teams with at least two collocated subteams when using tested electronic
media for communication.
Formalizing collaboration workflow
process in order to improve
technological support into a machinereadable process description.
Evaluating tag-based recommendation
with collaborative value of wiki pages
for team-work benefits.
Investigating the nature of collaboration
in software engineering education.
Addressing the challenges of
coordination and task assignment
between geographically located and
heterogeneous teams
For Improving effectiveness of virtual
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Collocated and distributed:
Influence of mood
feedback
Textual and graphical
representations for
architecture design
Software Tools: Project
management training
Communication &
Coordination: Groupware
Tools

Collaboration through
mobile visualization
approach

Virtual teams versus face
to face teams
Virtual teams:
Synchronous and multisynchronous
Communication and
coordination: collocated
teams
Synchronous virtual teams

teams in software development.
Identifying the mood feedback by using
video communication platforms like
[X57]
EmotiBoard and also analyzing
performance, team satisfaction when
performing mood feedback.
To study whether visual or textual
artifacts are more effective in
[X24]
documenting software architecture
design decisions.
Tool implementation in order to teach
[X50]
SE methods.
Assessing groupware tools and
analyzing stakeholder preferences during
dispersed meetings.
[X15], [X8]
To analyze the impact of structured
communication for improving
commitment at work.
Improving continuous awareness
support with the use of Visual mobile
approach.
Evaluating effectiveness of visual
mobile approach in terms of continuous
[X7], [X60],
awareness to that of non-visual
[X63]
approach.
Addressing effective implementation of
collaborative development activities
using aesthetic visualization on mobile
screens.
To examine team effectiveness when
cultural diversity is considered and when
[X2], [X4]
communication occurs face-to-face or
virtual.
Exploring the relationships of group
[X51]
efficacy measures, team performance,
and satisfaction.
Identifying the consequences of
collocated teams by exploring the effects
[X52]
of time on group efficacy development
in Distributed environment.
To contribute to improved awareness of
[X54]
co-worker synchronicity in virtual
teams.

4.1.1.4 Area – 4: Software Process Management
This research area deals with management research in software process context.
Managerial concepts in software engineering are analyzed with this study. Research
problems like conflict management and crowdsourcing are the only problem areas
found in this series.
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Table 8: Research problems with relevance to software process management
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 4
involved
Analyzing a system that handles Conflict
management process in global software
development.
Conflict management:
Implementing CloudStudio, a
[X6], [X58]
Groupware Tools
collaboration framework that integrates
a fine-grained software configuration
management model and a real-time
awareness system.
To identify whether a change occurs in
Conflict management:
conflict resolution with a change in the
Impact of changing
[X25]
communication media sequence
communication media
(ordering several communication type).
Exploring crowdsourcing abilities to
software project delivery:
[X68]
address challenges with software project
crowdsourcing
delivery.
4.1.1.5 Area – 5: Software Quality
Software quality is a field of study in software engineering that describes and
validates the attributes of a software product [X1]. Software quality can be analyzed
to study using different quality measurement models. Also, software quality can be
studied in two different contexts such as software functional quality and software
structure quality. In GSE experiments, software quality research area is found to be
very limited. There is only 1 research paper that is performed directly on software
quality with experiment as its research method.
Table 9: Research problems with relevance to software quality in GSE
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 5
involved
In relation with work
To identify whether team climate has any
[X1]
climate
relation with software quality.
4.1.1.6 Area – 6: Trust
Trust is a factor of software engineering in global context [5]. GSE Research with
“trust” as their main focus are obtained to analysis and are as presented below.
Table 10: Research problems with relevance to trust in GSE
Research problems
Experiments
Research problem description
in Area – 6
involved
To analyze whether a known other team
member can enhance initial trust and
Idea generation
[X9]
improve work effort, generate
satisfaction in idea evolution process.
Assessing the dimensions of trust in
Geographically distributed teams, also in
Time and distance
[X26]
accordance to time, cultural and temporal
changes.
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Trust and KMR
relationship

[X45]

Investigating the relationship between
Knowledge management and trust.
Evaluating the role and the impact of
Knowledge management in trust
development.

4.1.1.7 Summary of analysis on GSE research problems
GSE research alleviates many research problems in relevance to geographical
dispersion and distributed environments. However, experimental GSE research are
only limited to the above research areas where software methods is critically most
performed research area.
Software methods or process is the research area that occurred 34 times for GSE
experiment studies. ‘Software requirements’ is the next most performed research area
with GSE experiments covering of about 25% of the overall studies. Trust and
software testing are the research methods that have been performed to GSE
experiment studies with about 3 experiments each. Software process management
and software quality are research areas that have been applied to experiments to the
least extent; covering 2 and 1 respectively. In software engineering body of
knowledge – SWEBOK [1], there are about 10 key areas along with some related
disciplines. Key areas like software construction, software configuration
management, software design and many others never occurred for GSE experiments
research. Some key areas like software quality and software process management
have occurred to experiments but only to a very limited amount. On the other hand,
GSE factors [5] such as communication, coordination and trust are the most recurring
research areas in GSE experiment research.

4.1.2 Study-setting in GSE Experiments
The study-setting can represent the complete experiment environment. The impact of
global context needs to be described when performing an experiment research in
GSE. The study-settings of a GSE experiment shall explain how controlled settings
take place for non-distributed and distributed environments. 6 types of study-settings
are analyzed from all the 71 GSE experiments.
Table 11: Analyzing different types of study-settings in GSE experiments
Type of
Number of Implementation
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Study-setting
experiments
Frequency
[X1], [X2], [X5], [X7], [X10],
[X11], [X12], [X13], [X14],
[X15], [X16], [X17], [X18],
[X19], [X20], [X22], [X23],
[X24], [X26], [X27], [X28],
[X31], [X32], [X33], [X34],
48
Academic
67.60%
[X38], [X40], [X41], [X45],
experiments
[X46], [X47], [X48], [X49],
[X51], [X53], [X55], [X57],
[X58], [X59], [X61], [X62],
[X64], [X65], [X67], [X68],
[X69], [X70], [X71]
Academic &
[X30]
1
1.40%
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Industry
Academic &
Laboratory

[X25], [X29]

Industry

[X4], [X8], [X42]

Laboratory

[X9], [X35], [X36], [X37], [X52],
[X56], [X63]

Real world

[X3], [X39], [X66]

Unreported

[X6], [X21], [X43] [X44], [X50],
[X54], [X60]

experiment
2
experiments
3
experiments
7
experiments
3
experiments
6
experiments

2.81%
4.22%
9.85%
4.22%
8.45%

Academic setting is sometimes also called as the classroom setting [26], [27]. This
setting mostly occurs to operation when a particular research doesn’t need any
industrial experience in the subjects [45]. Industry setting is brought out to analysis
as a setting that doesn’t require identical skills in the subjects [46]. For example, all
subjects aren’t from the same programming background and may not necessarily
have same programming skills in an industry setting. Experiments conducted in
laboratory setting tend to compare two defined technologies [22] or by manipulating
one process or method over the other [20]. For example, to prove that P causes Q, P
is considered to be manipulated in a controlled laboratory setting and the effect of Q
is measured. Real-world settings is sometimes also said to be an industry setting. A
real-world setting creates phenomena where the setting is too natural but also rich
and complex to analyze the data [20]. Experiments are usually conducted with few
controllable variables but real-world setting occur for treatments with natural
participation of all critical variables in the experiment [20]. In other words, real
world setting may implicate less controlled variables (that are critical) to obtain
generalized and more real-time results. So, a real-world setting may conflict with an
industry setting due to nature of less controllable variables participating in the
experiment. To state an example, to focus on measures resulted by manipulating
variable A (which is critical), may ignore other possible measures resulting from
other variables B, C (which are not critical). Academic and industry setting is a
special case of setting that is observed in [X30] where subjects come from both
academy and industry backgrounds. The setting with this combination has a
simulated environment of two different development centers that provide the
environment of an industry and as it is not performed directly in the industry setting
with technical professionals; the setting also carries academic setting in it (with
student subjects).
67.60% is the frequency depicting the overall usage of academic study-setting in
GSE experimental research. Most of the experiments are done in academic setting,
followed by laboratory setting with 9.85% and industry setting with 4.22%. 8.45% of
GSE experiments doesn’t state a clear setting in any way. Mixed settings have been
analyzed in GSE experimental research such as academic and industry settings,
academic and laboratory settings; both covering to 1.40% and 2.81% respectively. A
real world setting is a newly analyzed setting that is subjected to 4.22% of the overall
GSE experimental research. Furthermore, the impact of study-settings on GSE is not
known until other factors like subject type, subject environment are taken into
consideration. So, the impact created due to distributed or non-distributed nature of
experiments is identified after analyzing other elements like subject types and subject
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environment in the limitations and risks section; see Section-4.1.9.2 and discussion
section; see Section-4.2.

4.1.3 Type of Experiment in GSE Research
Even though this thesis study is only limited to controlled experiments, a study
performed as laboratory experiment or a role-play experiment or a quasi-experiment
can also be a controlled experiment. Hence, all GSE experiments are considered for
analysis in order to not to miss any experiment that is performed in a controlled
environment or is actually a controlled experiment. From 71 papers, 7 types of
experiments that are identified in GSE research and they are as follows.
Table 12: Analyzing different types of experiments in GSE experiments
Experiment
Number of Implementation
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
type
experiments
Frequency
[X4], [X5], [X7], [X11], [X12],
[X13], [X15], [X16], [X18],
[X20], [X22], [X23], [X24],
[X25], [X27], [X29], [X31],
30
Controlled
42.25%
[X38], [X41], [X45], [X46],
experiments
[X53], [X54], [X55], [X60],
[X61], [X62], [X66], [X68],
[X69]
5
Laboratory
[X9], [X14], [X28], [X47], [X52]
7.04%
experiments
[X1], [X17], [X19], [X26],
8
Quasi
11.26%
[X40], [X42], [X48], [X56]
experiments
4
Field
[X10], [X39], [X70], [X71]
5.63%
experiments
1
Large-Scale
[X33]
1.40%
experiment
1
Novel
[X3]
1.40%
experiment
4
Role-play
[X32], [X36], [X37], [X64]
5.63%
experiments
[X2], [X6], [X8], [X21], [X30],
[X34], [X35], [X43], [X44],
18
Unreported
[X49], [X50], [X51], [X57],
25.35%
experiments
[X58], [X59], [X63], [X65],
[X67]
The impact of experiment types in GSE research is subject to controlled nature of the
experiments in different settings. It can be identified that controlled experiments are
applied in GSE research to a greater extent when compared to other experiment
types.
For conducting empirical studies like experiments, there is a need to control at least
to some extent of the study environment in which the experiment is conducted [45].
The controlled experiment definition as stated by Sjøberg et al. [4]:
“A controlled experiment in software engineering is a randomized or quasiexperiment, in which individuals or teams (the study units) conduct one or
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more software engineering tasks for the sake of comparing different
populations, processes, methods, techniques, languages or tools (the
treatments).”
According to above definition [4], a controlled experiment in software engineering is
an empirical study operation that can be of any form; where the subjects get
randomly involved in performing several software engineering tasks or treatments
and to manipulate or to influence the results in some way. To be precise, a
controlled experiment’s main objective is to manipulate one or more (independent)
variables and to control all other (dependent) variables in a fixed controlled setting
[52]. The results analyzed from a controlled experiment may vary in different forms.
However, the main focus of controlled experiment results in discovering unknown
effect or law (or) to test or to establish a hypothesis (or) to illustrate a known law
[45]. A laboratory experiment is often also called as a controlled experiment, as this
type of experiment is referred to a laboratory setting with limited scope in a small
scale [52]; that is conducted in a fully controlled environment. When refereeing a
laboratory experiment as controlled experiment in a laboratory setting, a key
difference between a controlled experiment and a laboratory experiment is the
external validity [53]; that may vary from subject representativeness to simulated
setting. Quasi experiment is a special case of controlled experiment and with one
restriction that applies to units. In quasi experiment, experimental units are not
randomly assigned to experimental conditions [40]. For example, consider individual
subjects or subject groups as experimental units in a quasi-experiment [40], then the
subjects getting involved in the experiment are strictly selected and their selection is
not randomized for treatments [44]. Investigations with potential cause-effect
relations can be easily analyzed through quasi experiments [17]. Furthermore, quasi
experiments are conducted in situations where the randomization is not practical or
not valid or is a costly affair [44]. Field experiments can also be called as quasiexperiments that are performed in a field setting. In this case, a real world setting can
also be called as a field setting and a real world setting (a natural setting) can apply
to a field experiment. For example, experiment [X39] is conducted in a real world
setting and is conducted as a field experiment. Large-scale industrial experiments are
designed as a next level of quasi-experiment design [44]. There is not much literature
discussion available about large scale experiments in GSE research. Experiment
[X33] is the only experiment that conducted a large scale experiment. By
understanding [X33], it is clear that large scale experiment is no way different from
controlled experiment. However, large scale experiment are found to have more
number of experiment units that are getting involved in the study. Controlled
experiments that are conducted with novel software or tools (or) experiments that are
conducted for results on novel systems [17] can be mentioned as a novel experiment.
This is because, according to the findings from the SLR, [X3] performed a novel
experiment that is actually a simulation of multi-site software development which
made use of novel work arrangements. Hence, it is clear that novel experiments are
the controlled experiments conducted in a simulated setting; to test or prove the work
of a novel tool or software under experiment conditions. A role-play experiment is
quite different from a novel experiment. In a novel experiment, the settings are
simulated to test/prove the functionality of a novel tool or software and in role-play
experiments, the subjects are simulated. In other words, the subjects play a role in the
experiment. For example, a subject may perform a role of a project manager who
deals with project planning tasks to render treatment results in the experiment [40].
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42.25% of the overall GSE experiments are reported as controlled experiments. The
next place is followed by quasi experiments with a percentage of 11.26% in the
overall GSE experiment studies. Moreover, laboratory experiment covers up to
7.04% of GSE experiment studies. Besides all, three new experiment types that do
not have proper literature have been addressed to study; they are Novel experiments,
large-scale experiments and role play experiments. Novel and large scale covered up
to 1.40% each and role-play experiments are covered up to 5.63% of the overall GSE
experiments. The experiments that did not mention any a particular type of
experiments are up to 25.35% in the overall GSE experiment studies.

4.1.4 Subjects in GSE Experiments
The subject type and subject environment also play a key role for adopting a
particular study-setting [4]. Hence, these elements are further obtained to results as
presented below.
4.1.4.1 Subject Type
The subjects must be selected according to the need and depending on the research
focus. 5 types of subjects are analyzed from among the 71 experiments and they are
as follows.
Table 13: Analyzing different types of subjects in GSE experiments
Type of
Number of Implementation
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Subjects
experiments
Frequency
[X1], [X2], [X3], [X4], [X5],
[X6], [X9], [X10], [X11], [X13],
[X14], [X15], [X16], [X17],
[X18], [X19], [X20], [X22],
[X23], [X25], [X26], [X27],
[X28], [X29], [X30], [X31],
[X32], [X33], [X34], [X36],
55
Only Students
77.46%
[X37], [X38], [X39], [X40],
experiments
[X41], [X45], [X46], [X47],
[X48], [X49], [X51], [X52],
[X53], [X55], [X56], [X57],
[X58], [X59], [X61], [X63],
[X64], [X65], [X67], [X69],
[X70]
Only
1
[X35]
1.40%
Researchers
experiment
Only
1
[X42]
1.40%
Practitioners
experiments
Students &
2
[X12], [X62]
2.81%
Researchers
experiment
Students &
[X7], [X24], [X50], [X60],
6
8.45%
Practitioners
[X66], [X68]
experiments
[X8], [X21], [X43], [X44],
6
Unreported
8.45%
[X54], [X71]
experiments
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There are only three types of subjects that are analyzed in GSE experiment studies
such as students, researchers and practitioners. Furthermore, some experiments have
also made use of a combination of different subject types in their experiment such as
‘students and researchers’ and ‘students and practitioners’. The choice of using
students as subjects in empirical studies may lead to research quality issues [54]. The
most common reason for choosing students subjects in the experiment is due to their
free, instant availability and their willingness to participate in the research studies
[54]. However, researchers review that performing experiments with students is of
low interest or not as trustworthy as the results attained by involving them are
sometimes not valid due to their inefficiency and inexperience in getting involved
[53]. Subjects such as practitioners are the employees who work or have significant
work experience in the industry. Using subjects such as practitioners, the
experiments' main focus is to test or to evaluate or to apply hypothesis on a particular
method or a procedure or a tool by involving experienced subjects in relevance to
that research [42]. However, practitioners might not be the most preferred subjects as
it is easier to involve students in the experiments [53]. Further, none of the
researchers or research groups pay professionals in order to let them get involved in
experiments [40]. With this discussion, it can be analyzed that involving practitioners
as subjects in the experiments is not at all a costly affair because it may depend
purely on the interest of the practitioners and on benefit levels of the software
industry. Researchers on the other hand are also the important subjects in the
experiments who might also have background knowledge of the research they get
involved. Researchers getting involved in experiments as subjects may not
necessarily be professors or students in academic institutions or universities and may
also have industrial experience [46].
From the above frequency of implementation (in Table-13), it is clear that students
are the most used subjects in most of the experiment designs covering 77.46% of the
overall GSE experimentation studies. Only 11.26% of the experiments are performed
with mixed subjects with respect to ‘students and practitioners’, ‘students and
researchers’ covering to up to 8.45% and 2.81% respectively. Homogeneous mixture
of subjects is the most preferred in SE experiments [53], which is also the case with
SE experiments in global context. 8.45% of GSE experiments did not mention any
kind of subjects. Only 1.40% of experiments used practitioners or researchers as
subjects in the experiments. There are some cases where subjects get involved in role
play experiments where the subject needs to act and behave like a stakeholder or as a
developer or as a project manager and so on. All the role play experiments have
simulated the roles using subjects. In such case only subjects are analyzed and not
their roles. Furthermore, the subject environment, study-setting might also comply
when choosing the subjects in the study.
4.1.4.2 Subject Environment
Furthermore, global context of software engineering also has its impact on the
subject’s environment to conduct an experiment. The author of this thesis classified
the subject environments into two types.
Table 14: Analyzing different categories of subject environment in GSE experiments
Subject
Number of Frequency
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Environment
experiments detected
Distributed
[X2], [X3], [X8], [X10], [X12], [X16],
28
39.43%

38

NonDistributed
(collocated)

Unreported

[X19], [X22], [X26], [X29], [X31],
[X32], [X34], [X37], [X38], [X40],
[X41], [X42], [X44], [X46], [X48],
[X54], [X55], [X56], [X59], [X62],
[X66], [X69]
[X1], [X4], [X5], [X6], [X7], [X9],
[X11], [X13], [X14], [X15], [X17],
[X18], [X20], [X21], [X23], [X24],
[X25], [X27], [X28], [X30], [X33],
[X35], [X36], [X39], [X43], [X45],
[X47], [X49], [X50], [X51], [X52],
[X53], [X57], [X58], [X61], [X63],
[X64], [X65], [X67], [X68], [X70]
[X60], [X71]

experiments

41
experiments

57.74%

2
experiments

2.81%

Some of the experiments did not mention any type of subjects but have mentioned
about the environment of subjects. Almost all experiment papers have detailed
subject environment in some or the other way. One major concern of GSE is to
sustain with the globalization impact in software engineering where factors like
communication, coordination and cooperation are applied to study. The subject
environment plays a major role in identifying the impact of globalization in the
experiments conducted. With this focus, the subject’s environment is categorized to
be distributed subjects and non-distributed (or collocated) subjects. The word
environment here represents location of the subjects (identifying subject’s collocated
and dispersed locations when getting involved in the GSE experiments).
From the above table, it is clear that 39.43% of the research is performed with
distributed subjects and 57.74% of GSE research is performed with non-distributed
(collocated) subjects. In most cases, research problem determines the need of
involving distributed or non-distributed subjects. Experiments such as [X2], have
researched on cultural diversity in software teams for which global subjects are a
necessity to get involved. Moreover, it can be analyzed that distributed subjects are
the subjects who have contributed to experiments remotely and non-distributed
subjects are the subjects who have contributed by involving directly within a
collocated study-setting. The virtual presence of subjects who are remotely involved
in the experiments may become a constraint, resulting in communication or
coordination or cooperation issues in research context; and these issues may also
impact in collection and analysis of GSE experimentation research. Sections 4.1.6,
4.1.7 and 4.1.8 are presented with the collection, analysis methods and tools that are
used to gather or analyze data from these two types of subjects respectively.
4.1.4.3 Subject Recruitment
Subject recruitment is found to be one of the key aspects when involving subjects in
the experiment. Subject recruitment can be classified into 3 types and they are as
follows.
Table 15: Analyzing different types of subject recruitment in GSE experiments
Subject
Number of Frequency
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Recruitment
experiments detected

39

Volunteer

Paid

[X5], [X7], [X8], [X9], [X11], [X13],
[X17], [X18], [X22], [X23], [X27],
[X33], [X34], [X35], [X36], [X39],
[X47], [X48], [X51], [X60], [X61],
[X63], [X68], [X69]
[X2], [X3], [X14], [X49], [X52],
[X64], [X65]

Both paid &
volunteer

[X24]

Unreported

[X1], [X4], [X6], [X10], [X12], [X15],
[X16], [X19], [X20], [X21], [X25],
[X26], [X28], [X29], [X30], [X31],
[X32], [X37], [X38], [X40], [X41],
[X42], [X43], [X44], [X45], [X46],
[X50], [X53], [X54], [X55], [X56],
[X57], [X58], [X59], [X62], [X66],
[X67], [X70], [X71]

24
experiments
7
experiments
1
experiment

39
experiments

33.80%

9.85%
1.40%

54.92%

Software engineering experiments use subjects to perform a given task and thereby
to measure the effects of the treatment on the subjects [20]. The paid and volunteer
subjects is chosen as a scenario in one of the paper [X24] that has subjects getting
involved in the experiment on volunteer basis but are given awards when they win
the contest with some particular task of the experiment. Most experiments might also
be conducted with such free resources (such as subjects from university and
academic) as per their availability. Subjects like practitioners are not always
available to let them get involved in the experiment study. So, basing on the
necessity and importance of involving a particular set of subjects, they can also be
paid.
Recruiting participants is a challenging task, where identifying and gathering the
right set of subjects is a problem to overcome [17]. The recruitment objectives are of
two types such as recruiting subject that show attention towards protocols that are
implemented in the experiment and then to encourage or entice them to contribute to
the experiment [17]. Subjects should not be recruited in the experiments by reasoning
their availability, interest or ease of access. This is because, subjects recruited by
basing on their availability and interest may pose the nature of completing the
experiment task quickly rather than complying with protocols of the study [46].
The identified subject’s recruitment types are scaled to measure their frequency of
implementation in GSE experiments. Majority of the experiments (54.92%) did not
mention which way they used to recruit the subjects in the experiment.

4.1.5 Treatments in GSE Experiments
To study the treatments in the experiment, the author of this thesis analyzed all the
variables in the GSE experiments. Four different types of experiment variables are
mentioned in the literature and they are as follows.
Table 16: Analyzing different categories of variables in GSE experiments
Experiment
Number of Frequency
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Variables
experiments detected
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Independent

Dependent

[X1], [X4], [X5], [X13], [X18],
[X22], [X25], [X33], [X37], [X49],
[X53], [X55], [X57], [X60], [X61],
[X64], [X66]
[X1], [X2], [X4], [X5], [X9], [X13],
[X14], [X18], [X23], [X25], [X28],
[X32], [X33], [X37], [X49], [X53],
[X60], [X61], [X64], [X66]

Confounding
Factors

[X28], [X52], [X66]

Undesirable

[X1]

Unreported

[X3], [X6], [X7], [X8], [X10], [X11],
[X12], [X15], [X16], [X17], [X19],
[X20], [X21], [X24], [X26], [X27],
[X29], [X30], [X31], [X34], [X35],
[X36], [X38], [X39], [X40], [X41],
[X42], [X43], [X44], [X45], [X46],
[X47], [X48], [X50], [X51], [X54],
[X55], [X56], [X58], [X59], [X62],
[X63], [X65], [X67], [X68], [X69],
[X70], [X71]

17
experiments

23.94%

20
experiments

28.16%

3
experiments
1
experiment

48
experiments

4.22%
1.40%

67.60%

In order to perform a controlled experiment, a minimum of two variables are
necessary [3]; where investigation can take place to test the hypothesis by
manipulating at least one variable to measure the effect on another variable [20]. The
variables that undergo manipulation are called independent variables and those on
which the effects are measured are called the dependent variables. In other words, a
controlled experiment is performed by manipulating one or more independent
variables to measure the effect on one or more dependent variables [20]. According
to Victor Basili et al., there can be a large number of context variables and
environmental variables which when modified may have their impact on experiment
study-setting [45]. The context variables or environment variables are the variables
that state the impact of a study-setting or experiment conditions during the operation.
Confounding factors on the other hand is a mixture of such context or environmental
variables [3]. The undesirable variables or by other name extraneous variables are the
variables that interfere in the experiment operation [3]. These undesirable variables
need to be checked before conducting an experiment study. Undesirable variables if
not checked beforehand, may add errors to the experiment at a later stage.
It’s a big challenge to understand an experimentation research when the variables in
the experiment are not clearly mentioned. From the above table, ‘frequency of
implementation’ details the number of experiments reporting a particular variable.
67.60% of the GSE experiments didn’t report any variables in their experiment. The
below table showcases real examples on how variables fall into independent,
dependent or other types of variables.
Table 17: Showcasing examples for different types of variables in GSE experiments
Experiment
Type
Variables identified
reference
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Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Confounding
factors
Undesirable
variables

Communication mode or medium
Experiment Tasks
Language proficiency
Team work climate
Meeting arrangement (group
interaction)
Laboratory sessions
Blame-shifting opportunity
National culture
Subject design
Software
product
quality
(response variable)
Nativity
individualism/collectivism
dimension
Quality of scenario profiles
Trust and satisfaction
Quality and quantity of ideas
Time taken for a task
Defects identified
False positives identified by
inspection team
Speed and accuracy
Conflicts resolution
Willingness to report
Randomness in favoritism and
other behavioral rules
Participants experience

[X22] [X25] [X57]
[X22], [X13]
[X22]
[X1]
[X4] [X5] [X33]
[X49] [X53]
[X13] [X18]
[X37]
[X37]
[X1]
[X2]
[X32]
[X4] [X5] [X33]
[X53]
[X9] [X28] [X49]
[X9]
[X13] [X18]
[X13]
[X13]
[X14]
[X25] [X49]
[X37]
[X52]
[X1]

Variables play a key role to perform experiment treatments. For example, researchers
stated ‘conflict resolution’ as a dependent variable in experiment [X25]. By
analyzing [X25] study, it is clear that ‘conflict resolution’ is the variable on which
observations are conducted to extract results. Hence, in this experiment [X25] stating
‘conflict resolution’ as a dependent variable makes it clear for the reader to
understand or to replicate. In the above table, negotiation sequence [X49] is grouped
into meetings arrangement due to the reason that negotiations occurring in meetings
and negotiation sequences are framed via meeting arrangements. Experiments that
have laboratory sessions [X13] and [X18] seem to have methods as independent
variables; however, as these methods are also used to perform a laboratory task,
methods are grouped into tasks in the above table. ‘Communication mode’ and
‘meeting arrangement’ are found to be the most recurring independent variables in
GSE experiments; whereas, ‘Quality of scenario profiles’ and ‘satisfaction’ are the
most recurring dependent variables in the GSE experiments. (Here, scenario profiles
are developed for performing tasks in the experiments and are used to evaluate
quality attributes when performing software architectural design(s). In GSE
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experiments, experimenters use scenario profiles to analyze the subject's effect on a
particular set of quality attributes.)

4.1.6

Data Collection in GSE Experiments

Before performing data collection for the GSE experiments, there should be a clear
understanding on the goal of the study. Data variables help in deciding a particular
data collection method. For example, when some software needs to be experimented,
the goal of the study here can be to analyze the success rating of their stakeholders
on the product designed or to directly measure the product efficiency using some
software metrics. In this case, surveys or the metrics can act as their collection
method or technique in order to further analyze the product success via an
experiment. Based on this concept, some measuring methods or techniques are
analyzed from the 71 experiments and they are as follows.
Table 18: Analyzing different types of collection methods in GSE experiments
Data
Number of Implementation
Collection
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
experiments
Frequency
Methods
[X1], [X2], [X6], [X9], [X11],
[X12], [X16], [X18], [X19],
[X23], [X24], [X27], [X28],
29
Questionnaire
[X29], [X32], [X35], [X36],
40.84%
experiments
[X38], [X39], [X45], [X47],
[X48], [X50], [X51], [X55],
[X59], [X61], [X64], [X65]
[X10], [X25], [X47], [X59],
7
Interviews
9.85%
[X65], [X67], [X68]
experiments
3
Feedback
[X20], [X27], [X57]
4.22%
experiments
3
Survey
[X14], [X26], [X62]
4.22%
experiments
3
Role play
[X14], [X32], [X40]
4.22%
experiments
Negotiations or
[X10], [X11], [X23], [X28],
6
8.45%
Discussions
[X41] [X47],
experiments
2
Observations
[X24], [X52]
2.81%
experiments
Fagan’s
1
[X13]
1.40%
method (FAG)
experiment
Technology
Acceptance
1
[X11]
1.40%
Model (TAM)
experiment
model
[X3], [X4], [X5], [X7], [X8],
[X15], [X17], [X21], [X22],
[X26], [X53], [X30], [X31],
29
Unreported
[X33], [X34], [X37], [X42],
40.84%
experiments
[X43], [X44], [X49], [X54],
[X56], [X58], [X60], [X63],
[X66], [X69], [X70], [X71]
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29 experiments used questionnaires in order to collect data from their subjects in
their GSE experiment. As questionnaire is mentioned in the experiment as-it-is, it is
noted to be separate from other types of collection methods such as surveys.
Questionnaires here are usually mentioned as pre-questionnaires and most of the
times the main scope of these pre-questionnaires is to identify the subject
representativeness and other subject related data. In some cases, research instruments
like questionnaires are also used to extract data from external sources like for
example: customers. Feedback is used as a collection technique to collect taskoriented data when experiment is under operation. In experiment [X20], feedback
technique is used to collect feedbacks on the task performed. Role play is where the
subjects act in a specific role as instructed by the researcher. In GSE experiments, the
main goal of role play as a collection method is to generate perceptions and to gather
self-reported data based on those perceptions. Some researchers have mentioned
negotiations or discussions as collection method where discussions or negotiations
are performed as a task in the experiment to gather the data. Experiments like [X24]
and [X52] have mentioned that observations are done in their experiment, which is
here noted to be a collection technique to gather data.
The statistics of collection methods used in the GSE experiments is shown in the
above graph. 40.84% of the experiments are found to be questionnaires. Experiments
that did not report any collection method are of 40.84%. Feedback and ‘Negotiations
and discussions’ are some major collection technique used in GSE experiments
followed by questionnaires. These statistics are then followed by other frequently
used collection methods such as literature reviews, observations, surveys, feedback
and interviews. Role play technique is a special case to collect data where most of
the experiments use subjects to perform a role play and to provide their perceptions
or other relevant suggestions during the play. Role play collection technique covered
up to 4.22%. Sometimes data collection methods occurred in combinations and most
of such combinations are made with questionnaires and other methods such as
interviews, discussions / negotiations.

4.1.7

Data Analysis in GSE Experiments

Data analysis in experiments consists of several measurements through which results for the
experiment are retrieved. In order to analyze methods used for analysis of GSE experiments,
a study is performed on this perspective. The below table is a synthesis of the findings.

Table 19: Analyzing different types of analysis methods
Data Analysis
Number of Frequency
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Methods
experiments detected
[X1], [X2], [X4], [X5], [X9],
[X11], [X12], [X14], [X16], [X19],
[X20], [X21], [X26], [X28], [X32],
Mean, Median,
33
[X33], [X34], [X35], [X36], [X37],
46.47%
Variance
experiments
[X40], [X41], [X42], [X43], [X46],
[X51], [X52], [X55], [X57], [X59]
[X68], [X70], [X71]
[X4], [X11], [X13], [X15], [X16],
Scaling, Scoring,
18
[X22], [X23], [X28], [X29], [X39],
25.32%
Rating
experiments
[X41], [X46], [X49], [X50], [X51],
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Inter-Rater
Agreement
Analysis Through
Tests

Unreported

[X53], [X54], [X55], [X67], [X70]
[X1], [X19], [X24], [X28], [X33],
[X39], [X40], [X48], [X57], [X71]
[X18], [X19], [X24], [X32], [X34],
[X38], [X39], [X42], [X46], [X47],
[X55], [X57], [X63], [X65], [X66],
[X69]
[X3], [X6], [X8], [X10], [X17],
[X25], [X27], [X30], [X31], [X44],
[X45], [X56], [X60], [X61], [X62],
[X64]

8
experiments

11.26%

16
experiments

22.53%

16
experiments

22.53%

Mean, median, (other) variance is categorized into first category of analysis methods.
ANOVA and any other descriptive statistics techniques also fell into this first
category. The analysis focus of ANOVA method is to analyze the group means and
their associations in the study. The methods used in ‘mean, median and other
variance’ category are mostly applied into GSE experiment with focus on analyzing
subjects / group treatments and identifying relationships between variables under
study. Methods such as ‘mean responses’ seem to be different from mean method
category and hence are collected separately.
Experiments such as scaling scoring and rating are grouped into second category
followed by other categories like Inter-rater agreement (correlation analysis),
analysis through tests. The methods in this third category are mostly used to scale the
difference between each element and variable under study. Likert scaling method is
the most used method in GSE experiments. In inter-rater agreement category,
methods that are used only for performing correlation analysis are applied. The main
focus of this inter-rater agreement category is to correlate elements or variables
under study. Kendall’s τ for bi-variant correlation analysis, Pearson’s crosscorrelation and non-parametric Spearman rank correlation, Pearson’s productmoment correlation have been identified in this inter-rater agreement category. The
fourth category involves ‘analysis through test’ methods and their main focus is to
apply test on to the results that are found or to test the hypothesis in the study. Nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-test, heterogeneity test, Kruskal–Wallis test, Levene’s
test and many similar test methods are identified in this category.
From the above analysis methods, it is clear that analysis methods are mostly
implemented to obtain formal inference. However, methods in ‘analysis through
tests’ category may also be capable of conducting exploratory analysis. ANOVA and
other formal inference methods are best applied to check previous steps and to add
precision to the results of experiment [36]. In most cases, formal inference methods
are applied only after exploratory analysis is performed. Exploratory and descriptive
analysis are applied to experiment studies where treatment means and relationships
need to be analyzed [36]. As seen from the above table, statistical methods are
applied to experiment studies where there is a need to measure variable relationships
and other statistical data. Here, descriptive methods can also be statistical; for
example, descriptive statistics are applied as an analysis method in [X43] experiment
and their results are presented in descriptive form. Methods like grounded theory,
SWOT analysis are some of them identified in the GSE experiments.
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‘Mean, median and variance’ category is the major contributor in the analysis
methods area with 46.47% of implementation frequency in the overall GSE
experiments. Scaling, scoring and rating analysis category covered up to 25.32% of
the overall experiment studies. Correlation analysis covered up to 7%. Experiments
that doesn’t report any analysis method are of 22.53%.

4.1.8 Groupware Tools in GSE Experiments
Several groupware tools are used in experiments to perform data collection and to
establish communication and coordination between subjects or subject groups. The
GSE experiment list that used groupware tools are as follows.
Table 20: Analyzing groupware tool usage in GSE experiments
Number of Frequency
Tools
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
experiments
of use
[X2], [X4], [X5], [X6], [X7], [X8],
[X10], [X11], [X12], [X13], [X15],
[X18], [X22], [X23], [X25], [X26],
Groupware
[X28], [X29], [X30], [X32], [X33],
42
(Collaborative
[X34], [X36], [X38], [X39], [X40],
59.16%
experiments
Software)
[X41], [X42], [X44], [X45], [X46],
[X47], [X48], [X49], [X50], [X51],
[X53], [X55], [X57], [X58], [X59],
[X65]
[X1], [X3], [X9], [X14], [X16],
[X17], [X19], [X20], [X21], [X24],
[X27], [X31], [X35], [X37], [X43],
29
Unreported
40.84%
[X52], [X54], [X56], [X60], [X61],
experiments
[X62], [X63], [X64], [X66], [X67],
[X68], [X69], [X70], [X71]
Groupware tools are recognized as the tools that help in the data collection process.
In order to perform a data collection in GSE experiments, a collection method is
most frequently used with a groupware tool. Groupware tools such as video, voice,
chat and email are the most used tools to perform GSE experiments in distributed
environment. Collaborative platforms such as Livenet (Collaborative system) [X4],
[X5], [X11], [X33], [X53] and VNC Virtual Network Computing (Screen Sharing
application) [X34], [X36] are also categorized into groupware tools as mentioned in
the above table.
Groupware tools are the medium for communication, coordination and control in
order to perform experiments with global subjects. Tools that operate to perform
multimedia conversations based on voice or video communication are up to 21.26%
in the overall GSE experiments. Tele-conference tools [X2], [X25] [X48], [X51],
video conference tools [X32], [X57], [X46], [X55], or any other electronic
conferences [X22], [X29] are some basic multimedia conversation examples seen in
GSE experiments. Tools such as Skype [X40], [X45], [X38], [X26] are mostly used
to perform voice or video communication in experiments. Tools that operate to
perform text-based communication such as chat or email communication are up to
23.94% in the overall GSE experiments. Synchronous communication tools such as
Chat tools [X22], [X55], [X6], [X2], [X26], [X28], [X38], [X39], [X41], [X45],
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[X46], [X48] and asynchronous communication tools such as email tools [X30],
[X38], [X39], [X40], [X41], [X48], [X51], [X55] are some basic multimedia
conversation examples. Netmeeting tool [X47], [X34] and MSN [X39], [X40],
[X45], [X51] are some good example of text-based communication as implemented
in GSE experiments. 40.84% of the overall GSE experiments did not report any use
of groupware tool in their experiments.
Tools like Skype for video or audio; IM, MSN, for text based communications;
Livenet for collaborative systems are found to be the most frequently used
collaborative tools in GSE experiments’ collection process.

4.1.9

Validity Threats
Experiments

or

Limitations

or

Risks

in

GSE

This part of the study focuses on identifying different validity threats or limitations in
GSE experiments in order to analyze the GSE-specific challenges. Threats usually
reduce the quality and validity of the results obtained in a research. All four main
types of validity threats in software engineering research studies are presented in the
below table in order to conduct analysis.
Table 21: Analyzing different categories of validity threats in GSE experiments
Validity
Number of Frequency
Experiment reference ID (Xid)
Threats
experiments detected
[X1], [X4], [X5], [X12], [X13],
[X18], [X22], [X24], [X29], [X23],
18
Internal
25.35%
[X33], [X34], [X35], [X37], [X53],
experiments
[X64], [X69], [X70]
[X3], [X4], [X5], [X12], [X13],
[X18], [X22], [X23], [X24], [X33],
20
External
28.16%
[X34], [X35], [X37], [X40], [X45],
experiments
[X53], [X63], [X64], [X69], [X70]
[X12], [X13], [X18], [X22], [X23],
11
Construct
[X27], [X29], [X34], [X35], [X40],
15.49%
experiments
[X59]
[X13], [X18], [X23], [X27], [X29],
9
Conclusion
12.67%
[X35], [X59], [X69], [X71]
experiments
[X11], [X17], [X19], [X20], [X25],
Limitations or
[X26], [X28], [X30], [X32], [X42],
Risks (as
21
[X47], [X49], [X55], [X56], [X57],
29.57%
reported in GSE
experiments
[X58], [X59], [X60], [X61], [X65],
experiments)
[X66]
[X2], [X6], [X7], [X8], [X9], [X10],
[X14], [X15], [X16], [X21], [X31],
26
Unreported
[X36], [X38], [X39], [X41], [X43],
36.61%
experiments
[X44], [X46], [X48], [X50], [X51],
[X52], [X54], [X62], [X67], [X68]
Internal validity threats are caused due to the impact of one variable over the other
[36] [50]. For example, changes in ‘y’ variable that are caused due to the changes in
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‘x’ variable; this causation may become the cause of an internal validity threat [4].
External validity threats are a concern of generalized results in the experiment [36]
[50]. This may refer to the degree of validity where the experiment results are
generalized with subjects involved and environment applied [4]. To be precise,
external validity threats are caused due to experiment study-setting and suitability of
the subjects in the study [4]. Construct validity is a concern of variable relationship
measurements in the study [36] [50]. For example, changes in ‘y’ variable can be
caused due to the changes in ‘x’ variable. However, justifying the claims to make
sure that ‘y’ variable depends on ‘x’ variable may cause construct validity threat. To
be precise, construct validity threats are those that occur due to instability or
unsuitability of the results analyzed [50]. Conclusion validity is a special case where
threats occur due to improper sampling of subjects [36] [50]. As limitations and
risks are definitely a concern of threats to validity, they are classified and analyzed
together with other threats to validity.
There is not much experimentation literature that have actually reported all four
types of validity threats in their experiments. 36.61% of GSE experiments did not
mention any kind of validity threat or limitation or risk in their study. 25.35%
reported internal validity threats in GSE experiments, followed by 28.16%, 15.49%,
and 12.67% of experiments reported external, construct and conclusion validity
threats respectively. 29.57% of experiments reported other limitations or risks in the
GSE experiments. The below are the validity threats, limitations and other risks that
will showcase the challenges in the existing GSE experiments.
4.1.9.1 Validity Threats in GSE experiments
The most common threats to validity that showcase the challenges in GSE
experiments are identified and are as presented in the below sub-sections. The
rational to recognize and include a particular validity threat as relevant threat to GSE
is further discussed in the concluding paragraph of each sub-section.
4.1.9.1.1 Internal Validity Threats in GSE Experiments




Subject selection and control: There is an impact of subject selection and
control on experiment [X22] due to natural variation in performance levels in
human subjects. For example, in experiment [X22] the research is on
evaluating the interaction between participants who use English language as a
medium of communication. Further, the difference in the subject's English
proficiency can also act as one of the confounding factors in experiment
designed. In order to mitigate threats with subject selection and control,
several restrictions need to be imposed when performing experiment tasks.
Also, the subjects assigned to the experiment should be thoroughly verified to
ensure that none of the subjects alter the experiment activity in any way.
Subject expertise: In experiment [X34], the inexperienced subjects (who have
no experience in pair programming) are considered as subjects. Due to such
inexperienced subjects, effects of maturation may cause an internal validity
threat for this experiment [X34]. To mitigate such issues, subjects went
through several rounds to improve their competence in pair programming.
During these rounds, Wilcoxon test is also conducted on the same subject
groups in order to evaluate the significance of performance and quality that
may occur due to maturation of groups [X34].
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Subjective choice: In experiment [X35] with research on change
management, subjects are given a chance to choose a tool (any requirements
management tool like for example: 'Rational DOORS' tool) in order to
participate in the experiment. However, the researchers say that all the tools
are limited to applicability in the experiment. So, this issue of subjective
choice of tools had shown no impact on the results of the experiment.
o Answering questionnaire data: Phrasing the questions and presenting
them in a proper manner that the subjects are likely to answer them
will also have a threat to internal validity [X24]. In order to mitigate
this threat, participants should be given an alternate choice to answer
questions.
Hiding hypothesis in comparative studies: When assessing or evaluating any
two elements under study by comparing them, the internal validity threats are
relevant to all such studies that try to showcase a casual relationship. In
experiment [X13], two methods are under comparison by using subjects. In
such a case, researchers mitigated the issue by hiding the hypothesis of the
experiment from the subjects. As the subjects’ performance is not evaluated
and just the methods are evaluated, the direct impact of the subjects on one
particular method is mitigated.
o Hiding hypothesis: When hypothesis of an experiment is hidden from
the subjects, the subjects can act different as they are unaware of the
experiment situation [X24].
Team attributes: Team attributes such as size, member personality,
knowledge and experience, interest to participate are found to be internal
threats when performing research on team climate [X1].
o Team attributes: In an industry setting, when team effectiveness is
measured, the impact of the selection effects, maturation effects,
instrumentation effects, presentation effects will cause internal
validity threats [X4].
Interaction with subjects: Increasing familiarity may cause rapid results that
are unstructured and that are uncontrollable. To mitigate these problems
relating to maturation, researchers in experiment [X24] will interact with
subjects in a uniform way using a strict interaction protocol.
o Verbalization: Proper verbalization of interaction process improves
problem-solving performance [X24] which might also be a threat
when performing research improving problem-solving performance.
Experiment design
o Generating scenarios: When an experiment is conducted in cross-over
design (in a large-scale) like in [X33], threats occur with interaction
between sequence and treatment. Such threats can be mitigated when
the treatment focus is not on an intellectual task. For example in
experiment [X33], treatment focus is on meeting structure rather than
on an intellectual task of constructing scenarios.
o Measuring quality of the scenarios: When the scenarios are being
developed by participants in the study [X33], the methods to measure
the quality of the scenarios also causes a threat.

Subject selection and control is considered as a relevant GSE threat to validity as
GSE factors [5] like communication and coordination are affected during experiment
operation. Subject expertise is considered as a relevant GSE threat to validity as it
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deals with the team compatibility, coordination and other team attributes [5] when
they performing an experiment task. Subject choice is a threat when subjects have no
clear options to perform an experiment task. For example, when answering
questionnaire data during data collection phase or when using groupware tools to
perform communication, subjects need to have a choice in order to accomplish the
experiment tasks. Hidden hypothesis or double blinding [22] is treat relevant to GSE
when performing a comparative study. Double blinding might be impossible to
achieve if the subjects are collocated as in [X13] and [X24]. However, double
blinding could be achieved if the experiment is set up in a distributed setting. This is
because as the experiments at one location is run on a specific treatment that when
compared with the treatments achieved at a remote location may possibly achieve the
goal of double blindness. As double blindness has its impact on (distributed, nondistributed) team grouping capabilities is listed in relevance to GSE threats to
internal validity. Team attributes are a concern of different aspects of a team [5] such
as cultures, skill management, knowledge management, interest to participate that
impact on selection, maturation and instrumentation effects, it is listed into the
relevant GSE internal validity threats. As interaction in experiments (with subjects or
between subjects) impact on GSE factors [5] like communication (including
language barriers), involvement of groupware tools and grouping of subjects, it is
considered as a threat in relevance to GSE.
4.1.9.1.2 External Validity Threats in GSE experiments







Subject location: Subjects geographically working experience might cause an
external validity threat when conducting experiments with collocated and
dispersed subjects in combination [X3].
Participant representativeness: Even though experiment [X4] is conducted in
an industrial setting, the subjects are purely students and no others. As these
students are 3rd and 4th year undergraduates (without any experience in
software architecture evaluation process) are involved in developing
scenarios for quality attributes, which can be a potential threat to the
applicability of the results.
Subject selection: The technical background of subjects (like students) when
involved in an industrial setting may cause a potential threat to the
experiment. This is because in experiment [X4], the software architectural
evaluation is carried by student subjects whereas, in real time industry the
evaluation may carry different classes of subjects.
Instrumentation representativeness:
o Subject Training: To avoid threats due to instruments used in the
experiment, several training sessions (with supporting documents)
have been carried out with the subjects in order to make them
familiar with what they are going to use during the experiment
[X4].
o Subject’s familiarity instruments representativeness: subjects
familiarity with both types of communication (synchronous and
text-based communication) when using several software tools like
chat tools, emails are considered. However, such threats can be
easily mitigated also with student subjects as almost all computer
science students are familiar with text-based interactions [X22].
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Simulated setting: when subjects from the same location are diversified into a
distributed setting in a small room environment, may create a threat to
external validity. In experiment [X12], a geographically dispersed setting has
simulated the subjects who are from the same location which may pose a
threat to external validity.
Subject selection & expertise: when two different set of students are
considered as subjects in an experiment, for example, first year master
students and last year master students, it is definite that last year students
have much better expertise in programming skills and development analysis.
So in order to mitigate threats that may occur due to subjects' expertise, the
researchers in experiment [X13] propose to replicate the experiment with
different types of subjects which help in confirming or contracting the results
that occurred in their experiment.
Generalizing results: When an experiment is conducted in laboratory or
academic setting, the limitations need to be mitigated for generalizing the
results. Especially, when students are considered as subjects in the
experiment. Hence, a threat to external validity exists when presenting the
GSE experimentation results [X22].
Subject representativeness: Experiment [X23] states that threats to external
validity threats occur as student subjects cannot represent software
professionals.
Experimental setting: When experiments are carried out in an environment
such as laboratory or academic setting, the results generated may conflict
with the results generated with the same experiment is performed in real case
scenario. Hence, experimental setting need to match and fit with real world
setting in order to mitigate external validity threats [X35].
Subject representativeness: when students are considered to be the only
surrogates for performing experiments, threats to external validity will apply
to any kind of experiment. In order to mitigate the potential risk of laboratory
experiments (such as lack of realism), need to be addressed through multiple
methods [X40]. In experiment [X40], the researchers state that simulated
laboratory negotiations could be processed through field studies or
validations. By doing so, issues like lack of realism can be mitigated by
complimenting the laboratory experiments with field validations.
Homogeneous result samples: When controlled experiments like [X45] are
performed, threats occur as all the data was collected from student subjects in
the experiment. Hence, the data collected is a set of relatively homogeneous
samples which might become a threat to external validity.
Experiment setting: There is always a need to perform the same experiment
operation in a real-world setting which is also a threat to external validity in
experiment [X45].

In GSE experiments, subject type (participant representativeness), subject selection,
subject expertise and subject location are in effect with distributed or non-distributed
nature of conducting GSE experiments. A threat with respect to these elements will
definitely be in relevance to GSE context as subjects under operation will impact or
get affected by GSE factors [5] like communication, coordination and many others.
Instrumentation representativeness is considered to be a threat in experiments with
GSE relevance as it could be a threat caused due to involvement of groupware tools
to perform communication. GSE settings (as seen in Section-4.1.2) are of various
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types along with the subject environment will imply the design of the experiment.
Hence, threats that occur due to experiment designs are considered in relevance to
GSE. Generalizing results is a necessary step in GSE experiments in order to make
sure that the results can be redrawn with a replication or to match with the
experiment setting. So, results generalizability is considered as a threat in relevance
to GSE.
4.1.9.1.3 Construct Validity in GSE experiments










Task Time limitations: In experiment [X12], different time limits arise for the
meetings performed. A construct validity threat can be caused due to time
limitations of different tasks in the experiment.
Interaction between treatments: Proper design can mitigate the threats that
occur due to construct validity. In experiment [X13], different treatment
interactions can give uncontrollable results. In order to mitigate this treat,
several factors and their interactions have been analyzed separately [X13].
Degree of accuracy: In experiment [X22], when questionnaire analysis is
performed on a communication task, construct threats occur due to the degree
of accuracy between Communication & engagement level and due to the
degree of accuracy between comfort and satisfaction. In order to mitigate
these threats, scale reliability analysis technique is used to assess the
effectiveness of single latent variable over a set of questions in the
questionnaire.
Selection and measurement of dependent variable: Proper design mitigates
construct validity in an experiment. An invalid Selection of dependent
variable may post threat to construct validity [X23].
Learning effects: In experiments like [X27], if learning effects conflict with
the results of the study, then these learning effects need to pass through
objective measurements. By doing so, will mitigate the threats to construct
validity. However, measuring learning effects of students (when students are
considered as subjects), is a difficult task to perform [X27].
Mono operation bias: When experiment subjects are allocated with different
assignments on level or round basis, the task differences in each level or
round can create a negative impact on the results.

Although several above constructed validity threats are analyzed in GSE
experiments, it is unclear on how they are in relevance to GSE. Most of the above
threats also fall into threats of any general software engineering experiment disregard
of being collocated or distributed. For the same reason, there are no potential threats
identified in relevance to GSE.
4.1.9.1.4 Conclusion Validity Threats in GSE experiments



Subject selection and experiment design: Selection of subjects and
experiment design are the impact creators that pose threats to conclusion
validity [X13].
Subject selection: Most common threats to conclusion validity occur due to
unfair selection of subjects [X18].
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Subject quantity: In experiment [X27], the researchers state that threat to
externally valid conclusions may occur due to small sample size of subjects
in their experiment. The results obtained through small sample size of
subjects may have indicative nature [X27].
Heterogeneity of participants: In experiment [X35], all participants are from
the same background that post conclusion validity threat in that experiment.



The summary on this above analysis on conclusion validity threats in GSE
experiments states that the above threats with respect to subjects are also identified in
the internal validity threats section. The author of this thesis couldn’t identify any
major challenge of importance with respect to conclusion validity threats that are in
relevance to the context of GSE.
4.1.9.2 Limitations and Risks in GSE Experiments
On a long side of studying validity threats in GSE experiments, it is also identified
that some researchers have reported limitation or risks when performing their GSE
experiment(s). According to these reported studies, most of the reported limitations
and risks mainly focus on involvement of subjects in the experiment and the
experiment study-setting. So, it is identified that subjects and study-setting are two
main challenges for every GSE experiment in common.
Subjects and study-setting go hand in hand. Whenever an academic setting is
implemented, students are the perceived subjects and so is the same with other cases.
When an experiment is reported to be done in industrial setting or whenever software
employees are considered as subjects, then it shows that experiment is conducted in
an industrial setting. The below sub-sections present the several limitations and risks
that are reported by the researchers in their GSE experiments with respect to subjects
and study-settings.
4.1.9.2.1 Academic setting






Subject quantity: Experiments like [X1] [X18] need huge number of
subjects to get involved in the operation. For analyzing the research data
with more number of subjects involved, academic locations are a better
choice. With academic setting, there is a feasibility to gather huge number
of subjects to participate in experiments. Hence it is important that such
experiments are most probably limited only to academic setting.
Cultural diversity: Universities that have international software engineering
students or when in connection with other universities will provide the best
academic setting where GSE factors like cultural diversity can be utilized.
Experiments like [X2] need subjects with cultural diversity to perform their
software engineering research and academic setting is a best possible
solution for them.
Research cost: Not all the researches get funded or actually can bear costs to
get into operation. Academic setting mitigates costs to get them operated.
Experiments that need subjects like stakeholders need to bear such costs.
Also, when experiments like [X5] [X11] need stakeholders (subjects) to be
collocated, then it is definitely an expensive exercise. Academic setting can
help in mitigating such risks of facing costs to a major extent.
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Collocating subjects: There is a need to collocate subjects in software
engineering experiments in order to control the experiment setting [X11].
Especially for scenario based experiments, where subjects need to
participate in a specific role, like in [X5]; the subjects are to be collocated at
one place. This may be a limitation when subjects need to be chosen from
distributed environments where there is no need for subject to perform roles
from a collocated locations.
Team grouping: Pairing the subjects in Experiments into different groups
[X1] [X7] [X12] [X17] [X18] is not an easy task if the subjects are from
different locations or have different perspectives in work levels. Subject
grouping becomes an easy task when an experiment is conducted in an
academic setting. This is because, in academic setting, subjects with similar
knowledge areas and similar perspectives are easy to find and it is easy to
involve them.
Knowledge levels: In an experiment setting, finding subjects with same
knowledge levels (with comparably similar background) is a difficult task to
perform. Experiments in academic setting can mitigate this issue by
involving subjects that clearly have limitations and perspectives in
knowledge area. In other words, experiments in academic setting can
involve subjects with same knowledge levels. Experiments like [X13] have
mitigated this issue by involving subjects from same discipline and those
that have similarities in knowledge.
Confidential research (double blinding): Some experiment need to involve
subjects but also have a need to keep their experiment data private. Such
experiments like for example [X25] have been only limited options to
choose academic study-setting as they have access to them. If the same
experiment is performed with different type of subjects, they need to
provide an explanation to the subjects on what they are experimenting and
so they might not be able to make their data private.
Research duration: Experiments like [X17] need longer time duration to
perform their experiment and to attain the results. When students are given
an opportunity to participate as subjects in the experiment like in [X17],
which has run as a part of curriculum for a long duration, then to run such
long term experiments academic setting are found to be of a better choice.
Two or more experiments in same study-setting: In experiments like [X18]
need to perform two or more experiments in a particular setting. They
choose 19 students as subjects with which both the experiments were
carried. In cases where two or more experiments need to be conducted only
with specific set of subjects, the only feasible solution for a researcher is to
carry the experiment in academic setting with student subjects.

Researchers have limitations that rationalized their choice to perform experiments in
academic setting. Some of these limitations are detailed above. Limitations like
having more number of subjects, having diversified subjects (in terms of cultures),
reducing the research costs, collocating subjects for performing role-play
experiments, grouping similar subjects into teams are some limitations of performing
an experiment research in GSE. Furthermore, possible threats or limitations can be
mitigated by implementing an academic setting. For example, threats or limitations
when performing long-term experiments or when performing replications within the
same setting are mitigated by implementing an academic setting.
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4.1.9.2.2 Other settings




Laboratory setting:
o Systematic data collection in distributed environments: Researchers in
experiments [X25] [X27] have limited themselves to a laboratory
setting as there is a necessity to perform systematic data collection
(using different communication modes), to keep track of the data
collection process and to maintain records of data collected.
o Measuring GSE factors like Trust: When researchers needed to
measure the complex factors of GSE such as when measuring trust
(that involves measuring the subjects’ involvement interest and
activity), the tests needed to be carried out in a laboratory setting
[X9].
o Simulating global organization in the experiment: When simulating an
experiment environment researchers need to simulate the exact nature
of the environment in order to let the experiment results be applicable
and generalized to the setting being simulated. This limitation to
perform experiment in a laboratory setting is as seen in experiment
[X52] where the researchers needed to simulate an organizational
environment.
o Relationship management in GSE: Relationship (or dependency)
management is a difficult task in GSE. Labor intensity and complexity
in creating and maintaining the dependency relations in practice is
difficult to be determined. Experiment [X35] has performed research
with researchers as subjects in order to obtain a method for discovery
of dependency links. This limitation is considered into the list as team
coordination is a factor in GSE [5].
o Cultural diversity: Experiment [X37] need to perform a research on
culturally constituted views; the subjects need to be from
geographically distributed locations where at least two sets of subjects
having completely different cultural views.
Industry setting
o Involvement of groupware tools: In experiment [X4], a framework for
supporting software evaluation process was designed to reduce the
cost of collocating stakeholders. Architectural evaluation may
compose of different classes of participants which include technically
skilled subjects and subjects from non-technical fields. Industrial
setting with a variety of subjects that use groupware tools is a suitable
approach to proceed as performed in [X4].
o Large-scale distributed experiments: An experimental set up that is
purely online is designed to perform research on communication and
commitment in an online gaming team [X8]. Extremely large numbers
of subjects (in hundreds) are involved in the experiment and their
communication and commitment has been measured to draw results.
For experiments that need to be implemented only on a particular
online distributed platform and with such huge number of subjects
involved in the experiment, the researchers might not have any other
alternative other than to conduct experiment in industry setting.
o Subject expertise (as it is a GSE skill management factor [5]): Only
practitioners have been considered in experiment [X42]. Their
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research problem is to analyze collaborative technologies for
knowledge sharing in both co-located and distributed teams. As the
researchers have keen focus on the knowledge levels of the subjects,
the only feasible solution is to involve skilled software professionals
from different aspects of work, who are actually working in different
types of IT knowledge-based industries. This limitation is considered
into the GSE limitations list as skill management is a factor in GSE
[5].
Real world setting
o Exploration in field environment: In article [X39], a field experiment
has been conducted in a natural setting without manipulation of
independent variables. Only a few variables are controlled and
participants from real project teams in a software project have
contributed as subjects in the experiment. The subjects are free to
interact in natural setting and hand in their report at the end of the
experiment tasks. The natural setting provided the feasibility to
explore the problems and the factors that create a negative impact on
effectiveness of virtual teams.
o Real-world simulation for achieving communication and coordination:
Experiment [X3] has performed a study on communication and
coordination. They mimicked the communication and coordination
system in GSE for designing an experiment simulation. Studying the
phenomena that arise from real-world setting, with tools involved is
the main task of the experiment [X3].
o Simulation of global subjects: Experiment [X12] has reported that they
have done in laboratory setting to control geographical dispersion of
subjects in the experiment setting.

Performing systematic data collection when collecting huge chunks of data, to
measure complex GSE factors, to simulate industrial environments, to conduct
relationship management are some limitations for GSE researchers to set-up
controlled experiments in a laboratory setting. Involving industrial (or premium)
groupware tools, for performing large-scale distributed experiments, for conducting
experiments with professionals (experienced subjects) are some limitations for the
researchers to set-up controlled experiments in industrial setting. Exploring the
phenomena of the GSE environment and for simulating real world environments in
the experiments are some limitations for the researchers to set-up controlled
experiments in a real-world setting. The limitations for industrial and real-world
settings have a slight variance as industrial settings are not a preferred choice for
conducting an exploratory studies which contradicts a real-world setting.

4.2

Discussion for R.Q.1 – State-of-the-art and GSE
Specific Challenges for conducting GSE experiments

If performing experiments in software engineering is a difficult task [45], then
performing software engineering experiments on a global scale in terms of
distributed and collocated subjects or environments (in a larger context) is much
more difficult. The study performed on all the steps of GSE experimentation research
(elements in GSE experiments; from Section-4.1.1 to Section-4.19) will become the
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deciding factor in depicting the state-of-the-art in GSE experiments as well as for
identifying the GSE specific challenges in experiments.
Before discussing the state-of-the-art in GSE experimentation research, a mind map
is generated with all the key elements that are identified in GSE experiment research;
as shown in the below figure. The basis of this mind map roots back to the SLR
results synthesis as presented in Section-4.1.
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Figure 5: Mind map of the experiment elements under study (with SLR results)
This thesis enhances the presence and the paradigm of performing experimentation
research in GSE. In a total of 71 experiments found, the papers written in the years
2007, 2009, 2011, 2012 and 2014 are having more number of GSE experiments 7, 8,
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8, 10 and 10 respectively This shows a growing number of GSE experiments every
year. There are 14 GSE researchers who have performed more than one
experimentation research in the GSE research area. Gabriela N. Aranda, Aurora
Vizcaino, Muhamad Ali Babar, Barbara Kitchenham, Mario Piattini are some of
them who are top the list with more than 3 published experimentation research
papers.
Research problems with respect to communication, collaboration, coordination are
the most recurring problem areas in GSE. Identifying global requirements is found to
be a major research area in GSE experiment studies. The first challenge for any GSE
researcher who needs to conduct experiments in a distributed environment has to
identify the treatment conditions of the GSE research problem being addressed.
Without understanding when to use experimentation as a research method, will
impose a threat to validity when generalizing experimentation results [4] in specific
to GSE context.
The study-settings of an experiment vary depending upon the treatments in
experiment(s). If the study-setting doesn’t adhere with the limitations of
implementing it, the output may occur for uncontrolled results [X13]. Experiments
conducted in academic setting have mostly used non-distributed subjects, especially
collocated students in the universities. On the other hand, experiment type applied
will also add value to the study-setting. To a major extent, study-setting incorporates
with the experiment type in use. For example, consider a scenario where quasi
experiment is conducted in an industry setting. Now, as the design of quasi
experiment is considered to be pre-planned experimental design [45], the design may
become an added advantage when conducted in industry setting [17]. Besides the fact
that experiment type is an inherent property of study-setting, the other two elements
such as variables and subjects are also closely associated with study-setting. Due to
the complex nature of study-setting, it is identified that implying GSE context in the
experiment will be the second major challenge for any GSE researcher when
conducting GSE experiments.
Experiment variables may affect the experiment operation if the scope of a research
is not analyzed properly prior to commencement of research operation. It is found
that one of the GSE experiments [X1] considered experiment environment as an
undesired variable. A study-setting can be filled with distributed or non-distributed
(collocated) subjects. When subjects are arranged in a distributed setting, controlling
environmental variables is of a major concern to be taken care of. This brings up the
third challenge such as to choose and implement experiment in a particular study
environment (with the environment being either distributed or collocated).
Most of the experiments that mentioned about their study-setting have limited only to
controlled environments. Collection methods, analysis methods, subjects and all
other experiment elements occur to operation in experiment study-setting. So, all the
experiment elements directly or indirectly co-operate within the study-setting during
the experiment operation. The most recurring limitations (in relevance to GSE
context) for an experimentation researcher to conduct in academic setting are subject
quantity, cultural diversity, team grouping, research cost, collocating subjects and
research duration. Furthermore, most recurring limitations (in relevance to GSE
context) for conducting experiments in a laboratory setting are systematic data
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collection, organizational simulation, relationship management, involvement of
groupware tools and cultural diversity. In other settings such as industry setting and
real world setting, the most recurring experimentation limitations in relevance to
GSE context are involvement of groupware tools, exploratory experiments with
subjects and real-world simulation. In one or the other case, the limitations for
experimenters to perform experiment(s) in a particular study-setting is chosen to be a
convenience choice but might not necessarily be an effective choice. For example,
researchers choose to perform an experiment in academic setting in order to address
a research problem that involves analysis on involvement of groupware tools. In this
example, researchers may have chosen academic setting because it is a convenience
choice as student subjects can deal with the tasks in experiment; but researchers can
also chose industry setting as groupware tools are better implemented in industrial
settings. This discussion gave rise to fourth and fifth challenges such as to conduct
experiments implementing or replicating simple study-setting and implementing
simulation to set-up an effective study-setting respectively.
In GSE experiment, most common reason to choose a particular study-setting or a
particular set of subjects is limited to the proximity of the research and to the
availability of the resources. The number of subjects getting recruited in each GSE
experiment is identified to be in range of 3 to 15 that may lead to an average of 8
subjects in each experiment study. Experiment subjects are mainly involved for
performing a given task where treatments in experiments are associated with the
subject’s task. Here in GSE experiments, laboratory experiment type has mostly
involved student subjects and their level of engagement is found to be very limited;
whereas with controlled experiment type the subject engagement is more direct into
the experiment operation. Hence, it is analyzed that experiment type that is
implemented in the study-setting decides the level of subject’s engagement. Besides
all, subject’s performance and activity in the given tasks help in measuring the
experiment variables under study. Thereby, the analysis on experiment variable will
generate the results of the experiment. During this process, researcher need to verify
if the recruited subjects followed all the experiment protocols when participating in
the study. For example, when experiment subjects are globally dispersed, the
groupware tools might have played a major role in subject engagement and
collaboration. Furthermore, communication and collaboration in experiments
especially when the subjects are involved as groups for operating experiment tasks is
a challenge to be mitigated. So, setting up subject’s activity in the experiment draw
the sixth and seventh challenges where the main concern is about how to recruit
subjects in the experiment, how to perform controlled subject interaction in
experiments and how to involve subjects as groups in the experiment. Another
common threat to validity in specific to GSE is with subject representativeness in
experiments (as seen in [X32], [X36], [X37], [X23], [X40]). To mitigate threats with
respect to subject representativeness is eight challenge that needs to be addressed by
any GSE experimenter.
With this study, it is observed that study-setting and subjects are two important
elements in experiments that show their impact when performed on global platform.
There are nine GSE specific challenges identified with the discussion held on the
state-of-the-art in GSE experiments. Next section (Section-4.3) presents guidelines
for conducting controlled experiments that address these eight challenges.
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4.3

GSE Guidelines
Experimentation

for

Conducting

4.3.1

Introduction to GSE experimentation Guidelines

Controlled

In order to draw GSE-specific experimentation guidelines, the general guidelines for
software engineering experimentation as well as empirical research in general are
considered. There is so much heterogeneous literature ([3], [7], [17], [22], [23], [24],
[37], [38], [40], [41], [42], [44], [45], [46] and [48]) recommending on how to
conduct, design or report software engineering experiments or empirical research in
general. All guidelines (or suggestions or recommendations) from this literature are
first listed down. All similar heterogeneous guidelines (that recommend the same)
are grouped in to a review item. Further, all review items are designed to be checklist
based questions. For example, when studies [7] and [19] are recommending on
identifying field of occurrence in empirical research or software engineering in
general, then a combination of these two heterogeneous recommendations on the
same guideline define ‘review item – 1’. All 71 experiments are reviewed to check if
they met (or followed) the review item criteria.
If more than average number of GSE experiments didn’t follow a guideline, then
context of this guideline is definitely considered as a weak area of GSE
experimentation. To identify if a weak area is also a GSE-specific challenge, the
decision is made by considering the GSE-specific experiment challenges that are
already discussed in Section – 4.2. The guidelines are drawn according to the review
results obtained in this section – 4.3.1.
The below sections from 4.3.1.1 to 4.3.1.27 are the 27 review items, followed by
their review results, discussion and finally reporting if any guideline is drawn based
on the review results.
4.3.1.1 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on problem identification and field of
occurrence.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl have recommended to identify the research problem and the
field occurrence [7]. The idea behind conducting the experiment, the importance to
solve the problem and for achieving the generalized results with that of study context
can only be achieved when the research problem is identified [19]. This resulted in
our first review item - 1 as presented below.
Review Item – 1. Is the problem and the field of occurrence identified clearly?
Review Result. Only [X48] and [X50] are identified to be the GSE experiments that
didn’t provide enough detail about the problem or the field of occurrence.
Discussion on review item 1. As most of the GSE experiment researchers identified
their research problem and the field of occurrence, this review item is not considered
as a weak area for any experimenter even if it is an experiment that is conducted in
GSE context.
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4.3.1.2 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on experiment design with regard to
hypothesis, variables and parameters.
When planning an experiment, the experiment design depends on goal formulation,
hypotheses, parameters and the variables that are setup [7]. The context of the study
is identified by listing parameters that represent characteristics of the experiment.
The results can also be reviewed by considering the conditions that reflect
measurable parameters [7]. So the review items - 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 are chosen and
reviewed as presented below.
Review Item – 2.1. Are the experiments structured to design by considering
hypothesis of the study?
Review Result. There are 20 GSE experiments that didn’t report any hypothesis in
their papers. Further, it is also unclear how they came up with their experiment
designs without considering to report their experiment hypothesis in the first place.
GSE Experiments that did not met the review criteria of Review item – 2.1 : [X3],
[X7], [X10], [X11], [X15], [X16], [X22], [X28], [X29], [X31], [X32], [X36], [X41],
[X44], [X45], [X47], [X48], [X50], [X51], [X56]
Discussion on review item 2.1. Although these above experiments didn’t report any
hypothesis, they planned their experiment with tasks and treatments that produce
results. Further, unreported experimental hypothesis is more likely a general
immaturity of conducting experiments in GSE/SE fields that have nothing to do with
GSE experimentation context in specific. So, this review item is not considered as a
GSE-specific challenge.
Review Item – 2.2. Are the experiments structured to design by considering
parameters?
Review result. There are only 9 GSE experiments that reported parameters and that
are also invariable throughout GSE experiment design.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 2.2: [X1], [X7],
[X32], [X35], [X40], [X52], [X56], [X60], [X62]
Parameters related to communication, collaboration and other GSE factors showcase
the characteristics of the experiment design in GSE context and hence are essential to
be identified prior to study [7].
Discussion on review item 2.2. As only 9 GSE experiments out of 71 have clearly
followed the Jedlitschka and Pfahl’s guidelines on reporting parameters, it is clearly
a challenge for many experimenters who have not identified any parameters that
impact their GSE experiment design. Hence, it is now a necessity to recommend
GSE researchers on setting up the parameters in their future GSE experiments.
Guideline to be drawn. Designing an appropriate GSE study-setting is dependent on
the parameters (experimental conditions that fit the needs of the experiment
environment). Guideline-3 is drawn based on this analysis to suggest researchers on
finding the parameters that impact their GSE experiment study design.
Review Item – 2.3. Are the experiments structured to design by considering
experiment variables?
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Review Result. There are 23 GSE experiments that are structured to design by
considering the experiment variables.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 2.3 : [X1], [X2],
[X4], [X5], [X9], [X13], [X14], [X18], [X22], [X23], [X25], [X28], [X32], [X33],
[X37], [X49], [X52], [X53], [X57], [X60], [X61], [X64], [X66]
More than half of the experiments (48 out of 71) have not reported any variables in
their experiment study. Rest of the 23 experiments have detailed how they designed
their experiments by considering the experiment variables. From the SLR, it is
identified that variables that occur to treatments are mostly composed of GSE
factors; see Section - 4.1.5.
Discussion on review item 2.3. As 48 experimenters didn’t design their experiments
based on the experiment variables, it is definitely a challenge to be considered. This
challenge is also GSE specific as most of the experiment variables that occur for
treatments are composed of several GSE aspects or factors such as communication
medium, language barriers, team work climate, cultures and many others (see
Section-4.1.5) that impact on experiment design in GSE context.
Guideline to be drawn. Designing an appropriate GSE study-setting is dependent on
the experiment variables (composed of GSE factors). Guideline-2 is drawn based on
this analysis to suggest researchers on first finding these variables in the experiment
prior to its design.
4.3.1.3 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on context and generalizability.
As said by Jedlitschka and Pfahl, when the experiment parameters are considered in
the design of the experiment, any type of context is debriefed and the experiment is
setup according to the conditions drawn from the parameters [7]. According to them,
further generalizability should be taken into account when identifying the context of
the study [7]. Jedlitschka and Pfalh in [7] and Kitchenham et al., in [22] have asked
to check for context and generalizability of the study and so review item - 3 is chosen
to further review 71 GSE experiments as presented below.
Review Item – 3. When designing the experiments, is the context defined effectively
also by taking further generalizability into account?
Review result. 45 out of 71 GSE experiments have defined their context of the
experiment; for example, by detailing how their study design is generalized to
industrial context or by detailing how the study is specific to global software
development.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 3 : [X1], [X2],
[X3], [X6], [X7], [X8], [X9], [X10], [X11], [X12], [X13], [X14], [X17], [X18],
[X19], [X22], [X23], [X24], [X26], [X27], [X28], [X29], [X30], [X31], [X32],
[X33], [X34], [X35], [X36], [X37], [X39], [X40], [X51], [X52], [X53], [X54],
[X55], [X56], [X57], [X60], [X67], [X68], [X69], [X70], [X71]
Discussion on review item 3. Among these above 45 experiments, [X8], [X19],
[X26], [X37], [X39], [X58] are found to be good examples of the studies that are
designed by considering generalizability. To take a case example, Plotnick et al.’s
experiment [X19] have defined their context by generalizing their subject’s activity
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to that of real world industrial tasks. In this example [X19], the student’s capabilities
are generalized to be similar to that of tasks performed by industrial practitioners and
so any threat with regard to generalizability is mitigated.
Guideline to be drawn. Defining the experiment context with respect to GSE aspects
is still a challenge for many experimenters. This is proved by the remaining 26
experiments that didn’t define their experiment context. Especially, it is crucial to
know how GSE aspects can be considered in the process of defining the experiment
context. However, as reviewed for review time 2.3, one way to identify experiment
context is by identifying the experiment variables in the first place. Guidleine-2 is
drawn to suggest researchers on defining context effectively and also by taking
further generalizability into account.
4.3.1.4 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on experiment study-settings and
environments.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl have requested the experimenters to provide the setting as well
as the location of the study [7]. According to them, the settings and the locations
should be identified as it provides details of how their experimentation research
could be specific to a setting or environmental situations [7]. To review whether the
experimenters have followed Jedlitschka and Pfahl’s request, review item - 4 is
chosen to review.
Review Item – 4. Are the settings and environment defined to operation in the
experiment?
Review Result. 7 experiments [X6], [X21], [X43], [X50], [X54], [X60], [X71], did
not follow the guideline on defining settings and environment to operation in the
experiment. Further, it cannot also be stated that all the remaining 64 experiments
(out of 71) have defined a setting and environment to operation. This is because, the
setting and environment is also dependent on other factors like subjects, treatments,
tasks in experiments that may be challenging with regard to the settings and
operation that are setup.
Discussion on review item 4. Different types of study settings and experiment
environments are detailed and described in Sections – 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. A studysetting can be distributed or non-distributed; see Section-4.1.4.2. There is a need to
identify the experiment environment as each experiment environment could favor
and be specific to a particular research problem. For example, research problems
such assessment of groupware tools (communication medium) is more specific to an
experiment setup in distributed environments. In the same way, when premium
groupware tools are to be assessed, industrial settings with practitioners is a study
setting that would be in favor of this particular research problem.
Guideline to be drawn. Study settings and environments also refer to how subjects
getting involved in the experiment. Although, many GSE experimenters have
followed the guidelines to define settings and environment, it is not clear on how
they came up with their experiment setting or environment in the experiment. On the
basis of this analysis and discussion, Guideline-3 originated to meet the purpose of
identifying appropriate environment.
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4.3.1.5 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on use of controls in experiment.
Kitchenham et al., recommended to avoid the use of controls in the experiment
operation [22]. According to them, the difficulty in defining controls for experiment
operation could be mitigated by avoiding the use of controls. In order to define
controls, there is no default technology and most of the software engineering tasks
depend on human skills [22]. As such, current industrial practices or research
literature could help in comparing a new technology, tool, procedure, technology or a
method. However, it is difficult to define even by following the existing literature or
current practices as these practices or literature may vary from organization to
organization or form research to research to find the custom needs. Hence, review
item – 5 is chosen to review if the GSE experimenters defined any controls during
experiment operation.
Review Item – 5. Did the experimenters avoid the use of controls for comparison
studies unless experimenters are sure the control situation is unambiguously
defined?
Review Result. There are 16 GSE experiments that had to avoid the use of controls
as they didn’t have a pre-default technology or a predefined control to design their
study. However, to mitigate this issue, they designed their controlled experiment
with unambiguously defined controls either by basing on the knowledge obtained
from industrial practice or from research literature.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 5 : [X2], [X12],
[X13], [X15], [X18], [X26], [X29], [X36], [X41], [X53], [X60], [X61], [X65],
[X66], [X69], [X71]
All comparison based studies have their experiment tasks (or control situations)
rationalized or illustrated prior to operation by considering software artifacts and
industrial tasks that are already in practice [17]. Further, all the comparison studies
considered to implement simple study designs that are fully analyzed from the
existing literature.
Discussion on review item 5. Some of above GSE experiments that assessed or
compared,
o tools or technologies or artifacts are [X12], [X15], [X29], [X36], [X41],
[X65]
o metric or model or framework are [X61], [X66], [X69], [X26]
o process or approach or method are [X2] [X13] [X18] [X53] [X60]
[X71]
In GSE experiments such as [X2], the experimenters have defined control even on
the GSE factors like cultural diversity. In the given example [X2], the control on
culture diversity is unambiguously defined by drawing results based on two levels of
cultural diversity measurements. For another example, experimenters in [X12]
measured communication and coordination by using statistical methods when
comparing software artifacts and interactions types.
Guideline to be drawn. As recommended by Kitchenham et al. in [22], most of the
experiments did not restrict to simple study designs or at least to designs that are
fully analyzed in the literature. This is because of technologies or controls that are
applied to tasks are relatively new to the experiment subjects who participate.
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Further, as recommended by Ko et al. [17], not many experiments have pilot tested
the tasks to recognize the difficulty before committing them to experiment subjects.
This gave rise to the Guideline-1 on avoiding the use of controls or using a predefault technology or predefined control to design their study where the control
situation should be unambiguously defined.
4.3.1.6 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on simulation based experiments with
one-factor design.
Nicolau de Franca and Horta Travassos have identified four types of techniques for
designing experiments such as Response-surface techniques, Factorial Design
techniques, Variance reduction techniques and Ranking and selection techniques
[37]. They claim that only one factorial designs are found in their review on
simulation based experiment studies in software engineering that provide enough
detail about the experiment designs that are setup. To review if all the simulation
based GSE experiments used one-factor designs, review item – 6 is chosen as shown
below.
Review Item – 6. Did simulation based experiments use one-factor designs?
Review Result. 5 GSE experiments [X12], [X18], [X22], [X29], [X37] used onefactor designs.
Discussion on review item 6. It is observed that all these experiments are also
simulation based studies where the one-factor design type provided enough details on
the design of the experiment. There are no other design types that are reported clearly
by the rest of the simulation-based experiments
Guideline to be drawn. Although it can’t be said that one-factor designs should be
implemented by all simulation based experiments, it is important that simulation
based studies provide enough detail in order to provide the differences to that of the
real-world settings especially when simulating distributed environments in nondistributed locations. To recommend one-factor designs for simulations based
experiments, Guideline – 4 is drawn.
4.3.1.7 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on designing experiment replications.
Juristo and Vegas proposed a replication procedure to generate knowledge from the
results of the replication even if it is not designed the same way as that of the original
experiment [48]. According to them, the replications need to follow 5 procedural
steps such as defining and planning, operation and analysis, interpretation, generating
knowledge from necessary changes and generating knowledge form unintended
changes. The main focus of these steps are to recommend the experimenter on
understanding the original setting, analyzing the impact of changes on replication
results, comparing the replication results with original results. Review item – 7 is
focused to review GSE experiments replications to check if they designed their
replicated setting by basing on the original experiment.
Review Item – 7. During replication, is the new setting defined by understanding the
setting in the original experiment?
Review Result. As discussed with answer to Review Item – 5, new replicated settings
are appropriately defined only after considering the setting in the original
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experiment. From among the 5 replicated GSE experiments [X28], [X40], [X29],
[X34], [X52],
o Improved hypothesis when designing their replicated experiment [X28]
o Experiment [X29] have used the same setting but with different
subjects
o Experiment [X52] have replicated the key features
Discussion on review item 7. It is identified that all the 5 replicated experiments
have improved the replication setting by considering the necessary changes with
regard to the new goals of replication. There are no reported threats to validity in
these experiments that would be raised due to change of original replication setting.
Further it is identified that only necessary changes are made and the replicated
experiments provided rational to the design improvement changes made and all the
unintended changes that occurred to study are further reported in the later phase of
replication. Further, the results of the replication are compared also with previous
results. As experiment replication is more likely a general immaturity of conducting
experiments in GSE/SE fields that have nothing to do with GSE context of
experiments in specific, no further guideline is framed.
4.3.1.8 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on fully defined treatments in
experiments.
According to Kitchenham et al., it’s a must to define experiment treatments properly
when there is a further need to replicate the studies or to generalize the results to that
of the industry [22]. By defining treatments, the experiment could further be
replicated to apply the same technique or tool or method in different organizations
[22]. By doing so, common protocol (that are applicable to all organizations who
work in the same area) can be obtained from the results [22]. Review item – 8 is
chosen to review and check if 71 GSE experiments have fully defined treatments.
Review Item – 8. Are the treatments (interventions) fully defined?
Review Result. 24 experiments have fully defined treatments (interventions) in their
study.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 8 : [X1], [X2],
[X4], [X5], [X9], [X13], [X14], [X18], [X22], [X23], [X25], [X28], [X32], [X33],
[X35], [X37], [X49], [X52], [X53], [X57], [X60], [X61], [X64], [X66]
Discussion on review item. The term ‘fully defined’ is not clear as Kitchenham et al.,
in [22] didn’t provide any examples on ‘fully’ defined treatments. It is needed that
experiments must define the treatments prior to operation and so all 24 experiments
that have clearly defined treatments (inventions) prior to operation are marked as
successful experiments that met the review criteria of review item – 8. Further, many
of the experiments (47 out of 71) didn’t define the treatments prior to their
experiment operation. Although defining treatments is identified to be a challenge, it
is still a general immaturity of GSE/SE fields of reporting the treatments properly
and is not GSE-specific to draw a new guideline to address this challenge.
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4.3.1.9 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on treatment conditions in experiments.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl recommend that pre- and post- conditions are necessary when
defining treatments [7]. Accordingly to them, the pre-conditions should describe
conditions on necessary procedures to apply a technique or a tool or a method that is
under experiment and the post-conditions should describe the (expected) effects [7].
Nicolau de Franca and Horta Travassos on the other hand recommend to validate the
model (experiment design) that is under implementation [37]. According to them, the
model validity is affected by three factors such as improper implementation of causeeffect relationships, improper representation of real-world attributes by model
parameters and improper calibration. The pre- and post- conditions as recommended
in [7] address these three model validity factors in the experiment. This is because,
factors such as cause-effect relationships are clearly analyzed by pre and post
conditions of the experiment. Review item – 9 is chosen to review if GSE
experiments applied pre- and post- conditions in their experiments or not.
Review Item – 9. Are the pre- and post- conditions applied to the treatments in the
study?
Review Result. Most experiments have detailed all their experiment conditions.
There are 16 GSE experiments that applied pre- and post- conditions when defining
treatments in the study.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 9 : [X2], [X8],
[X9], [X14], [X17], [X37], [X47], [X49], [X51], [X52], [X54], [X62], [X65],
[X69], [X70,] [X71]
Discussion on review item 9. The experiments are heterogeneous in reporting the pre
and post conditions of the treatments applied in the study. However, almost all the
experiments have defined conditions when under operation.
Besides these above 16 experiments,
o [X3], [X30], [X33], [X34], [X4], [X53] (6 experiments) have provided
only pre conditions without any post conditions.
o Experiments such as [X40] and [X48] have detailed post conditions but
with no impact on the treatments as such, but only to support analysis
and future research.
o When comparisons are made, the basis of comparisons should be
identified with the pre- and post- experiment conditions. However,
only two experiments such as [X4], [X53] stated about the face-face
and distrusted environments as the conditions of the experiment.
The pre and post conditions are critically important to be identified and reported by
any GSE experimenter as they also illustrate the cause-effect structures properly.
Any further limitations are also addressed with generalizability of the results that
should be applicable to industrial context. However, this challenge is more a general
software engineering challenge that is not GSE-specific as the pre and post
conditions should be applied to any experiments in general (disregard of GSE
context). So, no further guideline is framed on this non-GSE specific challenge but is
held to be supportive in discussing guideline-3 that is already framed in review item 4.
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4.3.1.10 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on Task duration.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl have recommended to fix a schedule and duration for each run
of the experiment [7]. It is important to set the duration for the tasks as they are
influenced by other elements like groupware tools that are involved when performing
tasks and when collecting data. Review item – 10 is chosen to review GSE
experiments and find if they have fixed experiment’s task duration when allocating
tasks to subjects.
Review Item – 10. Is the duration to perform task(s) allocated?
Review Result. 12 experiments have setup a fixed task duration when allocating tasks
to the subjects.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 10 : [X4], [X31],
[X33], [X34], [X40], [X42], [X45], [X51], [X53], [X54], [X55], [X68]
Discussion on review item. Among these 12 experiments [X33], [X4], [X53] have
also fixed a certain training duration when the allocating tasks to experiment
subjects. When subjects participate in tasks remotely, it is necessary that the tasks are
defined to controls by allocating task duration as recommended by Jedlitschka and
Pfahl [7]. As only 12 GSE experimenters defined a particular task duration, it is
merely a challenge that also applies to GSE context.
Guideline to be drawn. Although fixing a task duration by itself is not a
recommendation, it is linked up with all other controlled interaction strategies that
are implemented. The Guideline-6 is drawn accordingly.
4.3.1.11 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on tasks that are conducted remotely.
Ko et al., have recommended to provide subjects with their own schedule to perform
the tasks [17]. According to them, task duration is essentially of two types such as
unlimited time to work and a time limit [17]. They recommend to allow subjects to
complete the tasks remotely so that subjects could perform tasks on their own
schedule [17]. Review item -11 is chosen to review experiments and find if any
experiments have provided subjects with their own defined schedule to perform
experiment tasks.
Review Item – 11. If the task is conducted remotely, are the subjects allowed to work
on the task according to subject’s own schedule?
Review Result. None of the 71 experiments allowed the subjects to perform tasks
according to their own schedule even if they participated from the remote location.
Discussion on review item. The GSE experiment literature didn’t even rise the issue
of providing subject’s own schedule. This is because, providing subjects with
undefined time to complete the tasks will result in new limitations such as
incomplete tasks and other issues. The same limitations are also raised in review
items 10 and 17 that focused on detailing why transient time is required to complete
the tasks. Hence, providing unlimited time to subjects or subject’s own schedule to
perform tasks is not recommended.
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4.3.1.12 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on sampling subjects to experiment
treatments.
It is recommended by many researchers to identify the population from which the
subjects and objects are drawn [22] [7] [36]. Further, it is important to have a
sampling strategy to select subjects [22] [7]. The instantiation of sampling strategy
should include types of subjects, number of subjects and all other subject
characteristics that impact the results of the experiment [7]. Review item – 12 is
chosen to review if the experiments have followed a particular sampling strategy to
select subjects.
Review Item – 12. Did the experimenters define the process or the sampling strategy
by which the experimental units are selected and assigned to treatments?
Review Result. 6 GSE experiments [X8], [X21], [X43], [X44], [X54], [X71] didn’t
consider a sampling strategy to involve subjects. All the remaining 65 experiments
have clearly strategized their subject selection either to university or industry
subjects according to the tasks and treatments that are setup in the experiment.
Discussion on review item. Subjects are never randomly recruited unless it is an
exploratory experiment with defined goals of exploration such as in [X33]. In GSE
experiments, the recruitment strategy is further extended to distributed subject
environments. The subjects’ characteristics such as expertise, homogeneous or
heterogeneous subjects, cultural or language differences among subjects are to be
identified for sampling and assigning the subjects to treatments. The experimenters
should pre-calculate the minimum required sample size prior to experiment and
provide significant tanning to subjects.
Guideline to be drawn. Finding the deciding factors to recruitment subjects is a
major challenge that is followed by sampling strategies to assign tasks. Guideline-7
is drawn to address the subject recruitment and sampling strategies.
4.3.1.13 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on implementing appropriate levels of
blinding.
The subjects, study setting or any other element of the experiment design may
influence the results of the experiment [45]. In order to mitigate any threats to results
validity, the experiments need to use appropriate levels of blinding [22]. Review
item – 13 is chosen to review GSE experiments and to verify if the experiments have
implemented appropriate levels of blinding.
Review Item – 13. If subjects influence impact of the experiment, then did the
experimenters implement appropriate levels of blinding?
Review Result. 19 GSE experiments are influenced by subjects and have
implemented appropriate levels of blinding.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 13 [X1], [X9],
[X12], [X13], [X18], [X24], [X26], [X29], [X30], [X32], [X33], [X34], [X40],
[X42], [X47], [X48], [X52], [X53], [X55]
Discussion on review item. Issues with double blinding or hiding hypothesis form
subjects when they participate in the tasks are more likely a general immaturity of
conducting experiments in GSE/SE fields that have nothing to do with GSE context
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of experiments in specific. So, this review item is not considered as a GSE-specific
challenge and no further guideline is drawn.
4.3.1.14 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on subject grouping.
Nicolau de Franca and Horta Travassos have stated that it is a ‘must’ to identify
control and treatment groups when grouping experiment subjects [37]. Accordingly
to them, when the subjects are grouped into control and experimental groups,
treatments under known conditions are set to be controlled treatments and treatments
that occur to tests are considered as experimental treatments [37]. Review item – 14
is chosen to review GSE experiments and find if all the experiments that grouped the
subjects have identified both treatment as well as control groups.
Review Item – 14. If subject groups are formed, are the (experimental or control)
groups defined?
Review Result. 15 GSE experiments have defined groups properly also by
classifying them as experimental (treatment) groups and control groups.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 14 : [X4], [X5],
[X6], [X9], [X33], [X36], [X37], [X39], [X40], [X51], [X52], [X66], [X69], [X70],
[X71]
Discussion on review item. The subjects are randomly assigned to groups in most
cases. Randomization is identified to be a threat to validity when the remote subjects
are randomly assigned to groups. This is because the results that are obtained should
be verified with other activities like training, double checks and automatic
measurements [ref].
Guideline to be drawn. As control and treatment groups cannot be assigned to
distributed or non-distributed subjects in a random, Guideline-8 is drawn to address
this GSE-specific challenge on subject grouping.
4.3.1.15 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on subjects who drop out.
It is important that the details regarding the subjects who dropout from the
experiments are recorded [7]. Kitchenham et al. recommend experimenters on
recording data who drop out from subjects and monitor or report the response rate to
further discuss the representativeness of the subject responses along with impact of
non-responses [22]. Review item – 15 is chosen to review GSE experiments in order
to find if the experiments have recorded information about subject responses.
Review Item – 15. Did the experimenters record the impact of the non-responses
(from the subjects who dropped out)?
Review Result. 5 experiments [X4], [X49], [X5], [X53], [X8] have recorded the
impact of non-responses (from the subjects who dropped out).
Discussion on review item. Experiment [X4] reported that their subjects who
dropped out are replaced with similar other subjects. Experiment [X33] mentioned it
is a problem but didn’t record the impact of non-responses. Recording the impact of
non-responses is identified as a challenge but is a general immaturity of conducting
experiments in GSE/SE fields that have nothing to do with GSE context of
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experiments in specific. So, no further guideline is drawn to address this non-specific
GSE challenge.
4.3.1.16 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on defining objects in experiments.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl have recommended to define the objects in the experiment
study [7]. According to them, objects used in the experiment could be documents,
instrumentation or tools or any other physical items (besides subjects) that involve
and impact the experiment study [7]. Review item – 16 is chosen to review and to
find whether GSE experiments defined objects that are involved in the study.
Review Item – 16. If the objects are used in the experiment, are they clearly defined?
Review Result. 11 GSE experiments used the objects in the experiment and are
clearly defined.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 16 : [X4], [X17],
[X20], [X23], [X33], [X35], [X45], [X46], [X47], [X64], [X69]
Discussion on review item. Documentation, tools and instrumentation may also be
considered as objects in the experiments. However, many of the experiments did not
describe their tools or documentation as objects in the study. Further, defining
objects is a concern of general experiment procedures and so it may be a general
experiment problem that is nothing specific to GSE. No further guideline is drawn to
address this non-specific GSE challenge.
4.3.1.17 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on transient time period for data
collection.
Many researchers have recommended to fix a transient and steady-state time period
when collecting data in the experiments [37] [7] [22]. Time is also one of the
performance measures when collecting data and researchers like Kitchenham et al.,
recommended to record such data [22] The data collection need to be planned in
order to avoid any measurement mistakes [7] [37]. Review item – 17 is chosen to
further find if the experiments have implemented transient and steady-state
behaviors.
Review Item – 17. Did the data collection time period represent both transient and
steady-state behaviors?
Review Result. It is found that 34 GSE experiments are found to have a particular
fixed time period when collecting data that represent both transient and steady-state
behaviors.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 17 : [X1], [X2],
[X9], [X10], [X11], [X12], [X13], [X14], [X18], [X20], [X23], [X24], [X25],
[X27], [X28], [X29], [X33], [X36], [X38], [X39], [X40], [X41], [X45], [X46],
[X47], [X48], [X50], [X51], [X52], [X55], [X57], [X64], [X65], [X68]
Discussion on review item. This review item is followed by review item 10 that
focused on fixed time periods for tasks that are to be performed by experiment
subjects.
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Guideline to be drawn. Guideline-6 is drawn to address transient time period for data
collection as a part of recommendations on control interaction strategies.
4.3.1.18 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on planning data collection.
The data collection should be planned with fully defined measures such as entities,
attributes, unit and counting rules [22]. Completeness, accuracy and quality of data
collection is ensured only when it is planned to operation [7] [37]. Review item – 18
is chosen to find GSE experiments that have followed to plan their collection
procedures in operation.
Review Item – 18. Is the data collection procedure planned and followed in
operation?
Review Result. As discussed in section 4.1.6, there are 29 experiments that didn’t
plan their experiments and so have not followed data collection procedure in
operation. All the remaining 42 experiments defined and recorded data about
attributes, unit and counting rules and other performances measures during the
collection process.
GSE Experiments that didn’t meet the review criteria of Review item – 18 : [X3],
[X4], [X5], [X7], [X8], [X15], [X17], [X21], [X22], [X26], [X53], [X30], [X31],
[X33], [X34], [X37], [X42], [X43], [X44], [X49], [X54], [X56], [X58], [X60],
[X63], [X66], [X69], [X70], [X71]
Discussion on review item. The completeness and quality of data collection is
assured when the collection procedure is planned [7]. Especially, when data
collection is planned any deviations that occur during the process are identified early
and necessary steps are taken to recover the deviations. However, planning a
collection method has nothing to do with GSE-context of the experiment and is
considered as a GSE non-specific challenge. Hence, no further guideline is reported
on planning for data collection.
4.3.1.19 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on statistical models in analysis.
Jedlitschka and Pfahl stated that experimenters should identify a statistical model to
analyze their experiments [7]. There are different goals that undergo investigation
and statistical measures could detail information regarding the results to validate with
the goals that are setup [7] [18]. Review item – 19 is chosen to review and find GSE
experiments that have implemented a statistical model for analysis.
Review Item – 19. Is there a statistical model that is implemented for analysis?
Review Result. As discussed in section 4.1.7, there are 16 experiments that didn’t
any statistical model for analysis
GSE Experiments that didn’t meet the review criteria of Review item – 19 : [X3],
[X6], [X8], [X10], [X17], [X25], [X27], [X30], [X31], [X44], [X45], [X56], [X60],
[X61], [X62], [X64]
Discussion on review item 19. The challenges with respect to analysis and
presentation are considered to be general challenges that are more likely a general
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immaturity of conducting experiments in GSE/SE fields. So, no further guideline is
drawn from the analysis obtained.
4.3.1.20 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on kappa statistic or intra-class
correlation coefficient for continuous measures [22] presented.
Kitchenham et al., recommended to use and report inter-rater agreement when the
measures are subjective [22]. According to them, the statistical correlation analysis is
important for continuous measures [22]. Review item [20] is chosen to review and
find GSE experiments that provided measures of inter-rater agreement for subjective
measurements.
Review Item – 20. For subjective measures, is the measure of inter-rater agreement
(such as the kappa statistic or the intra-class correlation coefficient for continuous
measures [22]) presented?
Review Result. 6 experiments [X22], [X29], [X33], [X39], [X57], [X71] are
identified to be using subjective measures in order to measure inter-rater agreements
Discussion on review item. As discussed on review item – 19, challenges with
respect to statistical analysis measures are more general to all types software
engineering experiments disregard of being GSE-specific. So, no further guidelines
are drawn.
4.3.1.21 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on subjects’ capabilities to perform
experiment tasks.
When experiments involve complex tasks (for example, writing or testing a program
with 10s or 100s of source code lines), the subject’s capabilities to perform the tasks
is a crucial limitation that needs to be mitigated [17]. Complex tasks are usually
designed to be real-world systems (or tasks) in industrial settings, where the subject’s
focus should be to perform a lesser portion of that complex task. In order to review if
the experiments have analyzed the subject’s capabilities before allocating tasks that
are more complex, review item – 21 is used.
Review Item – 21. If real-world industrial tasks (complex tasks) are implemented in
the experiment operation, then did the experimenters focus on subjects’ capability to
perform the task?
Review Result. There are 6 real-world industrial experiment settings as seen in GSE
experiments [X3], [X4], [X8], [X36], [X39], [X42] that have implemented complex
tasks in the experiment operation.
Discussion on review item. From among these six experiments (with real-world
industrial settings), only [X42] used industrial subjects (practitioners) who are well
capable of handling the industrial tasks that are setup in their experiment. Experiment
[X8] has not reported any experiment whereas [X66] have involved both students
and practitioners to mitigate the risk with subject’s task performing capabilities.
Guideline to be drawn. As discussed on review item 12, many experimenters have
recruited subjects based on location. Flexibility and ease of access between subjects
is chosen to be a crucial environmental factor to recruit subjects based on location. In
this process, many experimenters simply choose students as experiment subjects at
their convenience. This have given rise to validity threats with regard to subject’s
capabilities on performing the tasks. This have given rise to recommendations on
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task allotment for suggesting researchers to not to sample the subjects based on
randomization; Guideline-7 is drawn accordingly
4.3.1.22 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on consulting a statistician to verify
experiment design.
Kitchenham et al., recommended experimenters to base their design on existing
literature and to restrict themselves to simply study designs [22]. It is also
recommended by them to consult a statistician when the experiments designs are not
based on existing literature or industrial practice [22]. Review item – 22 is chosen to
review and find if experimenters have consulted a statistician to verify their
experiment designs.
Review Item – 22. If experimenters didn't base their design form the existing
literature, then did the experimenters consult statistician to verify if the experiment
design is effective to obtain the desired results?
Review Result. None of GSE experimenters have actually consulted a statistician to
verify if the experiment design is effective to obtain the desired results.
Discussion on review item.
To confirm that the experiment designs are effective the GSE experimenters should
have either consulted the statistician or have based their designs on existing literature
[22]. As discussed for review item – 5 (in Section – 4.3.1.5), some of the GSE
experiments are identified to be designed by basing on existing literature. It is
important to consult a statistician when the experiment designs are not based on
existing literature or industrial practice. However, this challenge is also a general
challenge that is applicable for all experiments disregard of GSE context. So, this
review item is not considered as a GSE-specific challenge to further draw a
guideline.
4.3.1.23 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on piloting experiments.
Designing a study with human participants always includes many threats to validity;
see section – 4.1.9. According to Ko et al., experiments that are conducted for the
first time will give rise to many issues such as involvement of confusing study
materials, bugs in tool that is under operation, confusion about tasks, and subject
dropout without doing the task. So, for reducing confusions or biased subjects
activity, they recommended to pilot the experiments [17]. Review item – 23 is
chosen to review and find if the experiments have piloted the experiments.
Review Item – 23. To reduce confusions or biased subjects activity and to specify
hypothesis, are the experiments piloted?
Review Result. 15 experiments are piloted prior to study in order to confirm the
subject’s activity is not biased
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 23 : [X5], [X9],
[X19], [X23], [X33], [X39], [X4], [X40], [X47], [X49], [X53], [X59], [X60],
[X62], [X69]
Discussion on review item. From among the 15 GSE experiments that are piloted,
o 4 GSE experiments [X7], [X23], [X60], [X69] focused on verifying
subject’s capabilities to perform the tasks. For example, [X23]
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focused on piloting the experiment with 4 students in order to confirm
that the subject’s activity will not be biased when the experiments are
conducted in real-time.
o 3 GSE experiments [X37], [X40], [X39] pilot tested the experiment
procedure and 2 other GSE experiments pilot tested the
instruments/tools used in the GSE experiment [X39], [X49].
Piloting experiments is a non GSE-specific challenge as it needed for any experiment
disregard of GSE context. So, piloting experiments is a general immaturity of
conducting experiments in GSE/SE field for which no further guideline is drawn.
4.3.1.24 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on identifying limitations when defining
treatments.
Carver in his book on use of grounded theory have identified three aspects of
limitations when defining treatments such as structural validity, parametric validity
and empirical validity [19]. When defining treatments it is necessary to identify
limitations or further generalizability threats to validity. As recommended by
Kitchenham et al., it is necessary to specify limitations of the study [22]. Review
item – 24 is chosen to review and find if GSE experiments have followed this
recommendation to provide limitations in the study, especially when defining
treatments.
Review Item – 24. Did experiments identify any limitations specified when defining
treatments?
Review Result. Only two experiments such as [X13], [X33] are the only experiments
that raised threats to validity that are identified when defining treatments. Only 6
experiments such as [X25], [X28], [X32], [X49], [X57], [X60], [X61], [X66] have
identified limitations when defining treatments.
Discussion on review item. Some of the limitations that are addressed when defining
treatments are,
o Systematic data collection [X25]
o Use of premium industrial tools [X28]
o Implementing an experiment setting in Industrial/real world
environments [X32], [X49], [X57], [X60], [X61]
o Treatment interactions (multiple treatments) [X13]
o Generating scenarios when designing experiments [X33]
Most of the experiments that reported experiment setting as a limitation when
defining treatments are on issues like multiple modes of communication [X49],
generalization and interpretation of results to specific (complex) environments
[X57], students in academic environments [X61]. Further, some experiments [X2],
[X9], [X14], [X52] are identified with clearly defined treatments but with unreported
limitations.
Guideline to be drawn. As most of the limitations that are identified when defining
GSE experiment treatments are on GSE aspects of the study-setting or environments.
The recommendations on identifying limitations when defining treatments is
addressed in support to the first guideline that is earlier drawn by basing on review
item – 5.
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4.3.1.25 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on providing instructions to subjects
when collecting data.
Wohlin and Host have recommended to provide written instructions and prepare
instrumentation when committing subjects to experiments [3]. According to them,
users may use this prepared instrumentation to receive instructions and to receive
data that is more applicable when subjects are participating from remote locations
[3]. Review item – 25 is considered to review and find if the experimenters have
used written instructions or prepared instrumentation to deliver instructions when
collecting data.
Review Item – 25. Did the experimenters use written instructions or prepared
instrumentation to deliver instructions when collecting data?
Review Result. 17 experiments have used written instructions or prepared
instrumentation for delivering instructions when collecting data from subjects in their
experiments.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 25 : [X3], [X13],
[X18], [X19], [X23], [X29], [X30], [X31], [X51], [X54], [X55], [X56], [X58],
[X65], [X66], [X69], [X71]
Discussion on review item. All the above experiments provide detailed written
instructions to the participants before committing them to experiment tasks and
collecting data from them. These instructions may cover,
o training materials (that are given to subjects after they complete tasks
training exercises such as in [X13]),
o the details regarding the prepared instrumentation and tools setup in the
experiment.
Guideline to be drawn. This review item raises a GSE-specific challenge as most of
the GSE experiments (54 out of 71 experiments) didn’t provide any written
instructions to their subjects. When subjects participate from distributed locations it
is crucial that a written instructions are provided to subjects in order to help them
understand anything that is not understood in the prior training or instruction sections
to subjects. Guideline-9 is drawn on this basis to further recommend GSE researchers
on providing written or prepared instrumentation instructions to subjects when
collecting data.
4.3.1.26 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on differentiating real world with that
of simulated data.
When experiment tasks meet real-world industrial standards, the study results reflect
real benefits as generalized to industrial context [17]. Further, generalizing tasks to
real world industrial context could result in generating protocols, frameworks or even
draw new methods and procedures that are applicable to any industrial program or
practice [17]. Review item – 26 is chosen to review and find experiments that
differentiated real world data with that of simulated data in the experiments.
Review Item – 26. Did the experimenters differentiate between real world and
simulated data?
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Review Result. There are 11 GSE experiments that have clearly used simulated data
in their experiments. Among these simulations based studies, 5 experiments [X12],
[X52] [X59], [X62], [X65] did not identify any differences between their simulated
data and the real world data.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 26 : [X3], [X4],
[X5], [X11], [X12], [X47], [X52], [X55], [X59], [X62], [X65]
Discussion on review item. Only these 11 GSE experiments provided proper
representation of real-world attributes by model parameters. Simulations enable
simple study-settings but may also lead to validity threats [X59]. This review item is
considered when framing the Guideline-5 to recommend listing out simulation
characteristics in experiment. So, no new guideline is drawn except to recommend an
improved guideline -5 that is already drawn when reviewing item – 6.
4.3.1.27 Reviewing existing guideline(s) on capabilities and implied functional
of tools in experiments.
When performing simulations based studies, tool support and simulation packages
are always included in the experiment design [37]. When tools are used to automate
the simulation, it is necessary to identify and report their exact usage (or functioning)
in the simulation accordingly [37]. Review item – 27 is used to find and review GSE
experiments that provided differences between the capabilities of the tools and its
usage in the experiment.
Review Item – 27. If any tools are used to automate the simulation based study, then
did the experimenters detail differences between the capabilities of the tool and its
usage in the experiment?
Review Result. 13 GSE experiments have used specific tools that match their study
requirement and have detailed the differences between the capabilities of the tool
involved with its usage in the experiment.
GSE Experiments that met the review criteria of Review item – 27 : [X3], [X15],
[X22], [X23], [X35], [X41], [X46], [X51], [X52], [X53], [X55], [X62], [X65]
Discussion on review item. Two other experiments such as [X12] and [X14] also
involved tools in their experiment but they didn’t differentiate between the
capabilities of the tools and its usages in the experiment. From section – 4.1.8, it is
understood that many experiments (42 out of 71) involved groupware tools in GSE
experiments. Among these 42 experiments, only 13 experiments have actually
described the tools by differentiating its capabilities with that of its actual use in the
experiment. This review item is considered when framing the Guideline-5 to
recommend listing out simulation characteristics in experiment. So, no new guideline
is drawn again.

4.3.2

Mapping the origination of guidelines with GSE-specific
challenges
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These guidelines are built with keen focus on their applicability to GSE and not just
experimentation. The table below will provide an insight on how the guidelines
originated and their relevance to GSE challenges.
Table 22: Mapping the origination of guidelines with GSE-specific challenges
Review
GSE-specific
General GSE-Specific aspects (or
Originated
Item
experimentation
challenges)
Guideline
Serial(s)
challenges based
serial
(Interpreting experimentation
on review items in
challenges with general GSE
Section – 4.2 and
challenges that are presented in
4.3.1
Introduction chapter of this thesis)
5
To identify default For comparison or assessment studies Guideline
technology or pre- that are conducted in distributed
–1
defined controls
environments, It is a experimentation
when defining
challenge when there is no default
treatments
technology or defined controls (for
example: a protocol or a tool
framework to compare/assess a
process or method or a tool)
Some GSE control challenges are
identified in related to this
experimentation as detailed below:
 Lack of process transparency: It
cannot be identified how the
subjects review the tools
especially from distributed
locations
 Lack of progress visibility: when
no defined controls are
considered, researchers will not be
able to understand the progress
being made by the distributed
subjects.
 Lack of processes or tools: The
experiment treatments or tasks
could not be organized when there
is no defined control that is setup.
2.3, 3
To imply GSE
Defining experiment treatments that
Guideline
context in the
are to be generalized to GSE context
–2
experiment
(distributed or non-distributed
environments) is a GSE experiment
challenge that is identified. It is a
challenge to induce GSE factors in to
the experiment treatments being
designed
 As it is reviewed from review
item – 2.3, GSE experiment
variables are the always composed
of GSE factors such as
communication medium, language
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2.2, 4, 9

6

To choose and
implement
experiment in a
particular study
environment

To conduct
experiments using
simple studysettings

26, 27

To implement
simulation in
experiments

10, 17, 18

To implement

barriers, team work climate,
cultures and many others (see
Section-4.1.5)
Experiment parameters generate pre
and post conditions. As reviewed
from review item – 2.2, “parameters
related to communication,
collaboration and other GSE factors
showcase the characteristics of the
experiment design in GSE context
and hence are essential to be
identified prior to study [7]”.
 Tool or instrumentation usage to
coordinate is one general GSE
challenge here as these
experiment parameters define
their role or usage in the
experiments.
 GSE work climate: Experiment
parameters classify the work
climate characteristics
It is important to deliver as much
detail as possible when implementing
simple study settings using
simulations.
 Lack of process transparency:
when not much detail is provided
about simulation designs, it is
difficult to understand the
generalizability of results to that
of real world industry designs.
 Tool or instrumentation usage:
Simulation may include
instrumentation or tools that needs
to be described with that of the
real world usage or designs.
 Work climate: Simulations should
also identify and imply all
necessary infrastructure to that of
the real world work climate.
 When experiments simulate
distributed environments, it is
important to identify all GSE
Challenges like time zone
differences, cultural and language
barriers. Limited face-to-face
interaction is also a challenge to
be covered when implementing
experiment simulation.
It is a communication and

Guideline
–3

Guideline
–4

Guideline
–5

Guideline
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12, 21

23, 14

25

controlled
coordination challenge in experiments
interaction with
when the subjects need to perform
and within subjects interactive experiment tasks that need
to be addressed.
 Responsibility distribution:
Experiment subjects may have
issues with responsibility
distribution to perform experiment
tasks.
 Linguistic diversity to interact
with each other to perform
collaborative experiment tasks
like pair programming [X34]
[X35].
 Lack of cohesiveness in
distributed teams or asynchronous
work climate to interact with other
experiment subjects who are
taking part in the experiment
tasks.
To recruit subjects Recruiting experiment subjects is also
in the experiment a GSE challenge, especially when
finding rights participants in the
distributed teams.
 It is a challenge to recruit subjects
based on task relevant knowledge
and cognitive based skills to
participate from remote locations
To involve subjects It is typical to group experiment
as groups in the
subjects into teams especially when
experiment
subjects are distributed globally
which is also a general GSE
challenge
 Barriers in transferring knowledge
or sharing information between
distributed teams either due to
lack of trust or due to lack of
cohesiveness
To mitigate a
Subject representativeness such as
threat with subject involvement of students when
representativeness participating in tasks remotely is an
experimentation challenge.
 Lack of poor understanding on
requirements or instructions:
participants such as students may
face GSE challenges such as
improper understanding of
requirements or instructions.

–6

Guideline
–7

Guideline
–8

Guideline
–9
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Individual discussion on each review item is provided in sections 4.3.1.1 to 4.3.1.27.
Based on this discussion (rational obtained from the review), some review items
explicitly needed a GSE-specific recommendation and some review items didn’t
even relate to GSE-specific nature of experiments for considering them as a
challenge. Here, only explicitly applicable review items resulted to GSE-specific
guidelines as listed and mapped in Table-22. Moreover, the applicable review items
(from Section – 4.3.1) confirm GSE experimentation challenges that are discussed in
Section – 4.2.
By mapping these applicable review items with that of the common (general) GSE
challenges, the GSE-specifics of the resulted experimentation guidelines is
confirmed. Further after interviews with experts, the final guidelines are presented in
Section – 4.3.3.

4.3.3

GSE experimentation Guidelines

The ‘guideline’ here refers to thesis author’s recommendations that are initially
drawn by basing on the reviews made on GSE experiments literature in Section –
4.3.1. The final GSE guidelines that are evaluated by interviewees (GSE experts in
field) are presented in this section. Here, the ‘guideline’ is defined to be a statement
comprising of a direct recommendation (to future GSE researchers) that denote a
streamlined general practice to address a GSE-specific challenge when conducting
experiments. The current general practices (analyzed form GSE experiments
literature) that qualify to be entitled as a guideline include the below.
 Practices for determining GSE research problem, experiment variables and
experiment parameters to treatments
 Practices for determining distributed on non-distributed GSE study
environment to build the experiment
 Practices that detail why GSE experimenters needed to choose simulation to
set-up a particular study-setting
 Practices that detail how GSE experimenters recruited experiment subjects
 Practices that detail how GSE experimenters grouped subjects and
maintained interaction between them (with respect to distributed
environments)
 Practices that detail how GSE experimenters mitigated threats when
choosing students as experiment subjects that are recruited in a remote
location and are set to be involved in a distributed experiment environment
All these above practices are considered when finalizing guidelines as they directly
interlinked to the GSE-specific challenges. Practices with respect to experiment
phases [36] such as analysis and presentation are not entitled to be guidelines in this
thesis as these phases are more general to software engineering than being specific to
the context of GSE (more on experiment phases [36] is detailed in discussion
Section-4.4). A guideline is determined to involve purpose (denoting a GSE-specific
challenge) as well as value (denoting a mitigation strategy or a solution as proposed
or practiced by existing experimenters in the literature). For example, when the
purpose is to mitigate a challenge with respect to subject recruitment in GSE
experiments, then the value is to identify common recruitment elements (general
practices for recruiting subjects) that rationalize the subject recruitment; see
Guideline-7. Furthermore, general software engineering guidelines and general
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experimentation procedures such as [36], [22], [23], [24], and [42] are also involved
in providing rational for the value. For example, when the purpose is to mitigate a
challenge ‘when experiment subjects perform as groups in the distributed
environment’, then the value (obtained from the existing GSE experiment literature)
is to involve distrusted subject groups as control groups. In this example, general
literature on experiment procedures such as [17], [45], [46] also detailed the
situations for involving distributed subjects groups as control groups; see Guidleine9.
Moreover, as the guidelines are extracted to selection by basing on few experiments
literature (71 experiments), validity threats to reliability of data interpretation may
arise for building the guidelines. However, as these guidelines are finalized after
conducting interviews, any threats with respect to reliability of data interpretation are
mitigated.
The guidelines are assessed by interviewees and their acceptance using the
assessment criteria is presented in Table-23 of Section-4.4. Final guidelines are
presented in italics and start with a number serial (example: guideline 1.). A
guideline in this thesis constitutes the main idea or recommendation lines to address
a specific challenge while the supporting text that follows will provide descriptions
and interviewee’s perceptions in support of the guideline. The interviewee’s quotes
(always presented “in italics”) are used to state their support to the respective
guideline(s). The interviewee’s quotes and other thesis author’s interpretations on
interviewee’s data will also detail their stated limitations or validity threats in order
to implement a respective guideline. The final guidelines are presented after applying
the changes as suggested by interviewees. If there are any changes performed on a
respective guideline, the changes are presented in the discussion Section-4.4 with a
table (Table-25). The guidelines are presented as shown in the below diagram.

Figure 6: Describing the guideline reporting structure
Also, these guidelines are designed to be within the reach of any GSE researcher
disregard of his/her experience in conducting experimentation research. The skill
level of these guidelines may fall into intermediate level below meta-guidelines and
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above detailed level guidelines. As these guidelines may have some limitations, it is
necessary that the reader considers a guideline statement for implementation into
their research only after also reading its description. Furthermore, any challenge that
might not actually be addressed with the below guidelines are discussed below the
guidelines in discussion section–4.4.
4.3.3.1 Setting-up a GSE experiment
Guideline 1. In distributed experiment environments, default technology or predefined controls that impact on treatment interventions should be identified.
Treatment conditions should be listed and applied to treatments when there is no
pre-defined control or default technology in existence.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing on the review item 5 as presented in
sections 4.3.1.5. Furthermore, review items 8 and 24 as presented in sections 4.3.1.8
and 4.3.1.24 are also considered to add supporting text to guideline - 1. GSE
experiments examples that detail how this guideline is applied are already listed in
these review sections.
Controlled experiments undergo different treatment interventions [22]. To conduct
controlled experiments, the focus of the research must be to identify treatments and
to analyze interventions (effects) [4]. Treatment inventions may consist of both
objects and subjects under operation; where objects can be for example, a computer
program to be developed in an experiment [36]. An example of controlled treatment
interventions can be seen in GSE experiment [X53]; where the experiment goal is to
perform architectural evaluation. Here, the experiment [X53] task is to involve half
group of subjects in face-face meetings and another half-group of subjects in
distributed meetings (subjects as group and meetings as treatments). The treatment
interventions of [X53] result in development of software change scenarios and
scenario profiles (scenario profiles as objects).
Performing exploratory studies that don’t have a default technology or pre-defined
control may lead to weak conclusions [22] [2] [15]. As described in Section 4.1.2,
there are several limitations (when considering industrial and real-world settings)
where exploratory experiments may not be a preferred choice. Disregard of
experiment type, with this guideline - 1, it is recommended to use a default
technology or a pre-defined control in order to define treatments.
Especially, for conducting comparison or assessment based studies, it is important
that comparisons or assessments are based on this pre-defined control or pre-default
technology that is already in existence. If there is no default technology that is in
practice or if there is no pre-defined control (such as a method or model or
framework), then it is necessary to avoid controls [22]. In another case, if it is
important to control the situation with no pre-defined controls, then it is
recommended to list out treatment conditions on the tasks or define controls
manually by basing on the existing research literature, artifacts or industrial practices
and are further recommended to be pilot tested [17].
Without a valid generalizability of results that support industry (or the real-world),
the research will not add any contribution to GSE field itself. With exploratory
experiments, subjects are given freedom to explore the task [41] and this exploration
may lead to unknown or even biased results [22]. Especially, when the subjects are
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involved from geographically distributed locations, it is always difficult to analyze
the results of the task performed by them. In such cases limitations to treatments
should be identified as recommended in [19] and [22].
According to 4th interviewee, it is also important to explore, detect and analyze the
GSE factors in order to analyze treatments in GSE experiments. Experiment
treatments are composed of GSE factors (in the form experiment variables) and are
influenced by (distributed or collocated) GSE subjects. As GSE factors and GSE
experiment subjects have their own importance in experiment treatment
interventions, the 4th interviewee’s comment draw attention and importance to
rationalize the formation of next guideline.
Guideline 2. The contextual information of GSE should be reflected in experiment
design. Researchers need to explore and analyze the GSE factors of the
experiment and should define experiment variables to treatments accordingly.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 2.3
and 3 as presented in sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3. The GSE experiments that implied
guideline 2 are also presented in the same sections.
It is already evident from the state-of-the-art of GSE experiments that experiment
variables are composed of several GSE aspects or factors as communication medium,
language barriers, team work climate, cultures and many others (see Section-4.1.5)
that impact on experiment design in GSE context.
“Did you propose a scheme or a table of GSE factors on which the researcher can
base upon?” – 4th interviewee
The GSE factors are already analyzed by many researchers such as from [5].
Furthermore, Šmite et al., in their study on empirically based terminology and
taxonomy for GSE [34] have detailed various terminology and taxonomy used in
identifying a GSE environment such as offshoring, outsourcing, nearshoring,
farshoring and others. By basing on this taxonomy and terminology [34] researchers
can identify a term’s relevance to the GSE experiment study and thus can help to
rationalize environment selection accordingly. Furthermore, GSE factors [5] such as
communication, coordination and cooperation will have their impact on GSE
experiment.
Treatment interventions in GSE experiments are different from treatments that occur
in general software engineering experiments. This is because the focus of treatment
intervention in GSE experiments is always composed of GSE factors (in the form of
dependent or independent variables) and is influenced by GSE subjects (in the form
of collocated or distributed subjects) getting involved in the experiment task(s)
(treatment(s)).
“It is clear. You need to induce the GSE situation. In order to define a treatment,
researchers need to identify GSE factors that influence the study.” – 3rd interviewee
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As discussed with 3rd interviewee, identifying GSE factors will enable the researcher
to define treatments for conducting the experiment study. So identifying GSE factors
help induce the GSE situation. For example, to set-up direct communication within
subjects so as in a laboratory study-setting [X13] [X18], non-distributed environment
is a selection made. On a different perspective, if the researchers need to set-up an
environment that involves geographic differences with factors such as cultural
differences [X37] or language barriers [X22] or such other GSE factors, then
distributed environment (with geographically distributed subjects) is an alternate way
to select.
Guideline 3. GSE experiment study-settings differ in terms of geographically
distributed or geographically non-distributed subject environments. To set-up
experiment in a particular environment, researchers should rationalize their
study-settings and environment choice by basing on experiment parameters that
influence the treatments in the study.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 2.2, 4
and 9 as presented in sections 4.3.1.2, 4.3.1.4 and 4.3.1.9. The GSE experiments that
implied guideline 3 are also presented in the same sections.
There are different types of study-setting such as academy, industry, laboratory
settings; see Section-4.1.2. Choosing an experiment study-setting varies depending
on the GSE context with respect to distributed and non-distributed environments.
For example, when the experiment [X49] is set up in an academy setting, the
arrangements can appear to be a classroom setting, a closed (non-distributed)
environment with subjects being students who have limited domain knowledge for
participating in the experiment tasks. Here, the GSE context of academy setting may
imply a collocated setting where the experiment is set-up in a closed (nondistributed) environment.
For another example [X8], if researchers need to involve clients as subjects for
assessing groupware tools and stakeholder’s preferences, then industrial setting is a
suitable setting to implement. Here, the GSE context of an industry setting may
imply either a distributed or non-distributed environment with subjects being
excellent at cognitive-based skills to support during collection of requirements.
For another example, if researchers need to collect and store huge data from subjects
in a systematic manner such as in experiments [X25], [X26], [X27], [X29], then
laboratory settings is chosen to be the preferred choice. Laboratory setting is also
used when there is a need to implement organizational simulation [X52] in the
experiment, apply a particular tool/software [X36] [X56] in the experiment and many
others; see section – 4.1.2.
“I didn’t understand the difference between laboratory and academic perspective
because laboratory can be academy itself.” – 5th interviewee
A laboratory perspective can also be an academy perspective as the researchers may
use student subjects or when the laboratory experiment is actually setup in an
academy setting. There are two such experiments [X25] and [X29] that are
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conducted with such custom setting; see section-4.1.2 for more custom settings and
to know difference between each other. 5th interviewee agreed to the guideline after
describing the differentiation as described in Section-4.1.2.
Guideline 4. Conducting experiments in geographically distributed environments
results in complex settings that are difficult to operate and to control.
Researchers can simplify the experiment study-setting by simulating a distributed
environment in a collocated (non-distributed) location. It is recommended to use
one-factor designs for designing simulation based studies.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review item 6 as
presented in sections 4.3.1.6. The GSE experiments that implied guideline 4 are also
presented in the same section.
In GSE experiments, simulations can play a major role in setting-up a desired
environment in a controlled, secure and in an operation-friendly fashion [35]. Simulations can favor when setting-up a distributed environment in a non-distributed
location. One good example of simulation strategies include arrangements made to
simulate local (non-distributed) subjects such as global (distributed) subjects or even
to arrange distributed subjects as collocated subjects. Simulation examples can be
seen in GSE experiments like [X52], [X12], [X3].
According to the 6th interviewee, if a setting is simulated, one of the problem with
distributed settings is infrastructural elements that will impact the simulation results.
For example, assumed internet bandwidth differences between two distributed
locations should also be simulated when groupware tools are involved. The
experiment’s outcome may vary when infrastructural elements are considered.
Only few experiments like [X12], [X18], [X22], [X29], [X37] have designed their
simulation based experiments using one-factorial designs. As claimed by Nicolau de
Franca and Horta Travassos, these experiments have provided clear details about
their simulation [37].
Furthermore, there are many experiments that have actually involved non-distributed
subjects as distributed subjects in the experiments but have not mentioned the term
‘simulation’. Examples of such experiments can be seen in experiments that have
conducted research on research problems that address distributed software
environment issues and have involved non-distributed subjects arranged as
distributed subjects to participate in a globally dispersed setting (for example [X4],
[X5], [X11]). Such GSE experiments either have mentioned about the characteristics
of the simulation in relevance to its real world validity or might have failed to do so.
The next guideline addressed this issue with real-world validity with concern to
simulations (to deal with infrastructural elements (like communication mechanisms
or facilities, computer devices, internet facilities) as detailed by 6th interviewee.
Guideline 5. Researchers should list out simulation characteristics and set
boundaries of impact these characteristics will cause on the experiment. The
main focus of these simulation characteristics should be to identify the
differences in study-setting to that of a real-world setting.
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This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 26
and 27 as presented in sections 4.3.1.26 and 4.3.1.27. The GSE experiments that
implied guideline 5 are also presented in the same section.
Disregard of reporting standards of simulated experiment like for example using the
word ‘simulation’ and others, the experiment must at least detail how the
characteristics (features) of simulation (an imitation of real world operation) have its
validity to that of the real world [37].
“We have performed several experiments in GSE research. We used students as
experiment subjects in most cases. So I would agree that identifying simulation
characteristics is a must. An example can be seen when researchers use PhD
students as subjects in the experiments as it is difficult to collaborate practitioners as
experiment subjects. Especially, identifying simulation strategies is necessary when
simulating collocated subjects as distributed subjects” – 4th interviewee.
Simulation characteristics in GSE experiments can be analyzed based on
geographically distributed or non-distributed environments that need to be set-up.
When performing simulations, researchers ought to simulate distributed environment
in a non-distributed location or vice-versa using a laboratory or quasi experiment. By
laboratory study-setting, it is meant to have more control on the initial setup of the
design and there are no probable over-implications or design overrides later during
the experiment operation [52] [36]. So, laboratory experiment type can apply when
simulating distributed environments in non-distributed settings. On the other side,
quasi-experiments help mitigating external validity, when there is a need to consider
the natural environment as a factor in the experiment [45][52]. So, quasi experiment
type can apply when conducting simulations that arranged in geographically
distributed environments.
Examples of GSE experiments reveal a fact that all characteristics of a simulation are
known in detail before operation and hence are mitigating a threat to real world
validity. Especially, when conducting experiments with subjects, simulation
characteristics will include subject behavior, configuration parameters, process of
assignment (task allotment) [37]. Scenario based experiments such as role play
experiments [X32], [X36], [X37] must analyze characteristics of subject relevance to
that of the role being played. By identifying simulation characteristics, the suitability
of subjects to play roles in scenario based experiments can be determined. Simulation
characteristics may also include contextual information that provides data to replicate
the same experiment and will help in double checking experiment results with a
replication [37]. Some more example simulation characteristics include tool or
software support in simulations, system or setup dynamics [37], modeling techniques
[37] and others.
“Researchers need to perform a simulation only when there is no possible
opportunity to conduct a real-world experiment.” – 5th interviewee
There are some limitations for completeness on this guideline. According to 3rd and
5th interviewee, this guideline may help researcher only when they implement
experiment in a collocated setting where the researchers usually simulate distributed
characteristics in the collocated experiment setting. Also, According to 3rd
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interviewee, there is not must difference between a laboratory and a quasiexperiment; a quasi-experiment may also be laboratory experiment. It is
recommended to analyze experiment simulation with that of the real-world later after
conducting the experiment during the data interpretation phase. However, to
maintain control on the simulation so as in a controlled experiment type, it is always
a need to identify simulation characteristics beforehand. There are no other
modifications done with respect to the interviewee’s perceptions as interviewees
didn’t also suggest any edits in particular.
Guideline 6. When designing an experiment study-setting and when subjects are
involved in the experiment, it is necessary to implement controlled interaction
strategies such as setting up temporal collocation, face-face meetings, exchange
visits, involving groupware tools, using proper verbalization techniques and
performing systematic collection of data.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 10,
17 and 18 as presented in sections 4.3.1.10, 4.3.1.17 and 4.3.1.18. The GSE
experiments that imply guideline 6 are also presented in the same section.
To reduce experiment task complexity, it is always necessary to implement
controlled interaction strategies in experiments. The interaction here can be about
researchers’ interaction with subjects or interaction between subjects as a group.
Interaction strategies include communication and collaboration strategies and may
apply to experiment tasks designed. Researchers do implement various strategies to
involve subjects, to clarify their doubts or to manage their tasks to check that they
don’t go out of control. Face-face meetings are a regular practice seen in most of the
GSE experiments in the literature. Use of proper verbalization techniques [X24] is
also a controlled interaction strategy where the researcher or the subjects follow
certain rules to communicate. By maintaining such rules, the communication doesn’t
go out of control and so the experiment tasks can be performed effectively. Though
there is no GSE experiment in the literature that has actually conducted a temporal
collocation or exchange visits to perform controlled interaction, it is found that they
are also some best practices for performing controlled interaction as detailed in [28].
Especially, these practices come handy when GSE experiments are conducted in a
distributed environment.
“Experimenters must pay attention to the tools for communication that they use. This
is because sometimes, these tools affect the experimental process. So, when you
choose tools for enabling the communication, you must be sure that tools doesn’t
alter the experimental task and are also effective in means on controllability and
usability.” – 6th interviewee
There are also many collaborative platforms to perform controlled interaction with
subjects as analyzed in GSE experiments [X4], [X13], [X11], [X18], [X26] and
others; see section-4.1.8.
There are some limitations for completeness or usefulness on this guideline.
According to 3rd and 4th interviewee, this guideline is too basic and obvious unless
the researcher considers to choose a particular controlled interaction strategy or a
tool with respect to the GSE environment that is set-up. Furthermore, according to 3rd
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interviewee, the word ‘necessary’ in the guideline may restrict the researcher to
definitely implement it where in a real-case experiment it might not be the necessity.
This limitation is also raised by 2nd interviewee, “especially, when researchers are
trying to implement open-ended conversations such as when dealing global software
requirements elicitation research”. So, as an alternative, researcher may implement
uncontrolled interaction strategies as they need to identify, test or analyze the
consequences of uncontrolled interactions within subjects..
4.3.3.2

Involving experiment subjects

Guideline 7. Subjects getting involved in a controlled experiment should be
strategically recruited by basing on certain inclusion or exclusion criteria that
mainly refers to subject location (distributed or collocated), subject type
(differences in cultures, language barriers, etc.), subject expertise (cognitive
based skills, team grouping capabilities, etc.) and Subject’s task allotment (when
there is no possible random assignment of subjects in the experiment).
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 12,
21 as presented in sections 4.3.1.12 and 4.3.1.21. The GSE experiments that imply
guideline 7 are also presented in the same section.
3rd and 4th interviewees suggested to add examples in the guideline description as
explained to them by the interviewer. As the description is already provided below
and as almost all of them agreed to the guideline there are no major changes occurred
to this guideline.
Subject recruitment must not be done in a random. However, except in some cases
like quasi experiments, experiment tasks can be allocated to random subjects after
they are recruited by some means. Most important GSE factors that rationalize a
subject selection include elements such as subject location, subject type and subject
expertise. Subject location is considered to be one recruitment element as it involves
selection of geographically distributed or non-distributed subjects or even both; see
section-4.1.4.2. For example, in GSE experiment [X2], there is a necessity to involve
geographically distributed subjects and subject location has been the main inclusion
criteria for selection of subjects. Subject type is considered to be another recruitment
element as it bases on differences in culture, language, team grouping capabilities
and cognitive based skills to perform experiments tasks. An example can be seen in
GSE experiment [X37] where the main criterion is to recruit subjects based on their
culture; in GSE experiment [X22] where the main criterion is to recruit subjects
based on their language; in GSE experiment [X49] where the main criterion is to
recruit subjects based on team grouping capabilities. Furthermore, subject expertise
is also considered to be a recruitment element as it contributes to effective
experiment task completion. To consider with an example, subject expertise is a
main factor in experiment [X42] to recruit distributed subjects where the focus is to
involve software professionals with relevant IT knowledge in the industry. To note,
by considering subject expertise, researchers also have an option to choose similar
subjects when involving them as two separate (controlled and experimental) groups
in the experiment operation [41], [43], [17]. Researchers can either randomly or
strategically assign tasks or treatments to the subjects. However, when quasi
experiments are conducted, it is impossible to allocate random assigning of tasks or
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treatments to subjects [36]. As task allotment to subjects is dependent of the
experiment type and as assigning tasks to subjects varies among distributed and nondistrusted subjects, tasks allotment to subjects is also considered to be an important
factor to recruit subjects.
Guideline 8. When subjects are involved as groups, researchers should make sure
that both control groups as well as experimental (treatment) groups are involved
and both groups are set to be identical (representing same population) unless
any difference is determined before operation. To recruit geographically
distributed subjects in the GSE experiments, researchers must ensure that these
distributed subjects are ought to be involved only as control groups and not as
experimental (treatment) groups.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review items 14
and 23 as presented in sections 4.3.1.14 and 4.3.1.23. The GSE experiments that
imply guideline 8 are also presented in the same section.
According to 3rd, 4th and 5th interviewees, this is a particular case in GSE that needs
to be definitely addressed. It makes sense to involve distributed subjects as control
groups in experiments. In software engineering experiments, subject groups that are
participating in the experiment can be classified as control groups or as experimental
groups or as both. Experimental groups are the groups that are exposed to treatment
interventions and control groups are the groups that are not exposed to treatments but
undergo trail based treatments (such as involving in tests) where alternate
explanations are drawn. When subjects need to be involved as groups in the
controlled experiments, both control group(s) as well as experimental group(s) need
to be involved in the experiment for many reasons such as results comparison [46],
balancing the experiment design and validating experiment results. Also, it is
necessary to maintain similarities between the groups [41], especially when the
groups are involved in an evaluation based experiment [17] (For example, you can
find how subject similarities in these evaluation based experiments [X1], [X7],
[X12], [X17]). Similarities in subject groups can be useful when significant
differences need to be analyzed in treatment interventions on each group. Precisely,
control groups are used to involve in treatment specific operations whereas,
treatment (experimental) groups are used to involve in treatment generic (baseline)
operations. When subjects need to be involved in the experiment as groups, it is
necessary that geographically distributed subjects are always arranged as control
groups and not as experimental groups. Distributed subject groups when act as
control groups will be given a pre-determined task; where the task is to test an
independent variable. These control groups will become a separate set of subjects
whose task activity will not alter the results but may state the positivity or negativity
of a test case. As control groups perform pre-determined (fully guided) tasks, there is
not much control needed even if the experiment is carried out from a remote location.
Examples of how control and experimental groups of subjects occur for treatments
can be seen in experiments like [X3], [X9], [X27], [X43]. To note, in experiments
like [X43] experimental groups are termed as non-control groups and in experiments
like [X27] and [X43] the control groups occur for treatments only by involving in
test cases.
“Though it is agreeable, this guideline is also risky. This is because, it depends on
the experiment goals to ease the involvement of remote subjects and to induce the
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results of the control groups or not. Unless and until it is considered only as a
recommendation and not as a ‘must’ to involve distributed subjects as control groups
it is okay for researchers to consider this guideline. Furthermore, it is a case where
environment is a concern and so may refer back to guidelines on GSE environments”
– 3rd interviewee
The reason to include ‘ought to be’ in the guideline’s statement is due to the fact that
there is always an alternative where researchers may not necessarily involve
geographically distributed subjects as control groups in experiments. This is because
experimental groups are more likely to perform individual tasks (task per subject
basis) in a group and so even without control group experiments are still valid [45].
This alternative works well in some cases where experiments are set-up according to
one-factor designs [38] that might also not always be possible to implement without
a threat to validity [45] in GSE experiments. Another reason for involving control
groups is that they are very helpful to control the experiment, when experiment
environment is complex (especially in distributed environment) and the treatments
that occur are difficult to isolate.
4.3.3.3 Mitigating GSE-specific validity threats
Guideline 9. Subject representativeness and control: Subjects such as students may
pose a threat to validity when their involvement is to play a specific industrial
role in the experiment. When students with limited experience participate in
industrial tasks, researcher must make sure that they follow task relevant
instructions or written rules. Furthermore, it is also necessary that subjects stay
in touch to the researcher for any clarification during the task participation. To
do this, researchers should make sure that subjects have frequent access to the
researchers even if they are participating from a remote location.
This guideline is initially drawn by basing the review obtained on review item 25 as
presented in section 4.3.1.25. The GSE experiments that imply guideline 9 are also
presented in the same section.
There are many threats identified in GSE experiments; see Section–4.1.9. However,
subject representativeness is identified to be the only validity threat in relevance to
GSE experimental research and that needs to be addressed with a special guideline.
All other threats with relevance to study setting or with relevance to GSE subjects
are as addressed with guidelines 1 to 9 above (in sub-sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).
“Yes, this guideline states a critical point about subjects. Researcher should be
aware of the subject’s knowledge and understanding on performing a given
experiment task. The tasks shouldn’t be ambiguous and the researcher must know
how to detail all the necessary steps and give instructions to the subjects (for
example to utilize a tool or to go through a process) for performing experiment
task(s) effectively.” – 6th interviewee
Subject representativeness and control is a threat to validity, especially when
performing research in research areas like software requirements and software
quality studies in a distributed environment with students participating as subjects.
For example, role-play based experiments may include subjects to get involved in
roles of requirement analyst or software client or of any such role and to perform
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experiment tasks accordingly. When Students with limited experience are involved in
such role-plays will rise a threat to validity.
Role-play experiments [X32], [X36], [X37] or experiments with student subjects
pretending to be software professionals [X23], [X40] are clear examples of threats to
subject representativeness especially in GSE experiments. One other concern about
subject representativeness is that it also deals with the global (distributed) and local
(non-distributed) subjects representing their subject type and environment in the
experiment (example: [X32], [X37] are involved with global (distributed) student
subjects). Conclusions drawn based on the treatments occurred with involvement of
student subjects may not be generalized to all environments [46].
Furthermore, disregard of their subject’s type and environment, it is also important to
understand that researchers should be capable of managing subjects during operation
[17]. To maintain accuracy in the data collection, especially when researchers
involve subjects in industrial setting (for example, as industrial subjects), it is
necessary to stay close to the subject for monitoring them to obtain accuracy in the
results [46]. If proper protocols or guidelines are not established during operation,
subject representativeness might also have its negative impact on accuracy of data
collection [46].
“I agree with this. To add, another angle of subject representativeness is that
subject(s) show interest to satisfy the researcher and may perform the task only to
satisfy the researcher’s requirement or to impress the researcher. This is actually a
threat when students are very familiar to the researcher. To mitigate this threat,
choosing distributed subjects to which the researcher has no prior connections is a
better choice. Furthermore, if the researcher is familiar to the subjects, then
involving a mediator (or an assistant) to help as a contact for subjects when they
perform experiment tasks is a better choice to implement.” – 4th interviewee
It is always useful to involve a mediator at a place where distributed subjects are
performing the tasks. This strategy may also help to avoid subject’s own concerns to
perform a task or to avoid the researcher’s own perceptions to analyze the results
(that are provided/generated by a list of unknown subjects). Also, to avoid subject
expectancy effect (subject’s Perceptions that occur due to motivation and training)
[17], issuing and asking the subjects to follow task based guidelines is a very
important mitigation strategy to implement [46].
Though, most interviewees agreed to the guideline, 3rd interviewee disagreed with
this guideline. According to 3rd interviewee, “disregard of subjects being students or
professionals participating in the experiments, we still rely on other disciplines to
identify the validity threats in general software engineering experiments. As we don’t
have a list specifically obtained from software engineering experiments, we cannot
determine the GSE specific challenges in relevance to internal or external or
construct validity threats. So, I can’t judge this guideline and furthermore, I disagree
with this guideline on GSE specific validity threats”. To note, the GSE specific
challenges are extracted from GSE relevant threats to validity (or limitations or risks)
in experiments and the guidelines are framed based on those challenges. Though
there might be different ways to draw guidelines that mitigate validity threats (or
limitation or risks), the way thesis author choose is to first identify validity threats (or
limitations or risks) from GSE experiments and then to come up with challenges that
are followed by guidelines. GSE factors and GSE environments are taken into
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consideration in order to find if a threat is actually a treat in relevance to GSE or not.
So, 3rd interviewee’s comment on validity threats have been addressed and there are
no additional validity threats found in relevance to GSE other than the threats that are
already mitigated with the above guidelines.

4.4

Discussion on ‘GSE Guidelines for conducting
controlled experimentation research’

There are a total of 9 final guidelines that are drawn to conclusions in four phases
such as,
1. By basing on the challenges found in the state-of-the-art of GSE experiments
as discussed in Section – 4.2.
2. By basing on the review with criteria generated from existing software
engineering experimentation and empirical research guidelines; see Section4.3.1
3. By basing on various GSE aspects and challenges as discussed in table- 22
4. And finally by basing on expert’s judgment as obtained with interviews as
presented in 4.3.3.
The below table showcases the interviewee’s assessment results (with reference to a
predefined assessment criteria) on a set of initial guidelines.
Table 23: Tracking interviewee’s judgments based on certain assessment criteria
Guideline Interviewee Understandability
Usefulness
Completeness
ID
ID
Guideline
2
Agreed
Agreed
-1
3
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
4
Agreed
Edits needed
Agreed
5
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
6
Agreed
Agreed
Edits needed
Guideline
2
Agreed
Agreed
-2
3
Disagreed
Agreed
Edits needed
4
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
5
Agreed
Agreed
Not sure
6
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Guideline
2
Agreed
Agreed
-3
3
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
4
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
5
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
6
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Guideline
2
Agreed
Agreed
--4
3
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
4
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
5
Edits needed
Agreed
Agreed
6
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Guideline
2
Agreed
Agreed
-5
3
Agreed
Agreed
Not sure
4
Agreed
Not Sure
Agreed
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Guideline
6

Guideline
7

Guideline
8

Guideline
9

5
6
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6

Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Edits needed
Agreed
-Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
-Agreed
-Agreed
Agreed
-Agreed

Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Disagreed
Agreed
Agreed
Not sure
Agreed
Agreed
-Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
-Agreed
-Disagreed
Agreed
-Agreed

Agreed
Agreed
-Not sure
Agreed
Agreed
Agreed
-Agreed
Not sure
-Agreed
-Not sure
Agreed
-Agreed
-Not sure
Agreed
-Agreed

Due to time and availability constraints, interviewee 2 and 5 didn’t evaluate some of
the guidelines (that are marked with dashes in the above table) but have given some
overall comments on the challenges addressed by these unjudged guidelines. 1st
interview is excluded from the above table as the first iteration of guidelines are
drawn from 1st interviewee’s inputs and all the rest have judged guidelines that
occurred with this 1st iteration (as detailed in see Section- 3.3.3). Interviewees didn’t
evaluate guideline(s) when they are not sure of evaluating them or when they are not
interested to state their view on a particular guideline(s) (as a whole or with reference
to a particular assessment criteria). After tracking the judgments using above table,
the author of this thesis has merged all opinions or the perceptions of the
interviewees into the guidelines to make them effective for a final iteration as
presented in Section-4.3.
Table 24: Changes as suggested by interviewees in presenting the final guidelines
Guideline serial
Changes as suggested by interviewees
1
This guideline was analyzed and framed after interviewing the 1st
interviewee. According to 1st interviewee, an experiment can be
of many forms. So, in order to identify if an experiment is actually
a controlled experiment, treatments (composed of independent
variables and dependent variables need to be identified). When
treatments that occur to study are identified, then the context of
the experiment in relevance to GSE can be analyzed and the
experiment can be set-up accordingly.
1
According to 3rd interviewee, an experiment may carry one or
many treatment interventions, “intervention(s)” is the word
updated.
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1

2

4

7

8

According to 4th interviewee, in order to mitigate confusion (if
any) for the reader, “Researchers need to explore and analyze the
GSE factors of the experiment” is removed from 1st guideline
statement and is clearly stated in 2nd guideline statement.
According to 3rd interviewee, “experiment itself has a context that
may denote desired and undesired variables being operated in
treatments”, “try to not to use context term because it is very
much used term. Rephrase context to something like GSE
situation or GSE scenarios or anything like that”. So, “…different
contexts of GSE…” has been rephrased as “…different scenarios
of GSE…” in the guideline to mitigate confusion to the reader
between experiment context and GSE context.
5th interviewee has suggested replacing the word ‘designing’ with
‘simulating’ in the guideline. As there is no other way to design
study-setting other than implementing simulation strategies, the
necessary change is made as suggested.
Interviewees justified their decision on the guidelines only after
the interviewer provided additional details as a description of the
guideline to the interviewees. 3rd and 4th authors have suggested to
detail examples and especially according to 3rd interviewee, short
examples are noted in brackets as “(distributed or collocated)”,
“(differences in cultures, language barriers, etc.)”, “(cognitive
based skills, team grouping capabilities, etc.)” and “(when there
is no possible random assignment of subjects in the experiment)”
wherever necessary in the guideline.
According to the 3rd interviewee, the word ‘must’ needs to be
somewhat softer. The author of this thesis modified the word
‘must’ to ‘ought to be’ in the guideline that makes it meaningful
and with no risk. The rational to include ‘ought to be’ is further
detailed in the description of 9th guideline. Furthermore, ‘must’ is
replaced by ‘should’ or ‘ought’ that are less categorical than
‘must’ in order to iterate the guidelines in such a way that they are
not obligatory.

To start discussion on the final guidelines, it is important to showcase the relation of
final resulting guidelines to the experimentation steps that are detailed by Wohlin et
al., in [36]. So that, researchers can make sure that they follow these guidelines
during a particular phase. Stepwise applicability of these guidelines is presented in
the below figure.
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Figure 7: Stepwise applicability of guidelines with reference to Wohlin et al., [36]
experimentation procedure in software engineering
To note, the challenges faced in analysis (statistical analysis) and presentation (if
any) is similar to the challenges that exist in any software engineering experiment
disregard of global context. For this reason, analysis and presentation or not
considered to be involved during guidelines formation of this research.
Though many issues have been addressed with guidelines; the scope of these
guidelines is only limited to applicability of GSE challenges when conducting
experiments. So, to use these guidelines for conducting GSE experiments, the
researcher must also base on other general and historical experimentation procedures
such as [36]. Some issues that might be GSE challenges but are omitted during the
guideline formation are presented below (as stepwise and other limitations) along
with the rationale on why they aren’t framed.
Scoping: Choosing an appropriate research problem (focus of the study) might also
be a GSE challenge when conducting experiments. This is because a researcher
might find it difficult to analyze if a research problem can actually be addressed by
experimentation research method or not. However, it is purely an assumption made
and moreover guidelines 1 and 2 have actually addressed this issue in a different way
by proposing guidelines on dealing with GSE factors and environments. Also, by
following guidelines 2 and 3, researchers have the ability to analyze the research
problem’s relevance to conduct experiments. To note, the environment here in the
guidelines is with concern to GSE environment (distributed or non-distributed) but
not the historical context of experimental environment in the planning phase as
detailed in [36].
Planning: Determining experiment variables and parameters in planning activity [36]
is a GSE challenge when conducting experiments. The context in GSE is not an easy
task to identify unless until analyzed during the scoping phase (prior to planning).
The experiment variables in a GSE experiment will definitely involve GSE factors
(factors that are derived from the applied GSE context) when deriving the
experiment variables and this issue is brought out to light during the scoping phase
itself with guideline 2. Setting-up an experiment in a particular GSE experiment
study-setting is a challenge addressed with guidelines 1-5, however only guidelines 4
and 5 constitute to the planning phase of the thesis. There are different experiment
study-settings that denote GSE context of an experiment. The study-setting addressed
in this thesis are considered as GSE experiment designs in relevance to GSE context
and not in relevance to the historical experiment designs as mentioned in [36]. One
reason for not addressing the standard designed types in the guidelines is that these
standard design types and other experiment design oriented baseline principles are
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already detailed in [36] and [38]. To use guidelines for setting up a study-setting,
researchers also need to base on the standard design types as detailed in [36] and
[38].
Operation: There are different kinds of instrumentation analyzed in the state-of-theart of GSE experiments. Some of them are directly involved to collect and store data
from the subjects where as some tools such as groupware tools are used for
communication and coordination between subjects or subjects with researchers. To
implement controlled interaction with and within subjects to involve subjects as
groups in the experiment and Subject representativeness are the issues addressed
with guideline 6, 8, 9 respectively.
Analysis and Presentation: Besides study-setting and involving subjects, there are
other challenges like experiment analysis, presentation and replication challenges but
it is identified that these challenges are also challenges in general software
engineering experiments. There are different analysis methods analyzed in GSE
experiments; see section-4.1.7. Analysis in experiments are purely statistical [47]
[18]. This thesis is concerned about the GSE context of experiments and not about
the experimental statistics. However, a study (section-4.1.7) is also performed on
GSE experiments to confirm that there are no GSE specific challenges with respect
to experiment research. Experiment replications as seen in [X28], [X40], [X29],
[X34], [X52] is a challenge that is not specific to GSE but is a challenge to be
mitigated in general software engineering experiments. Also, there are no conclusion
validity threats that are identified purely in relevance to GSE context. Furthermore,
by following study-setting guidelines presented in this research will improve chances
of mitigating any GSE relevant threats to validity that are not identified in this thesis
study.
The below figure represents a thematic map that is generated in the formation of final
guidelines.
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Figure 9: Thematic map that is generated in the formation of guidelines
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There are a number of validity threats that are identified in GSE experiments and
these are categorized into four type of threats such as internal, external, construct and
conclusion validity threats; see section-4.1.9. Though all these threats mentioned in
section–4.1.9 have their relevance to GSE context, they are also applicable to the
general software engineering experiments and not just to GSE. Furthermore, all the
challenges (addressed by all the guidelines) are drawn from analyzed threats to
validity or risks or limitations. So, there are not many GSE specific guidelines for
threats to validity except one additional guideline (guideline 9).
Another recommendation on guidelines for external validity threats came from 6th
interviewee, “in software engineering research, we don’t have a culture of
replicating experimental studies. Though, publication committees do not show
interest in replicated studies and assess the replicated work as not new or not noble
contribution, it is necessary to motivate and support researchers to perform
replications. This is because, in experimentation research, replication is the only
way to build highly valued body of knowledge and it is the only form that provides
results that do not anymore carry external validity threats.” Furthermore, 6th
interviewee is the only researcher who have actually replicated the experiment (in the
same paper) with a different set of subjects to mitigate external validity threat in their
experiment research [X34]. It is interpreted from 6th interview that, external validity
threats affect the replication of a GSE experiment. However, no guideline is framed
on this issue as replication is itself a problem that is mainly applicable to general
software engineering research and there is nothing specific to GSE here.
For framing guidelines on construct validity threats, only one researcher has actually
provided his perceptions. According to 6th interviewee, “it is a very critical point to
understand that experiments tasks can be operated or analyzed effectively only if the
experiment’s goal is to conduct and analyze very simple treatment(s) in the
experiment. Experiments results most probably carry statistical results, when simple
treatment(s) are not designed, it is very difficult to measure what the researcher will
observe. Global software engineering has the same problem of theoretical physics,
where researchers need to measure something that is very difficult to measure (for
example, cultures, time zone differences, language barriers, impact of simulation and
so on). So when researcher designs a simple treatment to operation, construct
validity threats can be mitigated to the most extent.” According to 6th interviewee,
when simple treatments are designed, there is not much difficulty to find the analysis
method to measure the results and so the analysis method that is chosen will
definitely become a good representative to analyze the treatment(s)”.

4.5 Summary of Research Results
This thesis has contributed its findings based on the explorations done upon the
nature of GSE experiments. These findings mainly include state-of-the-art and
challenges in conducting controlled experiments in GSE. Setting-up an experiment
study-setting, involving subjects, finding and mitigating validity threats are the
identified challenges for conducting GSE experiments.
This thesis is only limited to identify GSE specific challenges and draw guidelines to
mitigate or solve those challenges. The author of this thesis didn’t provide guidelines
such as “researchers must ‘consider or follow or choose or implement’ a guideline”
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without providing rational and the limitations that exist when implementing them.
Hence, the guidelines are aimed to be generic GSE-specific guidelines that can be
implemented with any GSE experimentation research disregard of the research
problem addressed. Furthermore, all the guidelines obtained in this thesis can be an
applicable extension to the literature on conducting experiments in software
engineering.
The below table details how all the research questions are addressed in connection to
the objectives of this thesis.

R.Q.
R.Q.
1

Obj.
OB1

R.Q.
1.1

OB2

R.Q.
1.2

OB3

R.Q.
2

OB4

Table 25: Addressing all research questions in this thesis
Addressing the research question
To explore the state-of-the-art of controlled experiments in GSE,
systematic literature review is conducted on 71 GSE experiments.
During this process, each and every element in the experiment design
of all 71 experiments is considered to study. The analysis on the
state-of-the-art of GSE experiments resulted in exploring the
research problems addressed with GSE experiments, GSE
experiment treatments, various study-settings, subject types, subject
environments, subject recruitment strategies, data collection and
analysis methods, implementation of groupware tools in GSE
experiments, and various validity threats (or limitations or risks) in
relevance to GSE. Based on the reported limitations or validity
threats GSE-specific challenges that are common to all GSE
experiments resulted to discussions.
To explain the state-of-the-art in R.Q.1, the author of this thesis first
identified the research problems that are addressed by 71
experimenters with their research. All research problems are
categorized. Both statistical and descriptive analysis results are
presented in Section-4.1.1. GSE experimentation challenges are
further discussed to identify if a particular research problem is
specific to a particular challenge or is generic to all any research
problem in the field of global software engineering.
To address the state-of-the-art in R.Q.1, there is also a need to also
identify the validity threats or limitations or risks. During this
process, different types of threats to validity are identified. By
grouping similar threats into different categories and by analyzing
threats that are similar to others, mitigation strategies are identified
or the threat itself is presented; see Section-4.1.9. During this
process, several common threats to GSE experiments that are
specific to GSE are brought out to analysis. 9 GSE specific
challenges resulted from discussion on these common threats to GSE
experiments; see table - 22.
GSE experimentation guidelines are framed by basing on the stateof-the-art of GSE experiments. An initial set of guidelines are first
generated to address 9 GSE specific challenges with respect to studysetting and subjects in GSE experiments. 9 final guidelines are
presented in Section-4.3 by basing on interviewee’s inputs, along
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with the interviewee’s perceptions, limitations and comments on the
guidelines. Further, discussion on how guidelines extend the existing
experimental procedures with respect to GSE context is presented in
Section-4.4.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

GSE experimental research is more exposed to resolve research problems in
software processes and methods research area where communication and
coordination of subjects is of a greater influence to conduct the research. On the
other hand, software quality research area is found to be having very limited
experimental research. Study-settings and subject environments constitute
differences between general software engineering experiments to that of an
experiment set-up in GSE context. It is also found that a controlled experiment may
vary to be set-up in different forms such as quasi, laboratory, field, large-scale and
role-play experiments. Especially, large-scale and role-play experiments
significantly showcase a new context of controlled experiments where GSE context
is clearly visualized. Large-scale renders the purpose of setting up geographically
distributed experiment environments and role-play details how subjects at dispersed
locations participate in the study by performing a software professional role. On the
other hand, there are different types of study-settings and subjects that detail the
paradigms of research being conducted in universities with students, and industries
with professionals; where students are mostly collocated and professionals are
chosen to be involved in simulated or distributed experiment environments.
Involving groupware tools in experiments is also a new finding that differentiates
the GSE experiment nature with that of general software engineering experiments.
Especially, groupware tools is a better means to conduct experiments with
distributed subjects. As seen in Section-4.1.8, there are also collaborative platforms
that are not just used for communication but also to collaborate subjects or to track
the responses of the subjects.
To conclude, GSE experiments are composed of GSE factors impacting the
experiment design and treatments. Deciding a study-setting and the environment of
the experiment to be set-up is dependent of these GSE factors. Subject selection is
crucial as it has its impact on the distributed nature of the experiment or on the
complex tasks occurring to treatments in the experiment. The experiments set-up
with subject groups participating in a distributed environment without simulation
are exposed to external validity threats. Simulating distributed environment in a
non-distributed location, simulating subjects, involving distributed subjects as
control groups are some mitigation strategies to external validity threats that are
applicable to all GSE experiments in general.
Thesis findings mainly include state-of-the-art and challenges in conducting
controlled experiments in GSE followed by guidelines to address the challenges
identified. All the guidelines obtained in this thesis can be an applicable extension to
the literature on conducting experiments in software engineering and to the industry.
The guidelines resulted with this thesis are generated as generic GSE-specific
guidelines that can be implemented with any GSE experimentation research
disregard of the research problem addressed. This thesis contributes to the industry
where there is a need to conduct software experiments in a GSE context that mainly
refers to distributed and collocated subjects for performing experiment tasks.
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6 FUTURE WORK
This thesis studies the existing state-of-the-art GSE Experiments. The next logical
step is to consider these guidelines in setting up GSE controlled experiments that
contribute to software industry and research. For example, existing GSE
experiments such as [X4] involved random assignment of student subjects in an
industry setting and have listed simulation characteristics that are limited to
explaining how subjects involved to experiment treatments. By implementing 5th
guideline for the experiment [X4], experimenters could also focus on simulation
characteristics that detail differences on how simulated subjects such as students
could impact on real-world settings such as an industry. Also, according to 5th
guideline, when simulating subjects and environments such as in [X4], it is
suggested that quasi-experiment are set-up in order to obtain those characteristics
that determine the real-world validity. For another example, when subjects are
involved to perform experiment tasks in groups, two sets of groups are analyzed
such as control groups or experimental groups. As a future work, experiments (such
as [X9] [X54]) that are set-up with distributed subject groups could be conducted by
following guideline-9. So that distributed subject groups are set-up as control
groups for participating in the experiment tasks. In the similar way, recruitment of
experiment subjects could be better performed by following guideline-7. Hence,
conducting future GSE experiments will also validate the practicality of the
guidelines presented in this thesis.
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9 APPENDIX-B: SLR DATA EXTRACTION FORM

Figure 10: SLR Data Extraction Form
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10 APPENDIX-C: INTERVIEW MATERIAL
To imply GSE context in the experiment: It is important to note that these treatments
are composed of GSE elements and attributes (in the form experiment variables) and
are influenced by (distributed or collocated) GSE subjects. Controlled experiments
undergo different treatment interventions. To conduct controlled experiments, the
focus of the research must be to identify treatments and to analyze interventions.
Performing exploratory experiments may lead to weak conclusions. With exploratory
studies, subjects are given freedom to explore the task and this exploration may lead
to unknown or even biased results. For example, when the subjects are involved from
geographically distributed locations, it is always difficult to analyze the results of the
task performed. This is because researchers might not be able to understand the
process implemented by the global subjects to accomplish exploratory tasks.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
1. Guideline 1.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 Do you agree that researchers must conduct GSE experiments only
when the focus of the experiment is to perform controlled intervention
studies? Please explain?
 Can researchers rely upon their context of GSE to implement a
particular study-setting? Please explain?
To imply GSE context in the experiment: There is always a need to identify the
context of the research to be performed. The context of GSE must be identified and
reflected in the experiment study-setting. On the other hand, there are different
experiment study-settings that have different operational perspectives such as
academy, industry and laboratory settings.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
2. Guideline 2.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 Do you think study-settings resemble any differences in the GSE
context of an experiment? Please explain?
 Can researchers rely upon their context of GSE to implement a
particular study-setting? Please explain?
To choose and implement experiment in a particular study environment: GSE
experiment settings differ in terms of geographically distributed or geographically
non-distributed environments.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
3. Guideline 3.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
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 To set-up experiment in a particular environment, can researchers
rationalize their environment choice by basing on GSE factors that
influence the experiment study? Please explain?
To conduct experiments using simple study-setting: Complex experiment settings
may pose a threat to validity. Conducting experiments in geographically distributed
environments, results in complex settings that are difficult to operate and to control.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
4. Guideline 4.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 Do you think researchers can simplify experiment study-setting by
designing a distributed environment in a closed (non-distributed)
location? Please explain?
To implement simulation in experiment: There is a necessity for researchers to
implement simulation strategies for setting-up artificial environments in the
experiment study-setting. To mitigate threats due to simulation, researchers must also
identify the difference between simulations to that of the real world.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
5. Guideline 5.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 Will you agree that researchers need to design and implement a
laboratory or quasi-experiment when conducting simulation based
experiments? Please explain?
 Will listing out simulation characteristics in experiments help in
identifying the simulation impact on the experiment? Please explain?
To implement controlled interaction with and within subjects: The communication
and collaboration with subjects or within subjects is a challenge when conducting an
experiment activity. In order to let the subjects perform experiment tasks effectively,
communication must not go out of control. In experiments, interaction is also
necessary to collect data from subjects.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
6. Guideline 6.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 In what ways do you think researchers can implement controlled
interaction with and within subjects (for example: setting up temporal
collocation, face-face meetings, exchange visits, involving groupware
tools, using proper verbalization techniques)?
To recruit subjects in the experiment: Recruitment of subjects in a GSE experiment
involves several recruitment elements such as distributed or non-distributed subjects,
subjects based on cultural, language backgrounds, team grouping capabilities and
expertise. Researchers must be able to control and manage subject tasks during
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operation. If any task changes occur, researchers must deliver updates on the task
changes as frequent and as quick as possible. It is also important to note and
frequently identify that the subject’s own perceptions will not alter the results of the
experiment.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
7. Guideline 7.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 Do you think subjects need to be strategically recruited by basing on
certain inclusion and exclusion criteria that mainly refers to subject’s
location, subject type and subject expertise and subject’s task
allotment? Please explain?
 Do you think involving global (distributed) subjects will increase
complexity in controlling and managing the tasks from a remote
location? Please explain?
 Do you think researchers need to prioritize subject selection by basing
on their location of participation (considering local subjects as first
priority)? Please explain?
To involve experiment subjects as groups: When subjects are involved in the
experiment as groups, they can be involved as control groups or as experimental
groups or both. These control groups will become a separate set of subjects whose
task activity will not alter the results but may state the positivity or negativity of a
test case. To involve geographically distributed subject groups, researchers must
make sure that these distributed subjects are trustworthy to allot experiment tasks. As
control groups perform pre-designed (fully guided) tasks, there is not much of
control needed even if the experiment is carried out from a remote location.
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
8. Guideline 8.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 When two groups of participants from geographically distributed
locations are participating, should researchers involve geographically
distributed subjects only as control groups? Please explain?
To mitigate GSE relevant internal validity threats: Most common threats to internal
validity occur due to the improper selection and involvement of subjects in the
experiment. Subject
Please evaluate the below GSE guideline when conducting experiments, (base your
evaluation criteria on understandability, usefulness and completeness (Specificity to
GSE))
9. Guideline 9.
Other questions (to support the evaluation process of the interviewee)
 In what way(s) can researchers mitigate threats that occur due to
subject representativeness in GSE experiments?
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 Clarifying Can you think of ways to mitigate any other internal threats
that occur due to improper selection and involvement of subjects in a
GSE environment? If so, please explain?
Examples of threats that may actually be a threat in GSE relevance:
 Subject selection and control
 Subject expertise
 Subjective choice
 Double blinding/hidden hypothesis
 Scenario-based/Role-playing subjects
To mitigate GSE relevant external validity threats: Most common threats to external
validity occur due to improper selection and implementation of study-setting in a
GSE environment.
 Can you think of ways to mitigate threats that occur due to improper
selection and implementation of study-setting in a GSE
environment? If so, please explain?
 Example: Tool usage in experiments (groupware tools,
collaboration platforms and others)
To mitigate GSE relevant construct validity threats: Most common threats to
construct validity that occur due to treatment effects on tasks that are performed in
the experiment.
 Can you think of ways to mitigate threats that occur due to treatment
effects on tasks that occur due to experiment? If so, please explain?
 For now, there is no clear example that has been analyzed as a
construct validity threat that is purely in relevance to GSE.
To include other challenges or recommendations: This interview is based on the GSE
relevant challenges and problems that are analyzed from the state-of-the-art of GSE
experimentation literature. This set of interview questions are focused on analyzing
and validating a set of guidelines framed based on these challenges.
 Do you have any other recommendations for GSE relevant problems or
challenges that need to be guidelines for conducting GSE
experiments?
Challenges addressed with guidelines:
 To identify the necessity to conduct an experiment
 To imply GSE context in the experiment
 To choose and implement experiment in a particular study
environment
 To conduct experiments using simple study-settings
 To implement simulation in experiments
 To implement controlled interaction with and within subjects
 To recruit subjects in the experiment
 To recruit subjects in the experiment
 To involve subjects as groups in the experiment
 To mitigate threat with subject representativeness
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